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Abstract 
 
Tove Helldin (2014): Transparency for Future Semi-Automated Systems – 
Effects of transparency on operator performance, workload and trust.  
Örebro Studies in Technology 60.  
 
More and more complex semi-automated systems are being developed, 
aiding human operators to collect and analyze data and information and 
even to recommend decisions and act upon these. The goal of such de-
velopment is often to support the operators make better decisions faster, 
while at the same time decrease their workload. However, these promis-
es are not always fulfilled and several incidents have highlighted the fact 
that the introduction of automated technologies might instead increase 
the need for human involvement and expertise in the tasks carried out. 

The significance of communicating information regarding an auto-
mated system's performance and to explain its strengths and limitations 
to its operators is strongly highlighted within the system transparency 
and operator-centered automation literature. However, it is not common 
that feedback containing system qualifiers is incorporated into the pri-
mary displays of the automated system, obscuring its transparency. In 
this thesis, we deal with the investigation of the effects of explaining and 
visualizing system reasoning and performance parameters in different 
domains on the operators' trust, workload and performance. Different 
proof-of-concept prototypes have been designed with transparency char-
acteristics in mind, and quantitative and qualitative evaluations together 
with operators of these systems have been carried out.  

Our results show that the effects of automation transparency can pos-
itively influence the performance and trust calibration of operators of 
complex systems, yet possibly at the costs of higher workload and longer 
decision-making times. Further, this thesis provides recommendations 
for designers and developers of automated systems in terms of general 
design concepts and guidelines for developing transparent automated 
systems for the future. 

Keywords: semi-automation, trust, system transparency, meta-information, 
information fusion 
 
Tove Helldin, School of Science and Technology 
Örebro University, SE-70182 Örebro, Sweden, tove.helldin@his.se 



 

 

 



Sammanfattning

Fler och fler komplexa semiautomatiserade system utvecklas idag, vilka hjälper
operatörer att samla in och analysera data och information och även att rek-
ommendera beslut och agera på dessa. Det yttersta målet med implementerin-
gen av automatiserade system är ofta att hjälpa operatörerna att fatta bättre
beslut snabbare och samtidigt minska deras arbetsbelastning. Dock blir detta
inte alltid fallet och flera olyckor har uppmärksammat faktumet att introduk-
tionen av automatiserade system istället kan öka behovet av mänsklig inbland-
ning och expertis.

Inom forskningsområden såsom automationstransparens och operatörscen-
trerad automation har vikten av att kommunicera information angående au-
tomationens prestanda betonats, likaså att förklara dess styrkor och svagheter
för operatörerna. Dock är det inte vanligt att sådan meta-information inko-
rporeras i de automatiska systemens primära användargränssnitt, vilket kan
försvåra det för operatörerna att tillgodogöra sig denna information. I denna
avhandling undersöks effekterna av att förklara och visualisera semiautomatis-
erade systems resonerande och prestanda i olika domäner på operatörernas tillit
till systemen, deras upplevda arbetsbörda och deras prestation. Olika koncept-
prototyper har designats med inkorporerade transparensegenskaper och kvali-
tativa och kvantitativa utvärderingar tillsammans med operatörer av dessa sys-
tem har genomförts.

Resultaten visar att automationstransparens kan ha positiva effekter på op-
eratörers prestanda och tillitskalibrering, dock med möjliga kostnader i form
av högre upplevd arbetsbelastning och längre beslutstider. Avhandlingen erb-
juder även rekommendationer till designers och utvecklare i form av generella
riktlinjer och designegenskaper vid utvecklandet av framtida transparenta semi-
automatiserade stödsystem.

Nyckelord: semiautomation, tillit, systemtransparens, meta-information,
informationsfusion
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The lack of information is seldom a problem in today’s information age. Im-
proved and cheaper technology has resulted in a myriad of different sensors
and networks, making information collection and distribution easier and more
efficient [40, 160, 121]. Instead, problems related to information overload have
been reported where operators (i.e. users of systems, hereafter interchangeably
termed operators, users or decision-makers) are overwhelmed with informa-
tion, not knowledge [38]. As such, in fast-paced situations, where decisions
have to be made quickly and based on massive amounts of data and informa-
tion, operators might find it difficult to reach a good decision within an accept-
able time frame [160]. To meet the increasing need for data collection and anal-
ysis, various semi-automatic support systems have been implemented that aim
to support the operators with their information acquisition and analysis tasks,
and even with selecting and implementing decisions and actions [158]. This
is, for example, a major goal within the information fusion community, where
various support systems have been implemented to aid operators collect, fuse
and analyze large amounts of data as a basis for making good, well-informed
decisions [196, 30, 145].

Automation is often viewed as critical for improving operator performance,
lowering the operators’ workload, decreasing the amount of errors made as
well as for saving time and money, and it is likely that automated technologies
become even more commonplace in the future [137]. However, these promises
are not always fulfilled. Several accidents have been attributed, fully or partially,
to inappropriate operator-automation collaboration. For example, in 1988, the
U.S. Navy warship USS Vincennes accidentally shot down a commercial pas-
senger Iranian airliner, resulting in the death of 290 passengers. The accident
investigation revealed that the software and hardware functioned correctly, but
that the accident was caused by inadequate and overly complex displays and in-
formation presented to the operators [199]. Another accident from the military
domain is the one involving the U.S. Army’s Patriot missile system that en-
gaged in fratricide during the 2004 Iraq war, shooting down a British Tornado
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

and an American F/A-18, killing three pilots. The accident reports highlight the
fact that the operators were too novice to use the missile system, which only
provided the operators ten seconds to veto the computer decisions [45]. Also
within the medical domain, automation accidents have occurred, such as the
one involving the Therac-25 system, aiding medical personnel to set up cancer
radiation therapy for patients. It was possible for medical technicians to enter
erroneous data, correct it on the display so that the data appeared accurate and
to start the treatment, however without having the changes to the system ap-
plied, resulting in that several patients received lethal levels of radiation [118].
Incidents in the process control domain have also been documented, such as
the 1979 cooling malfunction of one of the nuclear reactors at the Three Mile
Island. Problems with information representation in the control room and hu-
man machine cognitive limitations have been listed as primary contributors to
the accident [45].

These incidents indicate that instead of decreasing the human involvement
in the tasks carried out, automation might instead increase the need for hu-
man expertise due to the nature of the new tasks assigned to the operators
who have to monitor and analyze the performance of the automated functions.
As stated by Lee and See [116], people often becomes more, not less, impor-
tant as automation becomes more powerful and prevalent. Further, if being
left out from the automated processes, out-of-the-loop performance problems
might be a result where the cause-and-effect relationship between the automat-
ically collected data, analysis and decisions might become unclear [95]. This
might pose additional stress and workload on the human operators, since it
is the operators who carry the ultimate responsibility for the correct workings
of the automated functions and systems. This is perhaps particularly prevalent
in high-risk situations, where operators often have to make decisions fast and
where the consequences of a wrong or late decision might be severe. As a con-
sequence, with the development of additional, and more intelligent automated
technologies, the more important it becomes to design with the operators in
mind, for example by providing automation feedback to the operators to clar-
ify the intent of the automated functions and agents, as well as to communicate
their behavior [116].

Several guidelines and frameworks have been proposed that aim to support
developers of automated systems design with the operators in mind. For exam-
ple, Billings [22] has suggested a set of so-called human-centered automation
guidelines, highlighting the need for including the human operator in the ex-
ecution of automated tasks, appropriate information distribution and the im-
plementation of automated functions that are easy to learn and use. Similar,
but differently emphasized guidelines, can be found within the mixed-initiative
[89, 201], the team-player [41, 106], the adaptable [149, 178] and adaptive
[96] automation approaches. For example, within the adaptive automation ap-
proach, focus is put on adjusting the level of automation according to the op-
erators’ work level, i.e. to increase the automation level in stressful situations,
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whereas to decrease this level in situations with low workload to keep the oper-
ator in the loop [96]. Further, a discussion regarding the transition of control –
whether it should be operator or automation initiated – is discussed within the
adaptable/adaptive automation literature [133]. The mixed-initiative approach
stresses the importance of establishing a dialogue between the human and the
automation and to require human input during the problem solving processes
[89] whereas the team-player approach looks upon the automated system as a
member of the team that needs to be taken into account when coordinating the
tasks allocated to either the human or the automation [41, 106]. The core of
each approach is that designers must keep the operators in the loop so as to
avoid known automation-related problems, such as automation misuse, disuse
and abuse [115], to keep the operators’ workload at an acceptable level and to
maintain their situational awareness of the environment and the automated sys-
tems they use [158]. Further, to appropriately calibrate the operators’ trust in
the automated systems has also been highlighted as a prerequisite for successful
operator-automation cooperation within the different automation approaches,
where both too high and too low rates of trust can be equally problematic (see
for example [47, 158, 9]).

To strengthen the anticipated positive effects of introducing automated
functions, while at the same time diminish the possible negative effects, it is im-
portant to provide the operators with relevant system feedback [11, 146]. What
constitutes relevant feedback is, of course, domain and even operator depen-
dent, however, several researchers have argued for the importance of providing
the operators of complex systems with an explanation of the system reasoning
and actions [154, 103], the uncertainties prevalent [73, 10, 218] and the reli-
ability of the automatically generated recommendations [58, 209]. The signifi-
cance of communicating information regarding the automated system’s perfor-
mance and to explain its strengths and limitations to its users is strongly high-
lighted within the system transparency literature. Mark and Kobsa [128] and
Preece, Rogers and Sharp [164] argue that system transparency is concerned
with enabling the users to easily understand how a system works and to easily
use it. However, as noted by Pfautz et al. [162] and Bisantz et al. [24], it is not
common that feedback containing such system qualifiers, or meta-information,
is incorporated into the primary system displays, which might result in that im-
portant information is overlooked by the operator, leading to possible flawed
decision-making and accidents. Moreover, as noted by Pfautz et al. [160], the
visualization of meta-information and its role in cognition and decision-making
can have a substantial impact on the design of displays, interfaces and compu-
tational support tools and, as such, more research is needed to understand the
effects of visualizing meta-information on the operators’ decision-making and
performance. This is further highlighted within the uncertainty visualization
literature, where several researchers have argued for the importance of inves-
tigating the effectiveness of various techniques for representing uncertainty in
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terms of how well they are perceived, understood and accepted by the users
[94, 79, 126].

In this thesis, we deal with the investigation of the possibilities, challenges
and effects of explaining and visualizing system reasoning and performance pa-
rameters (i.e. meta-information) of semi-automated systems on operators’ trust,
workload and decision-making performance in different domains. These three
effects have been outlined by Pfautz et al. [161] as important issues to address
when investigating the effects of meta-information visualization on operators’
usage and understanding of the information provided and the consequences
thereof on operator decision-making. To investigate these effects, we have cho-
sen to perform empirical studies. As argued by Pfautz et al. [161], to address
the challenges associated with meta-information visualization, empirical studies
must be conducted to investigate the need for such information in the domain
of interest and to extract which information that should be presented.

Based on the different guidelines and frameworks for improving the
operator-automation relationship, here merged under the term “operator-
centered automation” (OCA), we show how the presentation of automation
meta-information can serve as a means to achieve automation transparency.
Our aim in this work is to investigate the role of meta-information in decision-
making at a pragmatic and theoretical level in different domains, leading to im-
plications for interface design and the development of complex semi-automated
support systems. Four different case scenarios are presented: (1) the explana-
tion and visualization of the included parameters in a fighter aircraft classifica-
tion scenario, (2) the visualization of parameter uncertainty in an air defense
scenario, (3) the explanation and visualization of the functioning and perfor-
mance of an identification model used in an air defense scenario and (4) the
presentation of automation ability in an automated driving scenario. These sce-
narios were chosen due to the expected importance in these domains to visual-
ize system meta-information in order for the operators to make well-informed
and successful decisions. Further, the scenarios were chosen due to the possible
severe consequences of making a wrong or late decision and the often large
amounts of data that have to be processed during the analysis.

1.1 Aims and objectives

In this thesis, the effects of explaining and presenting system meta-information,
as a means for achieving/improving automation transparency, on the operators’
performance, trust and workload are investigated. To meet this general goal, the
more specific aims and objectives are:

Aims

• Aim 1: To extract needs and challenges for achieving domain-specific
transparency.
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• Aim 2: To demonstrate how transparency can be achieved in the design
of future automated support systems.

• Aim 3: To evaluate the effects of automation transparency on the opera-
tors’ performance, workload and trust.

Objectives

• Objective 1: Identify, through both theoretical and practical studies,
important automation transparency characteristics where additional re-
search efforts must be made in the selected domains.

• Objective 2: Design proof-of-concepts for selected automation trans-
parency characteristics and include these in prototypes to enable empiri-
cal investigations.

• Objective 3: Design and carry out experiments to evaluate the effects of
automation transparency on operator performance, trust and workload.

• Objective 4: Extract lessons learned for the future design and develop-
ment of transparent automated systems.

1.2 Contributions

The work presented here is interdisciplinary, combining ideas from operator-
centered automation literature, meta-information visualization and informa-
tion fusion, contributing to all of these areas to varying extent. The identified
positive effects of involving the operator in complex automated processes may
serve as inspiration during future development of support systems to be used
in the domains exemplified in this thesis. The transparency characteristics, as
incorporated in the design of the different proof-of-concept prototypes, pro-
vide practical examples of how to design for transparency, and their effects on
operator performance, trust and workload have been analyzed through the em-
pirical studies performed together with expert operators within the respective
domains. As such, the research presented in this thesis contributes to improving
our knowledge of the opportunities and challenges associated with automation
transparency in the domains selected for our studies, but also on a more general
level through exemplifying practical examples of how some of the OCA guide-
lines and transparency characteristics can be reflected in the design of complex
semi-automated support systems, thus also contributing to the research area of
meta-information visualization.

The practical examples can further be used to improve the development of
complex support systems within the information fusion domain. The fusion of
large amounts of information, without providing the basis for the fusion and
reasoning to the operators, can place the operators out-of-the-loop, possibly
leading to automation misuse and abuse. Thus, this thesis highlights the need
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for early operator involvement in the development process of semi-automated
fusion systems to outline the operators’ need for meta-information. More-
over, the research presented in this thesis contributes to the different operator-
centered automation frameworks, such as the human-centered and the mixed-
initiative, through collecting, analyzing and exemplifying the application of dif-
ferent automation guidelines in various domains. Additionally, we have con-
tributed to the development of operator-centered automated systems through
the suggestion of incorporating OCA evaluations in the simulator-based design
(SBD) development approach (see [5]).

At a more detailed level, the contributions relate to the aims of this thesis.
The first set of contributions relates to the results of the different interviews,
discussions, surveys and literature studies carried out in order to investigate
future needs for operator-centered automation and, especially, the need for au-
tomation transparency in the selected domains. These studies constituted the
first step in the SBD development approach, namely to evaluate our ideas for
improving the operator-automation relationship in future automated systems
to be used in the selected domains in terms of which tasks to automate and
at which level of automation. The second set of contributions provides exam-
ples of how transparency characteristics can be mirrored in the design of these
automated support systems, exemplified through the proof-of-concept proto-
types. Both interface and model characteristics have been studied, constituting
the “implementation” and “experiment design” phases of the SBD approach,
whereas the evaluation of the transparency characteristics on the operators’ per-
formance, workload and trust in the automated support systems used represent
the “human-in-the-loop simulation” and “data analysis” phases of the SBD
approach. Our results have indicated that automation transparency in terms
of the visualization of automation meta-information and the explanation of
system reasoning had a positive impact on operator performance, however at
the cost of possibly higher operator workload. Further, our results have shown
that trust can be positively affected by the incorporation of automation trans-
parency characteristics through appropriate calibration with regard to the au-
tomation capability.

The contributions of this thesis outlined above are first and foremost ad-
dressed to designers and developers of future automated systems where an
operator-centered approach is striven for. Through the proposed development
framework, developers are provided with a process to follow and important
issues to consider during the development. Moreover, information visualiza-
tion and interaction designers are provided with examples of meta-information
visualizations and possible interaction formats between the operators and the
automation. Additionally, through marking the importance of operator under-
standing of and training with the automated systems, we have identified impor-
tant issues for instructors of automated systems to consider.
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1.3 Delimitations

This thesis focuses on two ways of improving the operator-automation relation-
ship, namely through proper information distribution and interaction between
the operator and the system. Other ways of achieving a good relationship are
possible, such as to design stable and mode-conformance functions, whose out-
puts can easily be predicted by the operators. However, such development issues
have not been a part of the investigations carried out and presented in this the-
sis. Moreover, there is additional meta-information (other than the associated
parameters, uncertainty, reliability and ability) that could provide valuable in-
formation for the operators (such as the age of the information), which has
not been taken into account in this thesis. The meta-information could further
be provided to the operators through other means than visualizations, such
as using haptics or sounds. Further, due to the different constraints governing
the different studies presented in this thesis, full generalization of the findings
were deemed to be unlikely. Instead, the goal was to identify domain-specific
automation transparency characteristics, which in turn, can provide general
guidance of important issues to consider when developing transparent auto-
mated systems. Thus, the focus of research presented in this thesis was not
to produce additional general OCA guidelines, but rather pinpoint general au-
tomation characteristics that need to be considered during the development and
evaluation processes.

We have only addressed semi-autonomous systems where human interven-
tion is required at some point, thus stressing the need for involving the opera-
tors in the automated evaluations. Other challenges are likely associated with
the mere monitoring and maintenance of complex, fully automated functions,
which we have not considered in this thesis. Additionally, we have not investi-
gated the possibilities of extending the authority of the automated functions in
terms of enabling the automation to learn about the state of the operator and,
when needed, take action to maintain or return to a safe state. With today’s
technology, different sensors can collect information about the operators re-
garding their workload and stress levels as well as their level of alertness. Such
information could be used to make the automation “monitor” the human oper-
ators instead, and take action or provide warnings when needed. Neither have
we addressed the possibility of adjusting, in real-time, the levels of automation
during our empirical investigations or more closely how the transition of con-
trol could or should be exchanged between the operator and the automation.

1.4 Publications

This section provides a summary of the publications related to this thesis. The
publications are divided into those of high relevance and those of lesser rele-
vance for the thesis. An overview of which publications contribute to which
aim can be found in figure 1.1.
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Publications of high relevance

I Helldin, T., Riveiro, M., Falkman, G. and Lebram, M. (submitted). Ef-
fects of automated target identification transparency on operator trust
and performance. Submitted for journal publication (Journal of Cogni-
tive Engineering and Decision Making).

This paper presents our third case study, performed within the air defense
domain, where we wanted to investigate the effects of visualizing automa-
tion reliability on the operators’ performance, trust and workload when
performing target identification and prioritization tasks. A model for tar-
get identification, found in relevant literature, is explained together with
its associated reliability output measures and warnings. Further, the in-
corporation of the model and its visualizations in the proof-of-concept
target identification model is depicted. The experiment conducted is pre-
sented, involving twenty experienced air defense operators, carrying out
target identification and prioritization tasks using the prototype. The re-
sults show that the participants provided with the reliability information
needed more time to perform their identification tasks. However, this re-
sult must be looked upon in the light of the operators’ positive subjective
impressions of being provided with the performance of the target identi-
fication system.

This paper was written jointly by the authors. The author of this thesis
conducted the literature survey and executed the experimental study.

II Helldin, T., Ohlander, U., Falkman, G. and Riveiro, M. (2014). Trans-
parency of Automated Combat Classification. To appear in the Proceed-
ings of the 11th International Conference on Engineering Psychology and
Cognitive Ergonomics – Applications and Services (EPCE 2014), 22–27
July, 2014, Creta Maris, Heraklion, Crete, Greece. (12 pages.)

This paper presents our first case study, performed within the fighter air-
craft domain, where we wanted to investigate the effects of visualizing
three levels of system transparency. These three levels incorporated an
increasing amount of information detail regarding a target, revealing its
most probable classification(s), whereas the second and third levels also
included an automatically assessed class of the target. A target classifi-
cation model was developed by a domain expert and applied to 33 sce-
narios, incorporated into a proof-of-concept target classification support
system. Six experienced fighter aircraft pilots participated in the exper-
iment and performed their classification tasks using the three different
versions of the prototype. The results show that the pilots needed more
time to make a classification decision and reported higher workload rat-
ings when being provided with the increasing amount of classification
information. However, the results further show that the pilots trusted the
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system more and made more correct classifications when being provided
with the most information details.

This paper was written by the author of this thesis. The analysis of the
experimental data was jointly carried out by the authors.

III Riveiro, M., Helldin, T., Falkman, G. and Lebram M. (2014).
Effects of visualizing uncertainty on decision-making in a tar-
get identification scenario. Computers & Graphics, available online:
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cag.2014.02.006.

This paper presents our second case study, performed within the air de-
fense domain, where we wanted to investigate the effects of visualizing
sensor uncertainty information on the operators’ performance and work-
load when performing target identification and prioritization tasks. The
visualization of positional uncertainty and track quality of the detected
targets were incorporated into a target identification proof-of-concept
prototype. The experiment conducted is presented, involving 22 expe-
rienced air defense operators, carrying out target identification and pri-
oritization tasks using the prototype. The results show that the partici-
pants provided with the uncertainty information needed fewer attempts
to make an identification and prioritization decision, reported lower
workload measures and assigned more threatful identities to the hidden
threatening targets in the scenario used.

This paper was written jointly by the authors. The author of this thesis
contributed to the literature survey performed and the execution of the
experimental study.

IV Helldin, T., Falkman, G., Riveiro, M. and Davidsson, S. (2013) Present-
ing system uncertainty in automotive UIs for supporting trust calibration
in autonomous driving. In Proceedings of the 5th International Confer-
ence on Automotive User Interfaces and Interactive Vehicular Applica-
tions (Automotive’UI 13), 27–30 October, Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

This paper was jointly written by the authors.

V Riveiro, M., Helldin, T., Falkman, G. (2014). Influence of Meta-
Information on Decision-Making: Lessons Learned from Four Case
Studies. To appear in the Proceedings of the 4th International Multi-
Disciplinary Conference on Cognitive Methods in Situation Awareness
and Decision Support (CogSIMA 2014), 3–6 March, 2014, San Antonio,
Texas, USA.

This paper presents a first comparison of the initial empirical results, later
found in papers II, II, III and V in terms of the findings related to the
operators’/drivers’/pilots’ expressed workload, trust and their measured
performance during our empirical evaluations together with the proof-of-
concept prototypes. The results show that, despite the differences among
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the studies due to the varying constraints and tasks carried out, the visu-
alization of automation meta-information had a positive impact on the
users’ confidence, performance and trust without having a large negative
effect on the users’ workload.

This paper was jointly written by the authors.

VI Helldin, T., Falkman, G., Riveiro, M., Dahlbom, A. and Lebram, M.
(2013) Transparency of Military Threat Evaluation Through Visualizing
Uncertainty and System Rationale. In Proceedings of the 10th Interna-
tional Conference on Engineering Psychology and Cognitive Ergonomics:
Applications and Services (EPCE 2013), 21–26 July, 2013, Las Vegas,
Nevada, USA, pp. 263–272.

This paper presents the interviews conducted together with four air de-
fense operators, aiming to investigate their strategies for dealing with un-
certainty during their threat evaluation tasks together with their perceived
need for understanding the underlying threat evaluation model. The re-
sults show that the air defense operators interviewed indeed believed that
they would be aided by being presented with the uncertainties associated
with the evaluation parameters if they have a large effect on the calcu-
lated threat value. Further, the operators were very positive toward the
implementation of a more transparent threat evaluation aid where the
operators are able to investigate which parameters in the evaluation that
have been fulfilled/not fulfilled together with the weights associated with
these parameters.

This paper was written mainly by the author of this thesis.

VII Riveiro, M., Helldin, T., Lebram, M. and Falkman, G. (2013) Towards
future threat evaluation systems: user study, proposal and precepts for de-
sign. In Proceedings of the 16th International Conference on Information
Fusion (Fusion 2013), 9–12 July, 2013, Istanbul, Turkey, pp. 1863–1870.

This paper presents a first study to characterize how air defense operators
carry out their threat evaluation related tasks. Together with guidelines
for threat evaluation support system found in literature, a transparent
and highly interactive proof-of-concept prototype is described, aiming to
support the operators performing their tasks with improved performance
and better understanding of the support provided. From the results of the
investigations performed, we identify the need for dynamically represent-
ing the threat evaluation rule fulfillment and the uncertainties associated
with the sensor data. Further, to enable the operators to input to the
system through manually constructing evaluation rules and to make sure
that they can override the suggestions provided by the system were results
from our study. Two uncertainty visualization suggestions in the form of
thickness and transparency of lines and intervals are further presented.
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The author of this thesis contributed to the TE support system guidelines
listed in this paper – through literature studies and through conducting
interviews with air defense operators.

VIII Dahlbom, A. and Helldin, T. (2013) Supporting Threat Evaluation
through Visual Analytics. In Proceedings of the 3rd IEEE Interna-
tional Multi-Disciplinary Conference on Cognitive Methods and Situa-
tion Awareness and Decision Support (CogSIMA 2013), 25–28 February,
2013, San Diego, CA, USA, pp.155–162.

This paper discusses the challenges of implementing transparent threat
evaluation models. Due to the fact that some threat behaviors are difficult
to model, large uncertainties can be present and the nature of the threats
can change over time, the need for the implementation of adaptive and
interactive models is identified. An overview of threat evaluation methods
is provided and a discussion of the visual analytics framework to provide
a base for model transparency is discussed.

This paper was written jointly by the two authors. The author of this
thesis contributed to the parts containing information regarding visual
analytics and how this framework can be used to support threat evalua-
tion.

IX Helldin, T. and Erlandsson, T. (2012) Automation Guidelines for Intro-
ducing Survivability Analysis in Future Fighter Aircraft. In Proceedings
of the International Council of the Aeronautical Sciences (ICAS), 2012,
23–28 September, 2012, Brisbane, Australia.

This paper discusses a survivability model, aiding fighter pilots to assess
their chances of survival when flying a specific route. Refinements to the
model are proposed in terms of enabling the model to take into account
both the risk of the aircraft being detected and the risk that it gets hit
by enemy fire. The paper further presents the results from a survey per-
formed together with seven fighter aircraft system developers, where they
expressed their subjective opinions of the importance of the previously
identified OCA guidelines when developing the survivability support sys-
tem. The main findings from the study are that the support system must
provide relevant feedback to the pilots, such as the limitations of the
model, and that the pilots should be given an indication of the reliability
of the survivability calculations. However, it further became clear that the
OCA guidelines must be adapted to the domain.

This paper was jointly written by the two authors. The author of this
thesis contributed to the parts regarding OCA and the evaluation of the
OCA guidelines together with fighter aircraft system developers.

X Helldin, T. and Falkman, G. (2012) Human-Centred Automation for
Improving Situation Awareness in the Fighter Aircraft Domain. In Pro-
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ceedings of the 2nd IEEE International Multi-Disciplinary Conference
on Cognitive Methods in Situation Awareness and Decision Support
(CogSIMA 2012), 6–8 March, 2012, New Orleans, LA, USA, pp. 191–
197.

This paper presents interviews performed together with six fighter air-
craft system developers where the concept of a human oriented approach
toward automation was investigated. Their opinions of the applicability
of the OCA guidelines in general and in relation to the support system
depicted in paper IX, aiding pilots with assessing their chances of sur-
vival when flying a specified route were investigated. Conclusions drawn
from the study are that the human oriented approach toward automa-
tion is indeed important when developing the support systems to be used
within the domain and that the guidelines can provide valuable guidance
to maintain a pilot-centered focus, if being more closely adapted to the
domain. The developers argued for the incorporation of the guidelines
in a checklist of issues to consider during the development process, to
implement automated functions in accordance with their flight mode re-
lationships and to reveal the reliability of the calculated survivability.

This paper was written by the author of this thesis.

XI Helldin, T. (2012) Human-Centred Automation – With Application to
the Fighter Aircraft Domain. Licentiate thesis, Örebro University, Örebro,
Sweden.

The author’s licentiate thesis contains the first empirical evaluations
performed within the fighter aircraft domain where the aim was to
investigate the need for a human oriented approach toward automa-
tion in the domain together with providing examples of how the
framework could be applied. The licentiate thesis is based on the pa-
pers XII, XIII, XIV, XV, XVII, XVI, X and IX.

This licentiate thesis was written by the authors of this thesis.

Publications of lesser relevance

XII Helldin, T. and Falkman, G. (2011) Human-Centred Automation and
the Development of Fighter Aircraft Support Systems. Presented at the
Swedish Human Factors Network (HFN 2011), 24–25 November, 2011,
Linköping, Sweden. (10 pages.)

This paper discusses the importance of incorporating a human centered
approach toward automation in the fighter aircraft domain and proposes
that evaluations of the extent to which the automated functions being
implemented adhere to this approach toward automation should contin-
uously be conducted throughout the development process. The inclusion
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of such evaluations in the Simulator-Based Design approach is further
discussed.

This paper was written by the author of this thesis.

XIII Helldin, T. and Falkman, G. (2011) Human-Centred Automation of
Threat Evaluation in Future Fighter Aircraft. In Heiß, H.-U, Pepper, P.,
Schlingloff, H. and Schneider, J. (Eds). Informatik 2011. LNI P-192, pp.
502–513. Köllen Druck + Verlag.

This paper presents the results from the survey conducted together with
six fighter pilots where the aim was to analyze their opinions of the OCA
guidelines, appropriate levels of automation, automatic support for team-
work and trust in automation in relation to the development of a new
automated threat evaluation aid. The results from the study indicate that
most of the automation guidelines are directly applicable to the fighter
aircraft domain, but that the amount of raw data should be kept to a
minimum to avoid pilot information overload. The pilots argued for the
importance of being provided time to train with the system to be better
enabled to trust the automated functions- The importance of revealing the
reliability of the threat evaluation results and that automated functions,
in general, should generate a set of possible actions that the pilots can
choose from were aspects that the pilots stressed. Moreover, additional
automated support for information and decision distribution within the
pilot team was considered an important focus for the future.

This paper was written by the author of this thesis.

XIV Helldin, T., Falkman, G., Alfredson, J. and Holmberg, J. (2011) The Ap-
plicability of Human-Centred Automation Guidelines in the Fighter Air-
craft Domain. In Proceedings of the 29th Annual European Conference
on Cognitive Ergonomics: Designing Collaborative Activities (ECCE
2011), 24–26 August, 2011, Rostock, Germany, pp. 67–74. ACM.

This paper presents examples of how the identified OCA guidelines are
mirrored in the design of implemented automated functions in the fighter
aircraft domain. Together with two expert fighter aircraft system devel-
opers, examples of how the the guidelines can be materialized in the in-
terface and interaction design are provided. A discussion of automation
design improvements for future fighter aircraft is further provided, such
as adapting the level of automation incorporated into the different aid-
ing systems according to the experience of the pilots and to expand the
automation of sensor management between the aircraft in a team.

This paper was mainly written by the author of this thesis, however,
domain-specific knowledge was provided by the two latter authors.
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XV Helldin, T. and Erlandsson, T. (2011) Decision support system in the
fighter aircraft domain: the first steps. IKI Technical Reports: HS-IKI-
TR-11-001, University of Skövde.

This technical report discusses the complexities associated with the work-
ing situation of fighter pilots. To aid the pilots execute their tasks, a first
review of relevant literature is provided concerning the implementation
of automatic support for evaluating the threat level posed by detected
targets. Approaches toward threat evaluation are presented and the im-
portance of implementing the evaluation system with the OCA guidelines
in mind are discussed. Further, examples of possible visualizations of the
reliability of the threat evaluations and the raw data used as input are
provided.

The report is the result of a collaboration between the authors. Chapter
7, regarding trust in automation, was written by the author of this thesis,
whereas chapters 1–5 and 8 were jointly written by the two authors.

XVI Helldin, T., Erlandsson, T., Niklasson, L. and Falkman, G. (2010) Sit-
uational Adapting System Supporting Team Situation Awareness. In
Carapezza, E.M. (Ed.) Unmanned/Unattended Sensors and Sensor Net-
works. Proceedings of SPIE Security+Defence, vol 7833, 20–23 Septem-
ber, 2010, Toulouse, France. (10 pages.)

This paper presents the results from interviews performed together with
two fighter pilots where the aim was to arrive at a deeper understanding
of their working situation. The pilots were asked to express their opin-
ions of how they attain individual and team situation awareness, how
they cooperate in a team and how they evaluate the level of threat posed
by detected targets. The situational adapting system (as first presented
in XVII) is discussed in terms of adapting which information to present
on the displays to create and maintain good pilot situation awareness and
to adapt which recommendations of actions and decisions to present to
the pilots in relation to their impact on the pilots’ chances of survival. Fur-
ther, to expand the possibilities of comparing sensor data within a team
of pilots to diminish the level of uncertainty associated with the sensor
data is discussed.

This paper was written jointly by the authors. The author of this thesis
contributed with the parts regarding team situation awareness and team
cooperation.

XVII Erlandsson, T., Helldin, T., Falkman, G. and Niklasson, L. (2010) Infor-
mation Fusion supporting Team Situation Awareness for Future Fighting
Aircraft. In Proceedings of the 13th International Conference on Infor-
mation Fusion (FUSION 2010), 26–29 July, 2010, Edinburgh, UK. (8
pages.)
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This paper discusses a situational adapting support system, aiding pilots
to balance their objectives of flying safely, accomplishing the goals of the
mission and to survive potential battles. The importance of providing
adaptable support to the pilots is discussed, where support for individual
and team situation awareness in terms of adapting the support provided
in accordance with the mission phases and roles within the team of pi-
lots are indicated. Further, situational adapting support in the form of
threat evaluation is discussed, where the pilots are aided with analyzing
the threat situation in terms of the available resources and situation for
all members in the team.

This paper was written jointly by the authors. The author of this the-
sis contributed with the part regarding team situation awareness. The
information regarding a situational adapting system is the result of the
collaboration between the authors.

XVIII Helldin, T. and Riveiro, M. (2009) Explanation Methods for Bayesian
Networks: review and application to a maritime scenario. In Proceed-
ings of the 3rd Annual Skövde Workshop on Information Fusion Topics
(SWIFT 2009), 12–13 Oct 2009, Skövde, Sweden. Skövde Studies in In-
formatics 2009:3, pp. 11–16.

This paper is based on the master thesis work of the author of this thesis.
The paper presents the findings from a literature study regarding what
constitutes an explanation, which properties an explanation may have
and review different explanation methods for Bayesian networks. More-
over, empirical tests conducted with two selected explanation methods in
a maritime scenario are presented. Findings show that explanation meth-
ods for Bayesian networks can be used to provide operators with more
detailed information regarding the Bayesian reasoning, i.e. making the
reasoning more transparent.

This paper was written jointly by the two authors.

1.5 Thesis outline

The first three chapters present the focus and approach of this thesis, i.e. the
motivation, necessary background and the methodologies applied during our
research. This is followed by our empirical investigations within the selected
domains, where approaches toward automation transparency are outlined and
reflected in the interface design of the different proof-of-concept prototypes de-
veloped and evaluated. The last two chapters of this thesis discuss and summa-
rize our work and present directions for future research. The questions posed
to the participants in our empirical studies and the detailed results from these
investigations are presented in the appendix.
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Chapter 2 – Background: This chapter presents the reader with essential back-
ground information that contextualizes the work presented in this thesis
and outlines challenges within the area of automation transparency.

Chapter 3 – Research methodology: This chapter lists and explains the differ-
ent methods used and describes the research progress and context.

Chapter 4 – Designing for transparency: This chapter presents the first, intro-
ductory investigations performed within the selected domains. The results
from literature surveys, discussions, interviews and surveys performed to-
gether with experts within the respective domains are provided as well as
a discussion of the implications of these results in terms of the design of
future, transparent automated systems.

Chapter 5 – The application of transparency: Based on the work presented in
chapter 4, this chapter describes the transparency characteristics incorpo-
rated into the different proof-of-concept prototypes designed.

Chapter 6 – Empirical studies: This chapter presents the results from the sec-
ond, deeper investigations performed within the selected domains. With
the aid of the prototypes described in chapter 5, the empirical investiga-
tions together with expert operators from the domains of fighter aircraft,
air defense and autonomous driving are presented and their results ana-
lyzed.

Chapter 7 – Discussion: This chapter discusses the results obtained during the
empirical investigations and reports our findings in terms of automation
transparency.

Chapter 8 – Conclusions and future work: The thesis concludes by summariz-
ing our results, contributions and outlines our ideas for future work.

Figure 1.1 depicts the general outline of the thesis, where the different chap-
ters, addressing the specific aims and objectives, are presented. Further, which
papers relate to which aims are listed.
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter introduces the reader to necessary background information re-
garding relevant research areas, theories and concepts to this thesis. An intro-
duction to the information fusion research domain is provided to contextualize
our work – a domain which have enabled the explosion of sophisticated auto-
mated technologies, but where an operator-centered design approach toward
automation has been lacking (see for instance [26]). Problems with automa-
tion, such as automation misuse and disuse are discussed, as well as a pos-
sible “solution” to these problems through the operator-centered automation
framework and design guidelines. Especially, the concept of automation trans-
parency is discussed and exemplified through highlighting studies where the
effects of explaining the automated model and the visualization of automation
meta-information have been investigated.

2.1 Information fusion

Advancements within different technological areas such as machine learning,
artificial intelligence and data mining, have contributed to the myriad of au-
tomated systems and functions. Information fusion is also one such research
area, which has provided tools and techniques for fusing vast amounts of data
from different sources into detailed analyses on which an operator can base a
decision. For example, at a nuclear power plant, information fusion techniques
can be used to collect information from different plant sensors, databases and
manual reports to determine the current status of the processes conducted, aid-
ing the human operator to perform quick analyses of the information, and act
accordingly.

As argued by Dasarathy [50], information fusion includes the theory, tech-
niques and tools that can be used in order to make use of the synergy in the
information obtained from multiple sources (for example sensors, humans and
databases). The goal of the fusion process is to combine pieces of informa-
tion in order to produce decisions or actions that in some sense are better,

19
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either quantitatively or qualitatively, than would be possible if only one source
of information had been used [50]. This claim is supported by Hall and Lli-
nas [76], who argue that through information fusion, the operator can create
a more accurate picture of the environment than if he/she has just used data
from one source alone. A definition of information fusion related to automa-
tion has been provided by Boström et al. [31], who argue that information
fusion is concerned with the study of efficient methods for automatically or
semi-automatically transforming information from different sources and dif-
ferent points in time into a representation that provides effective support for
human or automated decision-making.

As within the automation literature, the traditional focus within informa-
tion fusion research has been on the technical methods for combining and an-
alyzing large amounts of information into a more comprehensive form [77].
This technological focus is strongly highlighted through the conceptual Joint
Directors of Laboratory (JDL) model, which is often used to explain the fusion
process (see figure 2.1). Originally, the model included four levels describing
the transformation of data and information from pre-processing at the sen-
sor level, through object, situation and impact assessment and process refine-
ment [124, 196]. A description of the processing performed at each level of the
model, as proposed by Hall and McMullen [77], is presented below:

Level 0: Signal assessment: at this level, the data is pre-processed, sorted and
filtered so as to not overwhelm the fusion system with raw data.

Level 1 – Object assessment: processing at this level aims at combining data in
order to create more reliable and accurate estimates of, for example, the
position, velocity and identity of objects and entities.

Level 2 – Situation assessment: objects and entities discovered during level 1
processing are here further analyzed in order to establish relationships
among them in the current environment so as to create an interpretation
of the situation.

Level 3 – Impact assessment: the focus of the fusion system at this level is to
“predict” the future, i.e. to draw inferences about threats, opportunities
and vulnerabilities.

Level 4 – Process refinement: processing at this level is concerned with improv-
ing the fusion processes performed at the different levels by, for exam-
ple, controlling and adjusting the sensors available for the fusion process,
identifying which information is needed in order to make the process bet-
ter as well as allocating the resources available in such a way that the
fused data can help to achieve the goals of the mission.

There have been attempts within the information fusion community to ac-
commodate the user in the fusion processes. For example, Steinberg, Bowman
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Figure 2.1: The JDL model (adapted from Steinberg et al. [196]).

and White [196] argue that data fusion processes in general are employed to
support human decision-making. Bossé, Guitouni and Valin [30] take it a step
further and argue that a fusion system should be tailored toward supporting a
decision-maker. To highlight the importance of the user in the fusion processes,
a fifth level of the JDL model has been proposed that deals with user and cog-
nitive refinements (see for instance Blasch and Plano [28] and Hall, Hall and
Tate [78]). A description of the fifth level, as proposed by Hall and McMullen
[77], is as follows:

Level 5 – User refinement: level 5 processing is concerned with improving the
interaction between the human and the system. Ways of improving the in-
teraction through identifying information needs and adapting the system
to individual operators are considered at this level.

To make the JDL model more “user centered”, Blasch and Plano [27] sug-
gested the “JDL-User model” which stresses the importance of taking into ac-
count issues such as trust, workload, attention and situation awareness when
designing fusion systems (see figure 2.2). In contrast to the original JDL model,
the JDL-User model highlights the operator’s role in the fusion processes, in-
dicating that the operator is not just a receiver of fused information but can
be actively involved at every level of the JDL model. According to Blasch [25],
the user impacts the fusion system design through determining what and how
much data to collect, which targets to give priority, understanding the context
and user role, defining threat intent and through determining which sensors
to deploy and activate. However, the fact that massive amounts of data from
sensors and databases are compressed into a two-dimensional computer screen
involves many challenges. This problem is referred to as the “HCI bottleneck”
[78] and more research is needed to understand how operators access, per-
ceive and process the information, as well as how they interact with the system
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and make decisions [78]. Furthermore, as stated by Blasch et al. [26], an ac-
knowledged challenge within the information fusion community is to explain
the fusion processes carried out to the operators of fusion systems and to cre-
ate a good foundation for interactive control where the operators are able to
review the procedures and provide their input to the fusion results.
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Figure 2.2: The JDL-User Fusion Model (adapted from Blasch [25]).

2.1.1 Situation awareness and decision-making

According to Endsley [63], a certain level of situation awareness must be ob-
tained for a decision maker to reach effective decisions. Situation awareness,
is achieved when an operator has perceived the elements in the environment,
within a volume of time and space, has understood their meanings and can
perceive their status in the near future [63]. Wallenius [208] states that achiev-
ing situation awareness is a mental process that relies on the human mind and
senses, but that it can be enhanced by fusing data from several sources and
combining it with stored knowledge. However, it can be difficult for an opera-
tor to acquire a satisfying level of situation awareness when using increasingly
complex systems in dynamic environments. Thus, Endsley [63] argues that it
is important to incorporate the concept of situation awareness when designing
the interface of the system (as suggested by the fifth level of the JDL model).
However, as stated by Blasch et al. [26], open questions exist regarding knowl-
edge representation and reasoning methods to afford situation awareness, such
as how to present large amounts of information to an attention constrained
user.

According to Endsley [63], there are three levels of situation awareness (see
figure 2.3). The first level, “perception”, deals with perceiving relevant elements
in the environment together with their attributes. In a driving scenario, this
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would for example imply that the driver has knowledge of the position of other
cars on the road and where the cars are headed. The second level of situation
awareness, “comprehension”, is about understanding the situation at hand,
grouping perceived elements and understanding their significance in relation to
the goals of the task at hand. A driver with this level of situation awareness can,
for example, detect anomalous driving behavior of other drivers on the road.
The third level of situation awareness, “projection”, is according to Endsley
[63] the process of analyzing the near future of the perceived elements and
events. In a driving scenario, a driver might at this level of awareness be able
to draw conclusions regarding the probability that another driver will make a
turn further ahead, and act accordingly.

Level 1

Perception of elements in the current situation

Level 2 

Comprehension of current situation 

Level 3 

Projection of future states

Figure 2.3: The three levels of situation awareness (adapted from Endsley [63]).

The three levels of situation awareness can be compared to the levels 1–3
of the JDL model (where the operator detects objects, creates an understanding
of the environment and predicts the future). Though, the JDL model provides a
technological basis for achieving situation awareness, while the model for situ-
ation awareness depicts the mental state of having achieved such an awareness
[111].

The process of achieving situation awareness is called situation analysis,
under which the decision-maker creates a mental model of the environment
through examining the situation, its elements and relations [130, 173]. This
process is expected to become more complex in pace with the introduction of
new automated technologies, often leaving the human operator as a mere ob-
server. However, it is still the human operator who is ultimately responsible for
the automated tasks performed and also for creating and maintaining his/her
own awareness of the situation. Thus, to incorporate the human operator in
the tasks performed by the automated technologies is crucial.

To design and implement automated support systems that aid operators
reach effective decisions, some knowledge of how humans make decisions is
needed. It is out of the scope of this thesis to go into detail in terms of differ-
ent decision-making theories. However, one decision-making theory that seems
to provide valuable guidance is the naturalistic one. The naturalistic decision-
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making theory emerged in the 1980s to study how experienced people make
decisions in real world settings [105]. The problems the decision-makers have
to solve are often ill-structured and involve uncertainties, and the decision-
making situations are often characterized by time stress, risk and multiple and
changing goals [62, 150]. Instead of seeking optimal performance, comparing
different alternatives and evaluate them on the same premises, people often
rely on heuristic strategies in decision-making situations [97]. These heuristics,
which can also be called “rules of thumb”, mental shortcuts, educated guesses,
intuitive judgments or simply common sense, help people reduce the complexity
of reaching a decision. Since people often do not have time or have sufficient or
qualitative information to base their decisions on, they often search for a deci-
sion that is sufficiently satisfying instead [189]. As such, if a decision is believed
to be good enough according to some threshold, the decision-maker need not
search for additional decision alternatives or information. Even though heuris-
tics can provide guidance in decision-making situations, they might also lead to
systematic errors or cognitive biases. To investigate different decision heuristics
is thus important when designing automated systems and functions so as to
reduce the occurrence of decision biases, however, as stated above, to go into
further details regarding different decision-making heuristics and theories is out
of the scope of this thesis.

2.2 Examples of automated systems

A wide variety of automated and semi-automated systems have been imple-
mented to support operators decide and act safely and effectively in a wide
variety of domains. These systems often incorporate information fusion tech-
nologies to replace the human’s sensing and analytical skills to some extent
(see section 2.1 for more information about information fusion). Automation
has perhaps been most widely investigated in the civil aviation domain where
tasks such as take-off, landing and flying the aircraft have been fully auto-
mated. Other examples of automated systems can be found in domains such
as the medical, aiding medical personnel to infer probable health conditions
of patients [212, 108] and systems used within nuclear power plants, aid-
ing plant operators through sensing basic parameters, monitoring the plants’
performance, integrating information, performing needed adjustments and re-
sponding to failures and abnormal events [147]. In this thesis, we focus partic-
ularly on automated systems implemented within the military and automated
driving domains. Examples of such systems are presented below.

Automated systems in military applications

A considerable amount of the automation research has been devoted to military
issues, and particularly automation of aircraft cockpits [21, 72, 211]. Within
the fighter aircraft domain, this is probably due to the fast-paced nature of
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military command and control situations, which implies that strategic and tac-
tical decisions must be made quickly. However, with the technical development
of new sensors, weapons and data links, the corresponding development of
support systems must follow. With new technology, new opportunities for sup-
porting the pilots in their activities are possible. As argued by Svenmarck and
Dekker [197], a gradual evolution of support systems within the domain is
likely in pace with new technological developments, such as those within the
information fusion domain (see section 2.1) where ways of fusing and analyz-
ing data from several sources are being investigated. Such support system could
aid pilots to automatically integrate multiple observations of the same object
into a coherent picture of the environment [197].

According to Adams [3], a major goal of the command and control domain
is to shorten the targeting cycle or tighten the “sensor to shooter loop”, i.e. to
perform decisions and actions more quickly than the opponents. To do this, it
has been argued that the human operators need to be supported by automating
some of the tasks related to the observation, orientation, decision and action
(OODA) activities [3, 172]. In the military domain, Adams [3] points out that
the time it takes for the operators to process the ever increasing flow of de-
tailed information has resulted in less time for the operators to perform the
other OODA activities. Adams further argues that this has resulted in that the
operators ignore most of the incoming information, further resulting in flawed
decision-making. Additionally, the provision of more information might result
in contradicting information of what is happening in the environment, confus-
ing the operators. Adams concludes by highlighting the fact that it is often the
human operator who is the slowest element in the decision making process and
that by “reducing the human role, the entire system is enhanced” [3] (p. 60).
Indeed, there is today an increasing development of unmanned vehicles, aim-
ing to avoid risking human lives and to minimize human errors. In the future,
such vehicles might also be able to act and decide autonomously depending on
the development of better artificial intelligence and hardware/software. How-
ever, ultimately, it is the human operator who is responsible for the actions and
decisions made by these unmanned vehicles and, as such, should be the one
controlling them. For example, if too much automation is applied to the task
of information aggregation, it might distance the operator from what is hap-
pening in the environment, resulting in an inability of the operator to create and
maintain a satisfactory level of situation awareness. As discussed by Bainbridge
[12], one can draw the paradoxical conclusion that an automated system is still
a human-machine system.

A number of military assistant systems have been implemented in the avia-
tion domain. For example, the Pilots’ Associate program was initiated in 1986
by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and the U.S. Air
Force [148] with the aim of developing a fully integrated decision support sys-
tem for fighter aircraft pilots that would aid pilots assess the situation, plan
actions and to execute these actions [14]. Different modules were implemented,
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helping the pilots with, for example, calculating the best route to navigate in
terms of threat exposure and fuel consumption as well as informing the pilots of
the status of the different aircraft systems [197]. Additional research programs
were, for example, the Copilote Electronique, where support for pilot in-flight
re-planning was developed [197], and the Pilot Oriented Workload Evaluation
and Redistribution (POWER) project where different support agents were de-
veloped, aiding the pilots to determine which route to take or which weapons
to fire [83].

Similar systems have also been implemented within, for example, the naval
and land-based defense domains. In response to several accidents, such as the
one involving the US Navy Cruiser USS Vincennes where an Iranian passenger
airliner was misclassified as threatening and shot down [68], efforts have been
made to support defense operators analyze the current and evolving situation
and to make good, effective decisions. So called threat evaluation and weapons
allocation (TEWA) systems have been implemented to aid defense operators de-
termine the level of threat posed by detected targets to the defended asset(s) as
well as to allocate available firing units if necessary [93]. Important functions
of such support systems have been listed by Benaskeur, Bosé and Blodgett [18],
who argue that target detection, target tracking, target identification, threat
evaluation and weapons allocation are central components of air defense sup-
port systems. These tasks require that information from local and distributed
sensors is collected and analyzed in order to determine the most probable iden-
tity or class of a detected object, that the best possible countermeasures to de-
crease the level of threat posed by the object are calculated and, in the case of
several objects, that the objects are prioritized in accordance with their levels of
threat. Recent work has also been concerned with performing such tasks with
the help of highly automated unmanned aerial vehicles [125, 46].

Systems in automotive vehicles

In contrast to the aviation domain, it took some time before automatic systems
for guidance and control were introduced in road vehicles [148]. Due to fac-
tors such as that any fault or problem might lead to immediate catastrophic
events and due to the cost related to implementing such functions made the
development slow. For a long time, the only automatic support was the auto-
matic gear. Later, cruise control was installed as well as the Anti-Lock Braking
System (ABS). Recently, additional support systems have been implemented,
for example parking aids, Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), Forward Collision
Warning and lane keeping aids, shifting away from systems that the operators
can activate/deactivate themselves to built-in systems.

Today there are vehicles that literally can drive themselves. In 2010, Google
tested fully autonomous cars that do not need a human driver [129]. These
cars drove autonomously among other human-controlled cars on real roads
for 140 000 miles with only occasional human intervention and 1000 miles
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without any human intervention. Using GPS systems, infrared and radar sen-
sors and databases containing information regarding the current position of
the car makes it possible to provide such extensive support for the driver (i.e.
by using information fusion techniques, see section 2.1). According to Walker,
Stanton and Young [207], full vehicle automation is predicted to be on British
roads by 2030, and as stated by Flemisch et al. [70], automated vehicles are
the “natural” follower of manually controlled vehicles and the unavoidable fu-
ture. Automated driving has many potential advantages. Driving could become
less strenuous, more environmental friendly and safer. During longer drives,
monotonous conditions or traffic jams, it may be a welcome relief.

2.3 Automation challenges

Computers today are capable of autonomously carrying out tasks that previ-
ously could only be performed by human operators. Automation has been de-
fined by Moray, Inagaki and Itoh [135] as “any sensing, detection, information-
processing, decision-making, or control action that could be performed by
humans but is actually performed by machine” (p. 1). Already in the 1980s,
Wiener and Curry [211] stated that the question is no longer whether one or
another function can be automated, but rather whether it should be due to
a number of human factors issues. However, promises of reducing personnel
costs, improving performance and safety, decreasing the time needed to per-
form the tasks while at the same time preventing errors performed by human
operators [211], resulted in the development of more, and more intelligent au-
tomated systems – a development which we probably have not seen the end of
[137]. As argued by Bainbridge in 1983 [12], the increase of automated tech-
nologies stems from the basic view that operators should be (largely) removed
from the systems since they constitute a major source of variation and unpre-
dictability in system performance. For example, within the aviation domain,
Shappell et al. [183] argue that somewhere between 60–80% of aviation acci-
dents are attributed, at least in part, to “human error”. However, important to
note is that the strategy to decrease the human involvement in the tasks car-
ried out often results in that the operators are assigned those tasks that the
automation designers were not capable of automating (due to their technical
complexities) and, being excluded from the automatic inferences, the operators
are often left with systems that are difficult to understand and use, which in
turn re-enforce the human error rate in automatic operations [12, 15].

Thus, the effects of introducing automated functions can be both positive
and negative. Amongst the reported positive effects, improved operator situ-
ation awareness and decreased operator mental workload when automating
repetitive tasks, ill-suited for the operator to perform, letting him/her concen-
trate on the tasks requiring deeper analyses and operator expertise have been
found. As stated by Parasuraman, Sheridan and Wickens [158], successful au-
tomation is often measured in terms of appropriate operator mental workload,
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a high degree of situation awareness as well as the absence of complacent be-
havior and skill degradation. In terms of negative effects of introducing au-
tomated functions, three sources of operator-automation problems have been
identified by Lee and Seppelt [116]. These are problems due to (1) changes in
feedback, (2) changes in tasks and task structure and (3) the operators’ cogni-
tive and emotional response to changes.

Problems due to changes in feedback: One reason for automation failure is
that automation often changes the type and extent of feedback provided
to the operators, which can leave them less prepared to intervene if man-
ual control is required. Furthermore, during longer periods of automa-
tion, the operators’ skills can go unexercised and, as such, the operators
might find it difficult to perform the tasks requested in take-over situa-
tions [63]. Additionally, a highly reliable, but not 100% perfect system
might also lead to the operators having trouble detecting automation fail-
ure when it does occur [158]. According to Baxter [15], take-over situ-
ations are often unanticipated, so the operators have to perform non-
routine actions to bring the process back in control or to a safe state.
To do so, the operators often have to undergo extensive training to carry
out these actions, and need to be less heavily loaded to be able to identify
and perform these actions [15]. Lack of automation feedback can also de-
crease the operators’ awareness of the situation by alienating them from
the tasks carried out, leaving the operators less attentive to changes in the
environment caused by the automated functions [158]. As found in the
aviation domain, the myriad of implemented automated functions made
it necessary to divide them into different modes. However, it is not always
obvious for pilots which modes are currently used, leading to increased
problems to predict the outcome of particular actions and understanding
aircraft behavior [7, 176].

Problems due to changes in tasks and task structure: To relieve the operators
from labor-intensive and error-prone tasks is one of the major reasons
for introducing automation. However, important to note is that automa-
tion does not simply remove tasks that the operators have to perform,
it changes the nature of the tasks [116]. As stated by Sarter, Woods and
Billings [177], the human role has shifted to one of monitor, exception
handler and manager of automated resources. In many cases, this im-
plies that the operators have to learn a new set of tasks that, without
appropriate training, can be difficult to execute. As such, new types of
error are likely to occur, in part because automation extends the scope
of and reduces the redundancy of human actions, leading to errors that
are more likely to go undetected [116, 158]. Additionally, if not correctly
automated, effects of “clumsy automation” can prevail where operators
might find themselves superfluous during low workload periods, yet can
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experience major problems performing their tasks during high workload
situations [177].

Automation often requires that the operators monitor the automated
functions to make sure they work as expected. However, according to
Baxter [15], human operators find it difficult to maintain effective visual
attention for more than about 30 minutes when the information they
are looking at is largely unchanging. This makes it difficult for operators
to detect abnormalities and, as such, different alarms are often used in
automated systems to make the operators alert to such events. But who
checks that the alarm system works? As stated by Baxter [15], it is ironic
that automation is introduced because it is believed that it will do a bet-
ter job than the human operator, but that it is the operator who has to
make sure that the automation works correctly. It is often the case that
the system processes more information at a faster rate than humans can
do, thus making it impossible for the operator to adequately check the
performance of the system in real time [15].

Problems due to operators’ cognitive and emotional response to changes:
Automation problems can also be attributed to the operators’ emotional
responses to the changes introduced by the automation. The operators’
feeling of job satisfaction can be reduced if the knowledge and skills
they have acquired are made redundant, making them reluctant toward
the new technology [116]. The change from being an active component
in the processes carried out to mainly monitor the automated systems
might result in the operators being more prone to direct attention away,
resulting in even more automation feedback that goes unnoticed by the
operators. As such, the operators’ trust in and reliance on the automation
can have a large influence on the operator-automation collaboration
[11, 157]. Complacent behavior, or over-reliance on the automation,
might stem from the operators’ disengagement from the monitoring
tasks [156]. Over-reliance can also be due to the many tasks assigned
to the operators, leading them to down-prioritize the monitoring of
the automated tasks[87]. In contrast to over-reliance on automated
functions, problems with under-reliance exist as well, where operators
strive to perform the tasks manually instead, leaving the promise of
reduced operator workload neglected. Reliance on automation can
further affect the operators’ adaptation to the new technology. For
example, Anti-Lock Braking systems (ABS) in cars did not result in the
expected safety benefits due to the fact that drivers who have access to
the technology tend to drive less conservatively, adopting higher speeds
and shorter following distances [116].

Several solutions to these problems have been suggested. Somewhat ironi-
cally, several solutions are technology-based, such as implementing additional
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levels of alarm systems, displaying alarm boundaries and to make sure that
technology fails in obvious ways to make it easier for the operators to spot them
[15]. Another solution is to maintain the operators’ manual skills. However, to
train for unanticipated events is difficult. Further, if a system is frequently gen-
erating alarms, the operators will become experienced with dealing with them
in a routine manner. This implies that the best automated systems, which rarely
require manual intervention, are the ones that require the most investment in
operator training so that the operators can respond adequately when things do
go wrong [15].

The possible problems with automation described above are complex and
interacting. As stated by Lee and Seppelt [116], a technologically focused ap-
proach toward automation design often ignores these challenges and, as a con-
sequence, fails to realize the many promises associated with introducing au-
tomation. To date, most literature regarding automation still has a technologi-
cal focus, concentrating on the performance of automated functions and their
possibilities in light of new technological improvements. Though, as Parasur-
aman, Sheridan and Wickens [158] state, there is a small, but growing, re-
search base examining the human factors consequences of introducing auto-
mated technologies, leading us toward a more operator-centered automation.

2.4 Operator-centered automation

As argued by Parasuraman, Sheridan and Wickens [158], “[a]utomation design
is not an exact science. However, neither does it belong to the realm of the
creative arts, with successful design dependent upon the vision and brilliance
of individual creative designers” (p. 294). Several guidelines and approaches
have been suggested to support developers of automated systems design with
the operators in mind, such as the human-centered [22], the mixed-initiative
[89, 201], the team-player [41, 106] and the adaptive/adaptable [96, 149, 178]
aiding approaches. Perhaps the most well-known is the human-centered au-
tomation approach, where the need for incorporating the operator in the exe-
cution of automated tasks, to provide the operators with relevant information
regarding the automated processes and to make the automation easy to learn
and use are highlighted factors [22]. Within the mixed-initiative approach, the
importance of establishing a dialogue between the operator and the automa-
tion is discussed, as well as the need for involving the operators in the auto-
mated processes and require their input during problem solving [89]. To look
upon the automated systems and functions as members of the team is discussed
within the team-player approach toward automation design, which involves
careful investigations regarding the task allocation between the operators and
the automation [41, 106]. Discussions regarding appropriate levels of automa-
tion and the transition of control between the operator and the automation
can be found within the adaptive/adaptable automation frameworks, where it
is argued that the automation level must be adjusted in accordance with the
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operators’ workload [96, 133]. To go into details regarding these different ap-
proaches is out of the scope of this thesis, however, common characteristics
of all the approaches are, for example, the need for incorporating the human
operator in the execution of the automated tasks, to design for collaboration
and to relieve the operators from high workload levels. In this thesis, we use
the term operator-centered automation to include ideas and guidance from the
different automation approaches discussed above. Further, we stress the term
operator to focus on users of automated systems who have been trained to use
such systems.

To achieve a good operator-automation relationship in general, designers of
automated systems must make sure that a good founding for operator trust and
trust calibration in the system is implemented, that suitable tasks are selected
for automation and that appropriate levels of (adaptive) automation are applied
to these selected tasks (see for instance [9, 115, 158]). These aspects are the
focus of the following subsections.

2.4.1 Trust in automation

An operator’s trust in an automated system can have a large influence on the
operator-automation collaboration [11]. Madsen and Gregor [127] have de-
fined trust in human-machine systems as “the extent to which a user is confi-
dent in, and willing to act on the basis of the recommendations, actions and
decisions of an artificially intelligent decision aid” (p.1). According to Atoyan
and Shahbazian [11], the issue of trust is becoming increasingly important with
the development of new operator supporting technologies since it is “poten-
tially harder to gain, easier to loose and even more difficult to recover when
lost” (p.161). The components of trust have been investigated by several re-
searchers, within different domains. For example, Rempel, Holmes and Zanna
[167] argue that trust progresses over time in three stages – from predictabil-
ity, to dependability and faith. Sheridan [186] extends this view and proposes
that trust depends on the reliability, robustness, familiarity, understandability,
explication of intent, usefulness and dependence of the system, whereas Muir
and Moray [139] state that trust consists of six components: predictability, de-
pendability, faith, competence, responsibility and reliability. Regardless of trust
components, it is evident that trust is a complex and multifaceted concept,
including both psychological and technical issues that need to be taken into
account during the design process of automated systems. However, it should
be stressed that neither too much, nor too little trust in automated systems is
desirable. Too much trust might lead to complacent behavior, or misuse of the
automation, whereas too little trust might lead to the disuse of the automa-
tion [157, 115, 102] (see figure 2.4). Instead, an operator’s trust in automated
functions should be properly calibrated [151].

Appropriate trust calibration is not easy. Experiments have shown that trust
in automated systems decreases if failures are performed on easy tasks (in con-
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Figure 2.4: The appropriate amount of trust in automated technologies must be
adapted according to the system reliability (redrawn from Kelly et al. [102]).

trast to more difficult tasks), and that trust depends on the current and prior
level of system performance and faults, as well as the operators’ previous lev-
els of trust. Trust has also been shown to depend on the risks involved – the
higher the risk level, a higher level of trust is required for the operators to
use the system. As stated by Atoyan, Duquet and Robert [9], this may lead
to unwarranted distrust, unnecessary monitoring and overriding of good deci-
sions. Atoyan et al. [9] further argue that trust depends on the context at hand,
where parameters such as workload, time constraints, the risk involved, stress
and self-confidence rates all impact an operator’s trust. Moreover, trust tends
to gradually increase over time as the automated functions perform well, but
declines fast in the presence of failure [116].

Much research has been conducted regarding social trust, where the relia-
bility of a system has received most attention [58, 113, 134, 138, 139]. Reeves
and Nass [166] propose that humans respond socially to technology and, as
such, the same social rules hold between humans and technology. For example,
Reeves and Nass [166] found that if a system is presented as a team member,
humans have a tendency to look upon this system as more similar to them, and
rate it as more friendly than if no such system description had been provided.
As such, findings from the field of social trust might be applicable to system
trust due to the fact that systems become smarter and, thus, more human-like
[206].

According to Dzindolet [58], designers of automated systems should make
sure that the operators have a good understanding of how a system works,
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which will make it easier for them to understand when and why errors might
occur. Further, as stated by Jensen, Aldenryd and Jensen [90] and Lacave and
Díez [110], a support system should include features for explaining how its
recommendations have been generated in order to increase the operator’s con-
fidence in the system and to make him/her fully accept the advice that the system
proposes.

To measure trust, both objective and subjective techniques can be used. Ob-
jectively, trust can be measured by analyzing the operators’ usage frequency
of the automated functions, assuming that the usage/disusage of the functions
reflects the operators’ trust. Subjectively, trust can be measured using different
kinds of rating scales where the operators’ feelings of trust are measured. Sub-
jective questionnaires that have been used are for example the Lee and Moray
scale [113, 114] where operators are asked to evaluate their trust in the sys-
tem through the usage of a ten-point Likert scale, answering questions such
as “overall, how much do you trust the system?”. Another questionnaire tem-
plate was developed by Madsen and Gregor [127] who presented the Human-
Computer Trust (HCT) scale. This scale is divided into five trust categories:
(1) reliability (does the operator think that the system is consistent in its func-
tioning?), technical competence (does the operator believe that the system per-
forms the tasks accurately and correctly?), understandability (can the operator
form a mental model of the system?), faith (does the operator have faith in the
system’s future ability?), and personal attachment (does the operator find the
system agreeable?). However, perhaps the most used scale to measure trust is
the one developed by Jian, Bisantz and Drury [92]. This questionnaire is based
on empirical, rather than theoretical, notions of trust dimensions. Jian et al.
used a three-phase experiment, in which words related to trust were collected,
rated and clustered, which resulted in a twelve-item trust questionnaire (see
table 2.1).

2.4.2 Types of automation

Automation can be applied to a range of different tasks and be implemented
at different levels. A commonly referenced description of different levels of au-
tomation (LOA) is the one proposed by Sheridan and Verplank [188]. They sug-
gest that there are ten levels of automation that can be applied (see table 2.2).
This scale was designed to classify the task allocation between the human and
the automation and to aid engineers determine the appropriate level(s) of au-
tomation [135]. Moray, Inagaki and Itoh [135] suggest that these ten levels can
be categorized into low (levels 1–4), medium (levels 5–7) and high (levels 8–
10) automation, depending on the collaboration that takes place between the
operator and the automation and according to the division of responsibility.
Although this scale has been frequently referenced, little empirical work has
been conducted to determine the validity of its conceptualizations of interac-
tions between man and machine [2]. Further, as stated by Parasuraman et al.
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Trust questionnaire

The system is deceptive
The system behaves in an underhanded manner
I am suspicious of the system’s intent, action, or output
I am wary of the system
The system’s action will have a harmful or injurious outcome
I am confident in the system*
The system provides security*
The system has integrity*
The system is dependable*
The system is reliable*
I can trust the system*
I am familiar with the system*

Table 2.1: Items in the Jian et al.’s [92] trust questionnaire. (*) marks positively
framed questions.

[158], the different levels included in the scale refer mainly to the automation
of decision and action selection, i.e. the output functions of an automated sys-
tem. However, automation can also be applied to the input functions, such as
the acquisition of information.

From the military aircraft domain, another classification of automation lev-
els has been suggested by Bonner et al. [29] (see table 2.3). This classification,
called “PACT” (Pilot Authorization and Control of Tasks), is based on the
Sheridan and Verplank scale, but includes a military description of operational
relationships for five aiding levels (automatic, direct support, in support, advi-
sory, at call and under command). According to Bonner et al. [29], the PACT
levels are based on operational considerations that are compatible with military
user cognitive models. As stated by Cummings [44], higher levels of automa-
tion is often the best solution when automating tasks that require no flexibility
in decision-making and with a low probability of system failure. Yet, the higher
levels might not be suitable in time-critical domains where there are many ex-
ternal and changing constraints, such as in the military domain, due to the
possibility of imperfect and unreliable automation [44].

Several researchers have suggested different categorizations of automated
support. According to Spath, Braun and Bauer [191] a system or function
can either be completely autonomous or semi-autonomous. The completely
autonomous system relieves the human operator from work, which might be
appropriate when the operator cannot perform the tasks precisely enough, or
when the tasks are too dangerous. In contrast, a semi-autonomous system needs
some degree of support from the operator [191]. Another classification has been
proposed by Onken and Schulte [148] who argue that there are two forms of
automation: (1) supervisory control where the operator monitors the work-
ings of the automation and (2) co-operative control, implying that the operator
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Automation
level

Automation description

Low 1. The computer offers no assistance; the operators have to perform all
decisions and actions.
2. The computer offers a complete set of decision/action alternatives.
3. The computer narrows the set of decision/action alternatives down to a
few.
4. The computer suggests one alternative.
5. The computer executes the suggestion if the operator approves to it.
6. The computer allows the operator a restricted time to veto before
automatic execution.
7. The computer executes automatically, then necessarily informs the
operator.
8. The computer informs the operator only if asked.
9. The computer informs the operator only if the computer decides to.

High 10. The computer decides everything, acts autonomously, ignoring the
operator.

Table 2.2: The Sheridan-Verplank Scale of Human-Machine Task Allocation
(adapted after Sheridan and Verplank [188]).

Level Operational
relation-

ship

Computer
autonomy

Pilot authority Adaptation Information on
performance

5 Automatic Full Interrupt Computer
monitored by
automation

On or off. Failure
warnings.

Performance only if
required

4 Direct
support

Action
unless

revoked

Revoking
action

Computer backed
up by pilot

Feedback on action.
Alerts and warnings
on failure of action

3 In support Advice,
and if

authorized,
action

Acceptance of
advice and
authorizing

action

Pilot backed up by
the computer

Feed-forward advice
and feedback on
action. Alerts and

warnings on failure of
authorized action

2 Advisory Advice Acceptance of
advice

Pilot assisted by
computer

Feed-forward advice

1 At call Advice
only if

requested

Full Pilot, assisted by
computer only
when requested

Feed-forward advice,
only on request

0 Under
command

None Full Pilot None, performance is
transparent

Table 2.3: Levels and types of automation in accordance with the “PACT”
system – Pilot Authorization of Control of Tasks (adapted after Bonner et al.
[29]).
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works in close collaboration with the automated functions. In the classifica-
tion provided by Hou, Gauthier and Banbury [84], automated technologies
operate on either the assistant level (aiding the operators when requested), the
associate level (working in collaboration with the operator) or at the coach
level (guiding the operator to make appropriate decisions). Wright and Kaber
[213] provide yet another classification, where automation can aid the oper-
ators by providing (1) action support (i.e. assisting automation), (2) shared
control (i.e. implementing the operator’s decision under his/her supervision),
(3) decision support (i.e. supporting the operator to reach an appropriate deci-
sion) and (4) blended decision-making (where the automation can select from
a set of decision alternatives and implement them). The appropriate operator-
automation relationship must be carefully investigated with the specific opera-
tors and working environment in mind. However, as argued by Parasuraman
et al. [158], a collaborative relationship might be the best approach to create
a founding for appropriate trust and situation awareness. Due to the different
types of domains and support systems focused upon in this thesis, we have cho-
sen the more general term semi-autonomous systems to depict the relationship
between the operators and their systems, which we argue can incorporate the
different types and levels of support described above where the operators are
still involved in the automated processes.

manual assisted semi

automated
highly 

automated

autonomous 

fully 

automated

Transitions initiated

by automation

Transitions initiated

by operator

Figure 2.5: Automation regions and transitions (adapted after Flemisch et al.
[70]).

A general description of automation regions and transition of control
has been suggested by Flemisch et al. [70]. The regions depict different lev-
els of automation control, ranging from assisted, semi-automated, highly-
automated and fully automated control. However, the difference between a
semi-automated system and a highly automated one is not clear cut and must
perhaps be defined in terms of the system and functions under investigation
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as well as the operators’ involvement in the tasks carried out. As stated by
Flemisch et al. [70], a soft classification of a semi-automated system could be a
system where half of the control is attributed to the system, whereas a highly
automated system involves more control assigned to the automation, but where
the operator is still actively involved in the tasks carried out. The automation
description provided by Flemisch et al. [70] further illustrates how control over
the system might be transferred from the human operator to the automation
and vice versa for all automation levels. They argue that this “map” can be
used to describe both the level of involvement of human and machine in the
control of a human-machine system for a specific moment as well as the au-
tomation capabilities.

The question of control, and the transition of control, has been exten-
sively discussed in the adaptive/adaptable aiding approaches toward automa-
tion. However, according to Li [119], few studies have systematically inves-
tigated the tradeoff between different levels and stages of automation. Most
studies have found that a medium degree (i.e. intermediate level and/or stage)
of automation is preferable to a low or high degree of automation. However, it
is likely that no single degree of automation is optional for every task and every
context. Instead, a more context-sensitive use of automation might be appro-
priate. For example, which tasks to automate should carefully selected with the
specific operators and tasks in mind and in accordance with organizational and
legal issues. For example, within the military and automated driving domain,
some tasks must be performed by the operators due to political reasons and for
insurances to hold. Task analyses of the operators’ work can provide guidance
for selecting which tasks that can be fully, or partially automated. As stated by
Zachary, Ryder and Hicinbothom [216], task analysis techniques are used to
analyze and model the cognitive processes that give rise to human task perfor-
mance in specific domains and can be used to provide a basis for the design and
evaluation of computer-based systems and their user interfaces.

Parasuraman et al. [158] have designed a framework for identifying which
tasks that could be automated (see figure 2.6). According to this framework,
there are four broad classes of functions that can be automated: (1) information
acquisition, (2) information analysis, (3) decision and action selection and (4)
action implementation. Automation of information acquisition might involve
strategies for mechanically directing sensors in order to observe a specific geo-
graphical area, as well as strategies for organizing and highlighting this data.
Automation of information analysis might involve the presentation of analyses
of projected future states of objects, the aggregation of several variables to a
single variable or the presentation of context dependent summaries of data to
the user. The third class, decision and action selection, might concern the gen-
eration of system recommendations of what the user should decide, whereas
automation of action implementation might include the support system’s exe-
cution of the selected action. Within each of these four classes, automation can
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be applied at various levels – from low automation (manual control) to high
automation (automatic control).

What should be automated?

Identify types of automation

Apply Primary Evaluative Criteria

Human performance consequences: 

Mental workload, situation awareness, 

complacency, skill degradation etc. 

Initial types and levels of automation

Apply Secondary Evaluative Criteria

Automation reliability, 

costs of action outcomes etc.

Final types and levels of automation

Acquisition Analysis Decision Action

Identify levels of automation

Low High

Figure 2.6: A flow chart depicting the model of types and levels of automation
(adapted after Parasuraman et al. [158].)

Following the iterative model depicted in figure 2.6, the automation de-
signer must first decide which tasks that should be automated and identify
which types of automation that these tasks involve. Thereafter, the designer
should investigate which level(s) of automation that should be applied to the
selected tasks. Primary and secondary evaluative criteria are then to be applied,
where the designer is required to evaluate the consequences of automating the
selected tasks on the operators’ workload, situation awareness and the costs
of automation failures. The model does not prescribe what should or should
not be automated, which must be individually investigated for each type of
system. However, as stated by Parasuraman, Sheridan and Wickens [158], the
application of the model provides an objective basis for automation designers,
which technologically- or economically centered approaches do not. For more
hands-on guidance of how to design and implement operator-centered auto-
mated systems, several guidelines have been proposed, which is the focus of the
following section.
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2.5 Guidelines for operator-centered automation

Several guidelines for designing operator-centered automation have been pro-
posed. The majority of these are framed within the human-centered automa-
tion research area, yet some have been suggested from other areas, such as
from human-computer interaction and psychology. Thus we have chosen to ex-
emplify some of the myriad of guidelines under the name of operator-centered
automation guidelines. The core of the guidelines concerns how to design for
appropriate operator trust in the automated functions, yet some give implica-
tions for the actual design of the functions and systems as a whole. For example,
over two decades ago, Norman [146] stated that designers of human-centered
automation should assume the existence of error, should continually provide
feedback and interact with the operators in an effective manner, as well as al-
low for the worst of situations. From the civil aviation domain, Billings [22]
lists the following human-centered automation guidelines:

• The human operator must be in command.

• To command effectively, the human operator must be involved.

• To remain involved, the human operator must be appropriately informed.

• The human operator must be informed about automated systems behav-
ior.

• Automated systems must be predictable.

• Automated systems must also monitor the human operators.

• Each agent in an intelligent human-machine system must have knowledge
of the other agents.

• Functions should be automated only if there is a good reason for doing
so.

• Automation should be designed to be simple to train, to learn and to
operate.

• Automated systems must be comprehensible.

• Automation must ensure that operators are not removed from the com-
mand role.

• A primary objective of automation is to maintain and enhance situation
awareness. All automation elements and displays must contribute to this
objective.

• Automation must never be permitted to perform, or fail, silently.

• Management automation should make human-machine systems easier to
manage.

• Designers must assume that human operators will rely on reliable au-
tomation, because they will.
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Abbink, Mulder and Boer [1] summarize the guidelines listed by Billings
into two categories. The first category involves the need for the human op-
erator to understand the automated systems in an intuitive way. To achieve
this, continuous feedback and interaction with the system must be established,
otherwise, over-reliance, complacency, loss of situation awareness and confu-
sion due to automation-induced surprises will likely occur, which, in turn, can
lead to distrust and disuse. The second category of guidelines advocates that
the autonomous system should include knowledge of the human operator, i.e.
to match the goals, capabilities and limitations of the operator [1]. If accom-
plished, it is expected to lead to less disagreement between the automation and
the operator. Further, to allow for the operator to disagree and take over control
in “worst case scenarios”, the automated system should have the appropriate
level of automation implemented [187].

Specific guidelines for creating a foundation for appropriate operator trust
in automated systems have been provided by Atoyan et al. [9]. They specify de-
sign requirements and which information should be provided to the operators.

Provide access to raw data The reliability of automated systems cannot always
be guaranteed. However, the operators might still rely on the automation
if they have access to the raw data.

Provide means to indicate to the user the quality of the data The operator
should be made aware of the quality of the data, such as if data is
missing, incomplete, unreliable or invalid. Being provided with such
information, the operator can perform control tasks in order to compen-
sate for poor quality and errors. If such, the operator might still trust the
faulting automation.

Make clear to the user the purpose of the automation When introducing au-
tomation to the operator, clearly state the purpose of the automation.
Furthermore, reveal how the automation can aid the operator achieve
his/her goals.

Design with good computer etiquette If the automation has a positive effect on
an operator (i.e. improved operator performance etc.), the more it will be
trusted. However, it is important not to make the automated functions
appear reliable if they are not since this can lead to inappropriate trust.

Reveal the rules and algorithms and keep them simple The automation will be
better trusted if the operator understands the underlying algorithms and
rules. If the operator is able to follow the decision process of the automa-
tion, he/she will be more prone to trust the system.

Group and isolate less reliable or vulnerable functions To decrease the risk for
a spread of automation distrust, unreliable functions should be separated
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from reliable ones, since distrust does not normally spread across similar
but functionally independent systems.

Make the context explicit for context-dependent algorithms Automated func-
tions might be sensitive to changes in external conditions or system set-
tings. To achieve appropriate trust in automation, these changes must be
made apparent to the operator.

Show the source of automation failure By showing the source of automation
failure, an operator might maintain appropriate trust in the automated
functions. Atoyan et al. [9] state that trust will be less degraded if the
source of failure is outside the automation (for example loss of power)
than if it is due to the automation itself (software bugs etc.).

Provide the user with an adaptable automation If possible to implement,
adaptive automation could aid operators avoid complacent behavior and
out-of-the-loop problems.

Train the operator in order to develop adequate trust Train the operator to
use the automated functions and to recognize when the automation fails.
Training can avoid problems of complacent behavior, but it should not
be used to compensate for poor design of decision support systems.

Evaluate trust during different stages The operators’ trust in the system should
be evaluated both at an introductory stage and after acquiring a certain
level of experience with the system operations.

Atoyan et al. [9] further argue that factors such as informative feedback,
error management, compatibility, help and guidance can also have an impact
on human operators’ trust in a decision support system, which must be taken
into account when designing the system and training its users (which is also
suggested by Billings [22]). Parasuraman et al. [158] and Cummings [44] also
provide guidelines for deciding upon appropriate levels of automation. If the
automation is very reliable, then high levels of automation can be justified.
For the automation of decision and action functions however, high levels of au-
tomation should be implemented only for low risk situations. Rovira, McGarry
and Parasuraman [172] state that factors such as how well the automation sup-
ports the operator’s situation awareness, as well as the type and reliability of
the automation should influence the decision regarding the authority that the
automated functions should possess. An additional recommendation proposed
by Billings [21, 22] is to talk about human-automation cooperation, rather
than human-automation interaction. A similar recommendation has been doc-
umented by Banbury et al. [13] who state that automated systems should aim at
improving, rather than replacing, the operator’s decision-making ability. From
these findings, the below listed guidelines can be extracted.
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Provide relevant feedback To maintain the operator in the control of the au-
tomation, relevant feedback must be provided regarding the workings of
the automation. This is anticipated to improve the operator’s situation
awareness and ease his/her mental workload ([9, 22]).

Carefully design the automation with appropriate automation levels in mind
It is important to receive an understanding of which functions should
be entirely automated, partially automated or not automated at all
[158, 172]. To do so, the automation designers must discuss appropriate
levels of automation with the intended operators.

If possible, make the automation cooperative rather than replacing the operator
To avoid “out-of-the-loop” performance problems (i.e. problems associ-
ated with the operator not understanding what the system is doing etc.),
caused by, for example positioning the operator as a mere observer of
the automation, the automated systems/functions should be designed to
be cooperative [13, 22].

However, as stated by Abbink et al. [1], automation guidelines might be
difficult to meet in practice. System developers often neglect the existence of
automation errors. Further, the developers might find it difficult to realize con-
tinuous feedback and interaction in their strive for preventing annoyance with
the system and decreasing the operators’ workload. Abbink et al. [1] further
argue that the worst case situations are often solved by handing the complete
control back to the human operators through setting off an alarm. However, if
not having trained to perform the automated tasks for some time, the opera-
tors might find it difficult to take over control, possibly leading to accidents and
trust degradation. Additionally, as stated by Inagaki [85], it might be the case
that the principles of human-centered automation, mostly stemming from the
civil aviation domain, are not always applicable to other transportation modes
in a straightforward manner. It might be the case that efforts need to be made
to establish human-centered automation guidelines for each domain. In partic-
ular, Inagaki [85] argues that more research is needed to investigate whether
the human must be in command at all times on every occasion, or whether
the automation may be allowed to initiate trading of authority from human
to automation. As stated by Billings [21], automation should never assume
command, except in pre-defined situations. What is meant by these pre-defined
situations has not been fully clarified, and more research is needed to investi-
gate how to make the human-centered automation concept more precise and
promising [85].

In this thesis, we focus primarily on how to ameliorate the operator-
automation collaboration through improving users’ or operators’ understand-
ing of the automated systems and the inferences made. The challenges outlined
above, including the visualization of continuous automation feedback and the
transition of control between a human and the automation, is closely related
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to the concept of automation transparency, which implies that the user should
easily understand how an automated system works and be able to easily use it.
Such transparency can be achieved through proper training where the user is
educated regarding how the system works, its strengths and limitations, as well
as through proper information distribution from the system. This is the focus
of the following section.

2.6 Automation transparency

Mark and Kobsa [128] and Preece, Rogers and Sharp [164] argue that system
transparency is concerned with enabling the users to easily understand how a
system works as well as to easily use it. Lyons [125] discusses transparency
in terms of an operator’s perception of the ability, intent and situational con-
straints of the automation or robot, whereas Kim and Hinds [103] argue that
transparency is about a user’s understanding of why a machine behaves in an
unexpected manner. Fleischmann and Wallace [69] state that transparency is
an essential tool for preserving the autonomy of users and to empower them
relative to the builders of the automation and the models implemented. They
further argue that automation transparency must be ensured in order to prevent
the users from becoming overly dependent on the modelers as well as to enable
them to make fully informed decisions based on a clear understanding of how
the support system works. Furthermore, as stated by Lyons [125], automation
transparency is one mechanism to facilitate effective interactions between the
human operator and the automation.

In order to make a model or system transparent, it must be faithful to re-
ality and the values of the users. As such, transparency enables the users to
see into the “black-box” of the model or system, and determine if the model
or the system’s depiction of reality is accurate [69]. To document the models
and to let the users participate in their construction can make it easier for the
users to understand how the models work. Another way of making the mod-
els transparent is to make their assumptions about the reality and their values
explicit and testable, i.e. enabling the users to examine all available data rather
than placing blind faith in the black-box. However, Fleischmann and Wallace
[69] state that additional research on how to make models more transparent is
necessary and, as argued by Lyons [125], more research is needed to investigate
the impact of transparency on human-automation performance. As stated by
Duggan et al. [57], a fully transparent system can result in operator informa-
tion overload, making it imperative to analyze appropriate ways of achieving
system transparency and its effects on operator performance.

Two ways of making semi-automated systems transparent to their operators
are dealt with in this thesis: (1) the explanation of system reasoning and (2)
the visualization of automation meta-information, such as the visualization of
uncertainty and automation reliability and ability.
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2.6.1 Explanation of system reasoning

As stated by Paradis et al. [154], a human decision-maker is unlikely to ac-
cept an automated decision without some explanation of the line of reasoning
used by the support system in arriving at its decision, which the support system
designers should have in mind during the design process. However, accord-
ing to Lim, Dey and Avrahami [122], complex rule and machine models are
rarely clear to users, which might result in loss of user trust, satisfaction and
acceptance. To investigate whether the provision of explanations regarding a
system’s decision support process could help mitigate these problems, Lim et
al. [122] tested the effectiveness of different types of explanations on human
operators’ understanding of the system. They concluded that explanations de-
scribing why the system behaved in a certain way resulted in a better under-
standing and stronger feelings of trust in the system. They further concluded
that explanations of why the system did not behave in a certain way resulted in
lower operator understanding of the system, yet adequate performance [122].
Similar findings can be found in Dzindolet et al. [58], where it was concluded
that the provision of explanations why an automated aid might err increased
the operators’ trust and reliance in the automation.

According to Herlocker, Konstan and Riedl [82], explanations can benefit
the user in many ways. They argue that through explanations, the user is better
enabled to understand the reasoning of the automated aid, making it possible
for the user to determine how much confidence to place in the recommendation
provided by the aid. Such effects were found in a study performed by Rovira
et al. [171] – when 100% reliable automation could not be guaranteed, it was
shown that the performance of the participants in the study was improved when
being provided with contextual information underlying the tool’s algorithms,
enabling the participants to better calibrate their trust and to better understand
the vulnerabilities of the tool. Moreover, Herlocker et al. [82] argue that expla-
nations can result in a better involvement of the user in the reasoning process,
allowing the user to add his/her knowledge and inference skills to the process.
Explanations can further serve as an education resource, enabling the user to
understand the strengths and limitations of the system. Finally, Herlocker et
al. [82] list user acceptance as a benefit of incorporating explanations into a
system, due to the user’s better understanding and the justification provided by
the aid.

Given the benefits of incorporating explanation capabilities in support sys-
tems, one might infer that all such systems should include an explanation fa-
cility. However, as argued by Bunt, Lount and Lauzon [34], explanations are
difficult to design effectively. Further, explanations require time and effort on
behalf of the operators to comprehend and may even lead to lower decision
quality for some users [60]. For example, in the study performed by Rovira et
al. [171], it was found that contextual information regarding the performance
of the decision support tool only improved the operators’ performance in high-
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task demand situations in which the operators depended on the automated aid
to a greater extent and, but that no such effects were found in low-task demand
situations. In other words, there can be both positive and negative effects of in-
troducing explanatory capabilities in support systems and, as argued by [34], it
is important to determine when explanation facilitates are most needed.

2.6.2 Visualization of automation meta-information

Information qualifiers, such as the age, source and reliability of the data, can
have a large influence on a decision maker’s decision and how he/she processes,
understands and acts on the information at hand [74]. However, in the strive
to limit the amount of data and information presented on the displays to not
overwhelm the operators and increase their workload in decision-making situ-
ations, meta-information is seldom incorporated into the primary information
displays [162, 24]. In time-pressured situations, it might be difficult for op-
erators to navigate the system menus to extract such information, leading to
possible flawed decision making, a decreased understanding of the reasoning
and performance of the support system aid and, thus, also automation misuse
and disuse [115, 158].

According to Pfautz et al. [161], a specific set of issues regarding meta-
information visualization should be addressed in the design of the display sys-
tem for a given tasks. These issues include:

• Does the presentation of meta-information clearly and significantly im-
prove decision-making?

• Does the presentation of meta-information result in information over-
load? How much information is too much? Can training on the display
offset overload?

• Does the presentation of meta-information improve the user’s trust in the
system?

• What are the criteria for evaluating meta-information representation?

• What other pieces of meta-information may be missing and are critical to
decision-making?

• What level of explanation for the meta-information representation does
the user need? Does the user need some drill-down capability?

• With what degree of specificity should meta-information be presented?

• Which meta-information visualization techniques are complementary?
What degree of control does the user need over the visualization of meta-
information?
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Many of the issues can only be addressed for a specific application domain,
for example through task analyses where the tasks and demands placed on the
operators or users are stepwise investigated (see for example [180] for more
information regarding different task analyses techniques). As argued by Pfautz
et al. [160], the identification of these issues should greatly aid in the design and
development of display systems incorporating meta-information visualization.

The majority of research concerned with the visualization of system meta-
information is the visualization of uncertainty and system reliability. As argued
by Harrower [79], some things may not be knowable with absolute precision
due to, for example, our imperfect understanding of processes or effects, as
well as the imperfect, out-of-date or incomplete data that we must deal with.
Error or uncertainty can be introduced when acquiring the data, when filtering
or processing it or when presenting it to the user [153, 73, 190]. The need for
visualizing uncertainty associated with data has reached general acceptance in
domains where graphical interfaces are used to communicate support system
information to its users. However, it is not easy to include such visualizations
into an existing user interface while maintaining intelligibility [218]. Skeels et
al. [190] claim that the visualization of uncertainty is further aggravated by the
fact that uncertainty is not always expressed as a quantifiable probability, thus
making it difficult to express the uncertainty in textual and verbal descriptions.

Research regarding how to present uncertainties to support decision-makers
is very limited [10] and there is a lack of empirical results indicating the effec-
tiveness of the different techniques in terms of how well they are perceived and
accepted by the users [126, 79, 94]. As stated by MacEachren et al. [126], “we
do not have a comprehensive understanding of the parameters that influence
successful uncertainty visualization, nor is it easy to determine how close we
are to achieving such an understanding” (p. 139). However, there are examples
from literature where different uncertainty visualization approaches have been
empirically evaluated. For example, Finger and Bisantz [67] present two studies
where degraded or blended icons were used to depict the uncertainty associated
with the identity of a radar contact as hostile or friendly. Results from the first
study reveal that the participants could sort, order and rank icons from five
sets intended to represent different levels of uncertainty. Results from the sec-
ond study, where the participants were to identify hostile and friendly targets
in a simulated radar exercise when being presented with degraded icons and
probabilities, non-degraded icons and probabilities and degraded icons only,
show that the participants who used the display with only degraded icons per-
formed better. Bisantz et al. [23] further elaborated upon these results where
solid or transparent icons and numerical probabilities were used to convey the
most likely object classification. The authors concluded once more that the use
of graphical icons can be used to convey uncertainty, even if numerical proba-
bilities are present.

Examples of uncertainty visualizations can also be found outside the mil-
itary domain. Dong and Hayes [56] evaluated the use of intervals for repre-
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senting uncertainty in a design support system for engineers. The uncertainty
intervals indicated if there was a lack of sufficient information regarding dif-
ferent parameters used to make a good design decision, and also how much
information was estimated to be lacking. Two versions of the support system
were developed – one depicting the uncertainty, and one in which this informa-
tion was omitted. The results indicate that the support system displaying the
uncertainty was the most preferred amongst the participants and that it helped
the participants to identify which information must be collected in order to
eliminate the uncertainty.

2.7 Summary

This chapter has provided background information related to challenges asso-
ciated with operator-automation collaboration as well as how these challenges
can be mitigated through the operator-centered automation framework, espe-
cially, through investigating ways of increasing the transparency of automated
systems. Background information has also been provided regarding the infor-
mation fusion research area, contextualizing part of the research carried out
and presented in the subsequent chapters in this thesis.

The different theories, concepts and research areas presented in this chap-
ter all present possibilities and challenges for designing operator-centered au-
tomated systems. As pointed out, more research is needed to investigate how
to design transparent automated systems, and also the effects of such trans-
parency on the operators’ performance and trust when carrying out tasks in
their work domains. The challenges with visualizing meta-information as pre-
sented by Pfautz et al. [161] (see section 2.6.2), have provided us with a starting
point for our investigations where we have selected the three first challenges
outlined for our studies presented in this thesis, namely:

• Does the presentation of meta-information clearly and significantly im-
prove decision-making?

• Does the presentation of meta-information result in information over-
load?

• Does the presentation of meta-information improve the user’s trust in the
system?

The first challenge is associated with the performance of the operators in
decision-making situations, whereas we associate the second and third chal-
lenges with the perceived subjective workload of the operators and their trust in
the system used with/without the meta-information being presented. Moreover,
as argued by Pfautz et al. [161], the investigation of these challenges should be
conducted in the specific domain(s) of interest due to the difference between
different domains in terms of which information that can be extracted and is
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relevant for the operators. The need for domain-specific investigations is also
highlighted by Inagaki [85], who argue that it might be the case that not all
principles of human-centered automation (mostly stemming from the civil avi-
ation domain) are applicable to other domains in a straightforward manner.

By investigating different ways of explaining the system reasoning and com-
municating relevant meta-information in the domain of interest, such as the
strengths and limitations of the automated systems and functions and the un-
certainties associated with the inferences and recommendations generated, it is
believed that a foundation for a better operator-automation collaboration can
be achieved. It is further believed that involving the operators in the automated
processes will enable them to improve the automatic inferences by providing
their expert knowledge and skills.

The following chapters of this thesis present our research path and meth-
ods chosen and our work regarding how to design automated systems in an
operator-centered way, important transparency characteristics in the selected
domains, how these characteristics can be mirrored in the design of automated
systems and our evaluations of the impact of automation transparency on op-
erator workload, trust and performance.



Chapter 3

Research methodology

This chapter presents the research methodology applied during our research.
First, we provide contextual issues that have influenced the research path and
strategy taken. Secondly, the selected research methods are described and mo-
tivated in relation to the thesis aims.

3.1 Research context

The research presented in this thesis has taken place within a human factors
in automation and information fusion context (see chapter 2 for a description
of these research areas). As argued, the operator has to a large extent been ne-
glected both in the automation and information fusion domains, and through
the studies conducted we have made a contribution to this research gap and
acquired a better understanding of how an operator-centered approach can be
adopted when developing semi-automatic fusion systems and functions. The
investigations conducted were firstly only performed within the fighter aircraft
domain, due to the PhD project initial setup. However, to deepen and generalize
our knowledge of automation design issues on operator performance, we have
broadened our focus to include related military areas as well as civilian ones. An
opportunity was provided by the Uncertainty Management in Information Fu-
sion (UMIF) project conducted at the University of Skövde. The UMIF project
has specifically focused on the analysis of uncertainty within information fu-
sion contexts – both with regard to how uncertainty can be modeled and how
it can be presented to an information constrained user, thus nicely coinciding
with the research topics addressed in this thesis. Multiple application oriented
scenarios have been involved within the UMIF project, such as uncertainty in
autonomous driving and military threat evaluation. Industrial partners collab-
orating within the UMIF project have contributed with their domain-specific
knowledge and expertise, and have influenced the research performed both in
terms of selected methods, prototype interfaces and interaction design strate-
gies.

49
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3.2 Research approach

The research conducted has been multidisciplinary, involving a range of se-
lected research methods. Table 3.1 summarizes the research methods and the
data collected in relation to the proposed aims. The methods deployed originate
from different disciplines, such as human-computer interaction, psychology and
computer science. The investigations have mostly been conducted following a
qualitative approach, however, with quantitative elements. As stated by Ben-
basat, Goldstein and Mead [19], each research strategy has advantages and
disadvantages, and that no strategy is more appropriate than all other strate-
gies for all research purposes. To aid researchers choose an appropriate research
methodology, Yin [214] proposes that research approaches can be classified in
accordance with the type of question that should be answered. In this thesis,
“how” questions are predominant, i.e. how the incorporation of transparency
characteristics will affect operators’ performance, trust and workload. Accord-
ing to Yin [214], “how” questions tend to be explanatory in nature and require
methods such as experiments and case studies.

Figure 3.1 depicts the research progress in relation to the studies performed
and articles published. As can be seen, the fighter aircraft focus has been preva-
lent during the whole PhD project, however being complemented by studies
conducted in the air defense and autonomous driving domains in 2012/2013
respectively. Continuous literature studies have been carried out throughout
the whole PhD project and together with the findings from the interviews and
surveys, evaluations of the concepts and designs together with experts were
carried out in 2013.
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Figure 3.1: Research process timeline depicting the main focuses during the
duration of the project, the studies conducted and the papers written.

The following subsections describe the methods deployed during the inves-
tigations presented in this thesis.
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Aim Method Data/theme

Aim 1 Literature survey

Qualitative and quantitative
evaluations: interviews and surveys

Literature of operator-centered
automation, visualization of
meta-information, explanation of
system reasoning, automation
transparency, simulator-based design

Qualitative and quantitative
evaluations: notes from interviews and
summaries of survey data from fighter
pilots, fighter aircraft system
developers, air defense operator
investigations. Exemplifying the
application of the OCA guidelines in
implemented fighter aircraft systems

Aim 2 Literature survey

Incorporate transparency
characteristics in the design of
prototypes as proof-of-concept

Threat evaluation/identification
support system guidelines

Qualitative evaluations: discussions
with domain experts

Aim 3 Literature survey

Quantitative and qualitative
evaluations: laboratory experiments
and questionnaires

Evaluation methods

Answers to exercises, operator
performance measures

Table 3.1: Research methods and data collected/themes addressed.
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3.2.1 Case study research

The different studies presented in this thesis are in line with case study research
[214, 81]. Case studies involve “a detailed investigation, often with data col-
lected over a period of time, of phenomena, within their context. The aim is
to provide an analysis of the context and processes which illuminate the the-
oretical issues being studied” [81] (p. 323). Yin [214] argues that the use of
multiple methods is part of the case study research strategy. Either qualitative
or quantitative, or a combination of both, may be used, such as participant ob-
servations, ethnographic studies, interviews, focus groups and questionnaires
[81, 49]. Many different methods have been used during the investigations pre-
sented in this thesis, such as interviews and questionnaires, to extract findings
through several means. Hartley [81] argues that many researchers strive to use
a combination of methods to carefully analyze the data from different views.

Benbasat, Goldstein and Mead [19] state that case study research is partic-
ularly appropriate when the research and theory are at their early, formative
stages, and when the researcher does not know what the variables of interest
may be and how they will be measured. As such, it is argued that the case
study research strategy is useful when studying “why” and “how” questions
[19, 214]. Due to the lack of investigations regarding the effects of explaining
and visualizing automation transparency characteristics on operators’ perfor-
mance, trust and workload, the case study approach is a suitable framework
for the studies presented in this thesis.

As with most methods, there are possibilities and delimitations. In relation
to case study research, there is a possibility of lack of rigor and the difficulty
of generalizing from the results [214]. Further, the data collected through the
means of different methods can be disparate and difficult to analyze. To mini-
mize the risk for lack of rigor, we followed a general strategy when collecting
the data and analyzing it (see the subsequent sections). The possibility to gen-
eralize from the results obtained from one context to the other depends on
the similarities between the contexts. To promote generalization, researchers
should aim to provide extensive descriptions of how the research has been con-
ducted. As such, we have striven to provide details regarding the procedures
followed and the participants involved in our experiments.

3.2.2 Theoretical grounding

The theoretical grounding was gradually extended during all stages in the
research process. Continuous literature surveys have been performed, where
literature regarding automation, trust, operator-centered guidelines, human-
computer interaction, information fusion, and visualization approaches, just to
mention a few areas, have been investigated. The surveys did not only establish
a foundation for our practical work, but were also used to analyze the results
obtained. Due to the cumulative theoretical grounding, the reader of this thesis
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can find necessary general background information in the background chap-
ter, whereas more domain or study-specific information can be found in close
proximity to the different studies conducted and their analyzes.

According to Webster and Watson [210], a literature search can be con-
ducted in three steps:

1. Begin the literature search by selecting leading journals and conferences
with good quality.

2. Proceed with going backwards and review the citations from the articles
found in the first step.

3. Go forward and identify relevant articles that have been cited in the pre-
vious step.

Following this approach, a large web of citations have been investigated,
and key references and authors within the different areas have been identified.
The results from the literature surveys have largely been summarized in the
background chapter of this thesis. However, literature findings are also dis-
cussed in relation to the investigations performed and their analysis (see chap-
ters 4, 5 and 6).

The first literature reviews aimed to build up a background understand-
ing of the areas of information fusion, situation awareness, operator-centered
automation frameworks and theories, as well as how to achieve appropriate
trust in automated systems. Coupled to the fighter aircraft domain, how to in-
corporate the operator-centered automation approach into the simulator-based
design framework often deployed during aircraft system development projects
was investigated and proposed in paper XII. Related to how to support air de-
fense operators perform their threat identification tasks, a literature review of
the process and challenges associated with air defense tasks was carried out.
The results from this literature review are summarized in paper VIII. Also re-
lated to the air defense domain, a collection of interface and interaction guide-
lines for threat evaluation systems gathered from literature and our empirical
investigations in the domain has been summarized (the findings from this study
can be found in paper VII and in chapter 5).

3.2.3 Interviews and surveys

Several individual interviews and surveys have been conducted during our re-
search in order to deeply investigate the topics of this thesis. As discussed by
Lazar, Feng and Hochheiser [112], discussions with participants usually take
the form of individual interviews or focus groups involving several participants
at a time. These discussions can take the form of fully structured, to semi-
structured and free, unstructured interviews, where the degree of freedom to
let the conversation go where it may is gradually expanded. As such, semi-
structured and unstructured interviews are appropriate when looking to dig
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deep, in search of critical comments and insights and where the problem do-
main or set of participants are unfamiliar to the researcher [112]. There are
several challenges with performing interviews. Interviews take time to perform,
and the number of participants is usually small. Another challenge is to trans-
form the raw notes and recordings from the possibly broad responses into cat-
egories and questions [112]. Further, interviews (as well as surveys) involve
data collection that is separated from the task and context under consideration
where the participants have to recall how they carry out their tasks, how they
analyze data etc. Having conducted the interviews, the challenge of analyzing
the interview data remains. First, the researcher should strive to analyze the
data as soon as possible after the interviews to be able to remember details and
nuances that otherwise can be lost [112]. The researcher should further strive
to avoid bias and reliance on pre-conceived notions, which is difficult when
dealing with non-numeric data [112]. To transcribe the data, there are several
approaches. One is to examine the data for patterns and frequency of terms
that can provide indications of the importance of various concepts and rela-
tionships. Other approaches to the analysis is to organize the comments into
various categories or themes that can either be established prior to the analysis,
or based on the contents of the text [112].

The interviews conducted were all so called “in depth interviews”, i.e. de-
tailed interviews with a small number of respondents to explore their perspec-
tives on a particular idea or situation [32]. In accordance with Boyce and Neale
[32], the interview process followed six steps:

• Plan the interview

• Develop instruments

• Train data collectors

• Collect data

• Analyze data

• Disseminate findings

Following this process, the interviews were first carefully planned and inter-
view protocols were developed (see the appendix for a detailed description of
the interview protocols). The interviews conducted followed a semi-structured
form, i.e. the interview protocol was followed to structure the interviews, but
the interviewees were also instructed to feel free to elaborate upon additional
issues than stated in the protocol. This structure was chosen in order to acquire
a more coherent picture of the issues considered. Before all interviews, the par-
ticipants were informed that their answers would be handled anonymously as
well as how their answers would be used (for example, where would their an-
swers be published). Key concepts and terms to be used during the interview
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sessions were explained, and the participants were requested to give feedback
on the questions posed to avoid misunderstandings. Furthermore, information
relevant for the analysis of the interview results, such as the participants’ age,
experience of the tasks in focus, vision problems etc. were collected before the
interview sessions to be able to compare their answers from different perspec-
tives and experiences. Notes were taken during the interviews to mark issues
considered important by the participants. Further, the interviews were recorded
(with the permission of the interviewees) and were shortly after the interviews
transcribed and analyzed. The main conclusions drawn from the different in-
terviews have also been written down and can be found in chapter 4 of this
thesis, and also in many of the papers written during the research performed.

In addition to interviews, several surveys have been conducted throughout
our research. Survey is here used to depict the complete methodological ap-
proach, including sampling and reminders, whereas the questionnaires contain
the actual questions posed within the surveys. According to Lazar, Feng and
Hochheiser [112], surveys are one of the most commonly used research meth-
ods and are often used to explain behaviors and explore new areas. Surveys
allow you to capture the “big picture” relatively quickly and can be used to
make statistically accurate estimates for a population. Surveys are often used
due to the relatively easiness to get hold of participants in contrast to time-
consuming interviews [112]. Surveys can include both open-ended and closed-
ended questions. Open-ended questions are useful when striving to better un-
derstand a specific phenomena, where the respondents are given flexibility in
their answers [112]. Closed-ended questions can include questions where the
participants need to order their response in accordance with some logical or-
der, such as using a Likert scale ranging from “strongly agree” to “strongly dis-
agree”. Closed-ended questions can also include unordered questions, where
the participants are asked to select between one or more statements from a
specific pool of statements [112]. As with interviews, there are delimitations.
When using surveys, the respondents only answer the questions that they are
asked and open-ended questions that invite long, written responses are likely
to go unanswered [112]. Further, the interpretation of the questionnaire data
can lead to biases when the type of questions asked request the participants to
make estimates or the researcher to make his/her subjective interpretation of
the response [112].

The survey method was an often repeated method during the research con-
ducted due to the difficulty of getting hold of participants, especially in the mil-
itary domains selected for our studies. Surveys were thus used to minimize the
amount of time required on behalf of the participants to take part in the stud-
ies and to provide an opportunity for them to contribute to the studies at times
better suited for them. Further, after each evaluation together with the proof-
of-concept prototypes, surveys were conducted to minimize the time needed to
occupy the participants, but also to facilitate the comparison of the different
answers to the questions posed through the use of Likert scale questions. Not
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only were time-saving measures needed on behalf of the participants. Due to
the close collaboration together with the industry, the empirical investigations
had to be performed in accordance with the availability of industry personnel
and simulators needed to conduct the studies, thus also resulting in a need to
limit the amount of time needed to perform the evaluations.

The majority of the the surveys were performed using a computer-based
tool to quicken the transcription of the survey responses. Only one survey was
conducted using pen and paper due to information secrecy issues. The survey
questions were carefully written to avoid misinterpretations and the questions
were categorized and ordered into themes. To make sure that no major point
was missed, the participants were asked to express their general opinions of the
questions posed and if they had something else to add that they deemed to be
important. This could be done in person, except for one survey that was con-
ducted on-line (without ever meeting the respondents). Surveys can suffer from
low response rates. To overcome this challenge, the researcher has to make
sure that there are enough incentives for the participants to provide their an-
swers, such as to make the questions easy to understand and to answer, to for-
mat the questionnaire and order the questions appropriately, to have personal
correspondence with the potential participants and to send out reminders (see
[55] for more information). In a study performed by Kaplowitz, Hadlock and
Levine [99], no difference in response rates between online and mail surveys
were found if the surveys were preceded by an advance notification.

The first interview study was performed together with two active Swedish
fighter pilots in June 2010. These two pilots were chosen due to their expert
knowledge of the domain and their long-term experience of contributing to the
development of technical advancements within the fighter aircraft domain. The
interviews aimed at increasing our knowledge base of the pilots’ tasks and chal-
lenges during flight, their preparations before a mission and the evaluative ac-
tions performed after a mission. The results from these interviews can be found
in paper XVI. Together with the same two pilots, an online survey aiming to
investigate fighter pilots’ information preferences during flight was conducted.
The pilots were asked to rank information pieces according to their perceived
importance for mission success. However, since the survey was only conducted
together with two pilots, it is difficult to draw valid general conclusions from
the study.

The second set of interviews was conducted in October 2011 together with
six fighter aircraft system developers in order to acquire their opinions of the
identified guidelines related to operator-centered automation. The interviewees
had experience of conducting and leading design projects within the domain, es-
pecially related to human-computer interaction issues. The interviews included
a general evaluation of the operator-centered automation characteristics and
guidelines. The guidelines were also evaluated in relation to a conceivable fu-
ture pilot support system, aiding the pilots with determining the best possible
route to fly (as proposed by Erlandsson et al. [66]). The results from these
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interviews can be found in paper X. A strict ranking of the different operator-
centered automation guidelines in relation to the route support system depicted
above has also been conducted together with seven aircraft system developers.
The developers were requested to rank the different guidelines identified ac-
cording to their perceived importance when developing the support system with
the use of a ten-point Likert scale. The results from the study can be found in
paper IX, and in chapter 4. The importance of the identified operators-centered
automation guidelines were also evaluated together with five active fighter pi-
lots in an online survey in February/March 2011. The results from this survey
can be found in paper XIII. The final interviews performed were conducted to-
gether with four active air defense operators in February 2013 so as to gain
deeper knowledge of their working situation as well as their subjective requests
for automation transparency in future threat evaluation support systems – re-
sults which influenced the design of the threat evaluation proof-of-concept pro-
totype (see section 3.2.4). The findings from these interviews can be found in
paper VI.

As discussed by Lazar et al. [112], it is important to note that the results
obtained from the empirical investigations are most likely biased due to the re-
searchers’ own opinions and experiences. However, measures to minimize the
extent of such biases have been taken in the form of quickly transcribing the
raw data from the investigations, to go through the text to find patterns and
themes and to search for confirming and dis-confirming evidence in related lit-
erature. Furthermore, it should be noted that only a small number of fighter
pilots has been participating in the studies performed, due to the difficulties of
getting hold of experienced pilots. However, since fighter pilots form a homoge-
nous group in terms of their age, gender (mostly men), physical capabilities etc.,
the results obtained can, to some degree, be applicable to a larger pilot popula-
tion. The questions posed during the interviews and the surveys can be found
in the appendix of this thesis and the results can be found in chapter 4.

3.2.4 Designing for transparency

According to Berndtsson et al. [20], the development of new solutions is com-
mon within the computer science field. These solutions (for example new soft-
ware architectures, algorithms or methods) are often proposed to solve some
problem in a new way as well as have some advantage over existing solutions.
It is often necessary to implement the suggested solutions in order to demon-
strate the proposed advantages [20]. Such implementation often involves the
issue of fidelity, i.e. how much time and money should be spent on making the
implementation as realistic as possible and is there a point where such real-
ism improvements will not have an effect on the study outcomes? For instance,
in the paper by Dahlström et al. [48], the issue of fidelity of simulators for
training purposes is discussed. They conclude that lower-level fidelity simula-
tors seem to enhance the focus on training of general principles of commu-
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nication, coordination and problem-solving, whereas high-fidelity simulators
practice more procedural skills. Thus, the choice of simulator fidelity should
mirror the knowledge needs of the researchers.

To investigate the effects of different types of automation transparency ap-
proaches, a practical approach involving simulators was undertaken. Three
different proof-of-concept prototypes were designed, with the purpose of ex-
emplifying how transparency can be mirrored in the design and to serve as
a means to investigate the effects of such transparency on operators’ perfor-
mance, workload and trust in the systems used. The fidelity of these prototypes
varied. The prototype designed to be used in the autonomous driving domain
was implemented by domain experts in a fully functioning, high-fidelity driving
simulator. Realism was considered of utmost importance in this study to inves-
tigate the (close to) real effects of visualizing automation meta-information on
the drivers’ behavior during a driving scenario.

A slightly lower-level fidelity prototype was used during the air defense eval-
uations where a regular desktop station was used – however using real air de-
fense data and while conducting real air defense tasks. The prototype used
during the evaluation performed together with fighter pilots was implemented
by domain experts in a fighter aircraft simulator tool. However, still images of
threatening scenarios were displayed to the pilots, lowering the fidelity of the
prototype. The design of the different prototypes involved literature studies and
discussions with domain experts and possible users. More detailed descriptions
of the different proof-of-concept prototypes can be found in chapter 5.

3.2.5 Quantitative and qualitative evaluations

According to Patton [159], quantitative research refers to experimental meth-
ods in which known hypotheses and factors are tested. Following this ap-
proach, the environment is not allowed to play a part of the result. Qual-
itative research on the other hand, refers to studies of phenomena in depth
and great detail, and often in the context of its existence [159]. Further, qual-
itative research implicates inductive analysis, which aims at exploration and
discovery [159]. Inductive analyses contrast typical experimental designs that
require specification of main variables and research hypotheses before data col-
lection begins, meaning that the researcher needs prior knowledge regarding
which variables are important and what kind of relationships exist (i.e. deduc-
tive analysis). Inductive analyses allow the discovery of multiple interrelation-
ships among emergent factors in data without defining the variables beforehand
[159]. The research carried out has mostly been qualitative in nature, however,
with quantitative elements. Carpendale [36] declares that such kind of mixed
approach can be called “nested” methods. In practice, researchers use mixed
methods for a variety of purposes, such as to construct instruments, corrob-
orate findings, reduce cultural and investigator biases, improve clinical trials,
address research participants’ experience, demonstrate credibility and increase
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generalizability [39]. A summary of the quantitative and qualitative applica-
tions are presented below.

Quantitative evaluation

Laboratory experiments have been carried out during our research. Accord-
ing to Carpendale [36], a laboratory experiment is fully designed by the re-
searchers, i.e. how the study will be conducted and what the participants will
do. As such, the researcher will be able to generalize from the results. However,
due to the laboratory setting, realism is largely lost [36]. Realism of a result is
defined as the extent to which the context in which it was studied is similar to
the context in which it will be used [36]. Since there are no real-world simu-
lators incorporating the automation transparency characteristics dealt with in
this thesis in the selected domains, full realism was not considered achievable.
Yet, some degree of realism was obtained through the interviews and literature
studies conducted and our visits to domain-specific training centers.

The focus of the evaluations was to assess the effects of explaining the au-
tomated processes and adding automation transparency visualizations on the
operators’ performance, workload and trust. The experiment approach under-
taken and presented in this thesis has large resemblances with the approaches
used in [209, 17, 24]. The experiments were conducted with the help of dif-
ferent proof-of-concept prototypes (see section 3.2.4) during 2013. The time
needed for the operators to perform the tasks assigned to them were noted, as
well as the “correctness” of their decisions and actions in accordance with keys
provided by the domain experts associated with the different studies. During
the studies, the participants were requested to perform a set of tasks explained
to them and to answer an after-test questionnaire. The participants in the mil-
itary studies were all experienced operators within their respective fields, and
the participants in the automated driving study all had a driver’s license. The
tasks were performed individually and were representative for the different do-
mains (except in the automated driving scenario where the participants were
not accustomed with automated cars).

Three of the four experiments presented in this thesis were conducted fol-
lowing a between-group design. Such experimental design was chosen to pre-
vent the participants to learn from different task conditions and to minimize
the amount of time needed on behalf of the participants to carry out the tasks
[112]. Yet, between-group design also has disadvantages. Since the performance
of one group is compared to that of another group, the results are subject to
substantial impacts from individual differences, thus making it harder to detect
significant differences [112]. To exclude the impact of noise and make signif-
icant findings, a comparatively larger number of participants is needed under
each condition. In the studies where we chose to perform between-group de-
signs, the number of participants were deemed to be large enough for such
design and the individual differences limited due to the equivalent training and
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experience of the participants. In contrast, in the study performed within the
fighter aircraft domain, only six pilots were able to participate, thus we chose
to perform a within-group experiment. Within-group experiments involves a
comparison of the performance of the same participants under different con-
ditions, thus the impact of individual differences is isolated and the expected
difference can be observed with a relatively smaller sample size [112]. Yet, due
to the fact that the participants complete the same type of tasks under multiple
conditions, they are likely to learn from the experience and may get better at
performing the tasks. Another potential problem is participant fatigue. Since
the participants have to complete tasks during multiple conditions, the time it
takes to complete the experiment may be quite long, which can negatively affect
the tasks completed at the end of the experiment. In the experiment conducted
in the fighter aircraft domain, the different conditions were carefully random-
ized using a balanced Latin square design to avoid the effects of participant
fatigue. Further, the three display conditions applied to the 11 scenarios used
in the study were spread out during the experiment to avoid the participants
remembering the scenario setup. The results from the different experiments can
be found in the papers V, II, III, I and in chapter 6.

During quantitative evaluations, it can be difficult to obtain a large enough
sample size of participants, or even knowing what is a large enough sample
size. A recurring struggle during our investigations performed within the differ-
ent military domains was to get hold of participants with the needed expertise
who had time and were willing to participate in the studies. However, due to
the homogenous groups of military operators participating in our studies, who
are taught to decide and act according to established procedures, some general-
izations ought to be possible from our investigations. As stated by Carpendale
[36], it is relatively easy to find faults in laboratory experiments since all factors
cannot be fully controlled and if they are, external and ecological validity can
be affected. External validity is concerned with the extent to which the results
can be generalized while ecological validity focuses on the degree to which the
experimental situation reflects the type of environment in which the results will
be applied [36]. To ensure ecological validity, the experiments have been situ-
ated in the working and training environments of the participants, and the tasks
assigned to them have strong resemblances with the tasks normally carried out
by the participants.

Qualitative evaluation

As discussed in section 3.2.3, several interviews have been conducted during
the research performed. Moreover, discussions with domain experts from the
fighter aircraft, air defense and autonomous driving domains have been con-
ducted in order to improve the transparency design of the three different proof-
of-concept prototypes to be used to evaluate the effects of automation trans-
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parency on operators’ performance, trust and workload in the different do-
mains.

Important to note is also the fact that qualitative studies are often biased
toward the researcher’s own beliefs and prior assumptions. However, the results
from the investigations presented in this thesis have been compared with those
of other researchers’, who have investigated similar phenomena, as well as that
the participants in the studies have been informed of the purposes of the studies,
and have been able to express their opinions regarding the questions asked and
the tests carried out. According to Guba [75], four criteria for trustworthy
qualitative research should be considered:

• Credibility (internal validity): researchers should seek to ensure that their
study measures or tests what is actually intended. Shenton [185] lists, for
example, the adoption of well-established research methods, the familiar-
ization with the organization, random sampling of individuals to serve as
informants, member checks and triangulation as provisions to promote
confidence in the recorded phenomena under scrutiny. Credibility of the
research presented in this thesis is difficult to completely ensure due to the
inherent subjectivity of the research methods employed. To ensure some
level of credibility, we have at several occasions used standardized scales
to measure phenomena (such as the NASA Task-Load Index scale to mea-
sure workload and the Trust in automation scale, see the appendix).

• Transferability (external validity): external validity concerns the extent to
which the findings of one study can be applied to other situations. How-
ever, since the findings of a qualitative study often are specific to a small
number of particular environments and individuals, it might not be pos-
sible to guarantee full external validity. Erlandson et al. [64] argue that
it is not possible to generalize from qualitative studies as all observations
are defined by the specific context in which they occur. Nevertheless, as
suggested by Stake [192], although each case can be unique, it is also an
example within a broader group and, as a result, the possibilities of trans-
ferability should not be immediately rejected. For example, in the mil-
itary studies conducted, experienced participants who have undertaken
the same, standardized training took part in the studies, guaranteeing
some external validity. Moreover, Lincoln and Guba [123] argue that re-
searchers should ensure that sufficient contextual information about the
fieldwork sites is provided to the reader to enable them to draw conclu-
sions regarding the similarities and differences between different studies,
thus promoting some external validity. As such, information regarding
the number of participants, the data collection methods, and the num-
ber and length of the data collection sessions should be provided [185],
something which we have adhered to in this thesis.
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• Dependability (reliability): if the work conducted was to be repeated, in
the same context, with the same method and with the same participants,
similar results should be obtained, i.e. the findings are reliable [185].
However, reliability can be problematic to ensure due to the changing
nature of the phenomena investigated during qualitative research. To ad-
dress the issue of dependability, the study process should be reported with
detail to enable other researchers to repeat the work [185]. As such, we
have striven to provide such experimental details. Moreover, due to the
laboratory setup of the experiments conducted, we were able to control
the variables of the experiments.

• Confirmability (objectivity): Patton [159] argues that objectivity is as-
sociated with the use of instruments that are not dependent on human
skill and perception. However, real objectivity is difficult to obtain since
tests and questionnaires are designed by humans and, as such, the re-
searcher’s own biases are inevitable [159]. To limit the effects of sub-
jectivity (and as with the case of internal validity), several standardized
questionnaires have been used (see the appendix). The researcher should
admit known biases and beliefs should be clearly stated. To reveal such
known biases and beliefs, our hypothesis and research questions (that
were written down before the data analysis of the experimental results)
have been clearly stated, revealing our initial beliefs of the outcomes of
the studies. Further, to not distort the statements provided by the partic-
ipants in the studies, the raw data from the interviews and surveys was
transcribed immediately after the studies to be accompanied with the nu-
ances and comments provided by the participants during and after the
investigations. Moreover, quotations from the interviews and surveys are
provided when presenting the results from the investigations to not dis-
tort the statements provided by the study participants.

3.3 Summary

This chapter has presented the research context and the research methods ap-
plied during our research. The multi-disciplinary nature of the research carried
out resulted in the application of a range of different methods, such as inter-
views, surveys and proof-of-concept prototype evaluations, and a description
of and motivation for the deployment of these methods has been provided. We
have argued for the importance of nesting qualitative and quantitative methods
for investigating the aims addressed in this thesis. Since we aimed to investi-
gate the effects of different automation transparency approaches in different
domains, we concluded that the environment in which the operators normally
perform their tasks is of great importance, thus motivating a qualitative ap-
proach. However, to actually test our hypothesis with the aid of the different
proof-of-concept prototypes designed, quantitative measures were deemed to
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be important as well, such as the time needed for the operators to perform the
tasks assigned to them. The following chapters describe the results obtained
from applying the different methods presented in this chapter.





Chapter 4

Designing for transparency

This chapter presents our first set of empirical and theoretical investigations
performed within the selected domains of interest. First, motivation for our
focus and the selected domains is given as well as the selected set of OCA
guidelines used to narrow our work. Secondly, the results from the literature
studies, interviews and surveys conducted within the domains of fighter air-
craft, air defense and autonomous driving domains are outlined. Our first such
domain investigations were concerned with acquiring a better understanding
of the working situation of modern fighter pilots. Through interviews and sur-
veys, fighter pilots’ information needs and attitudes toward automation were
collected and a system that automatically adapts its recommendations and in-
terfaces in relation to the current and evolving threatening situation was re-
flected upon. These findings can also be found in papers XVI, XIII and XVII.
Furthermore, an investigation of the importance and application of the concept
and guidelines of OCA during the development process of automatic support
systems in the fighter aircraft domain was conducted through interviews and
a survey with fighter aircraft system developers. The results from these studies
are also reported in papers X and IX.

Our second investigation, involving literature studies and interviews, aimed
to improve the understanding of the tasks that air defense operators must per-
form. The findings from these studies are also presented in papers VI and VIII.
Lastly, our third investigation included a literature study to investigate the state-
of-the-art of the research conducted within the domain of automated driving
and its implications for the design of transparent automation. The investiga-
tions outlined above, and their implications in terms of how to improve the
operator-automation relationship through automation transparency, are the
focus of the following sections. Thus, this chapter aims to address our first
aim outlined in this thesis, namely to identify needs for and characteristics of
domain-specific automation transparency and associated challenges where ad-
ditional research efforts must be made.

65
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4.1 Preliminaries

In the background chapter, we outlined two challenges associated with improv-
ing the operator-automation relationship: the visualization of continuous feed-
back of the status and performance of automated systems and the issue of tran-
sition of control between a human operator and the automation. We framed
these challenges within the context of automation transparency, i.e. to make
automated systems easily understandable and easily used by their operators.
We further highlighted two ways of achieving such transparency, namely to
properly train the operators to understand the reasoning of the system and to
ensure appropriate information distribution between the operator and the au-
tomation. With this in mind, we have categorized the OCA guidelines listed in
chapter 2, section 2.5, according to two themes. The first theme is related to the
process of designing and evaluating the design choices and to train the users to
use the automated functions, whereas the second theme is concerned with de-
signing with appropriate information distribution and collaboration strategies
in mind. This division of guidelines can be found in table 4.1.

In this thesis, we focus primarily on the second set of guidelines concerning
appropriate information distribution and collaboration. Especially, we investi-
gate how the provision of relevant automation meta-information can contribute
to improving the operators’ collaboration with the automated support systems
used and thus also improve the operators’ performance. As such, not all guide-
lines have been applied or been a part of our investigations. Furthermore, as
our research developed, some guidelines received more attention than others.
The research presented is not solely concerned with these guidelines, but pri-
marily how they can be used to improve the transparency of automated systems
in different domains.

To investigate how to achieve automation transparency, we believe that we
must turn to the domain(s) of interest so as to analyze the challenges and needs
of the users of automated systems. For example, as stated by Inagaki [85] in re-
lation to some of the guidelines outlined, the importance of the different guide-
lines is likely domain dependent, thus domain investigations must be under-
taken. Through studying domain-specific experiences with and challenges of
operator-automation collaboration, we aim to extract generic lessons learned
of how to improve the transparency of automated systems.

As stated in chapter 2, automated support systems have been introduced
in a variety of domains, ranging from aviation, process control and civil se-
curity. The automation of aircraft functions is perhaps the most well-explored
and where a multitude of tasks have been assigned to automated systems. As
stated by Stanton and Marsden [194], due to the long history of automation
in aviation, lessons learned from this domain should be taken into account
when turning to a new domain, such as the autonomous driving domain. Thus,
as a starting point of this thesis, we investigated characteristics of automated
systems implemented within the military aviation domain and investigated pos-
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Guideline
number

Designing, training and evaluation

1 Each agent in the system must have knowledge of the other agents [22].

2 Group and isolate less reliable functions [9].

3 The automation must be predictable [22].

4 Only automate functions if there is a good reason for doing so [22].

5 Make the purpose of the automation clear [9].

6 Design with good computer etiquette [9].

7 Automation should be designed to be simple to train, learn and operate and must
be comprehensible [22].

8 Designers must assume that the operators will rely on reliable automation,
because they will [22].

9 Operators should be continuously trained to develop adequate trust [9].

Guideline
number

Information distribution and collaboration

10 The operators must be appropriately informed and be provided with relevant
feedback [9, 22].

11 Automation should maintain and enhance situation awareness [22].

12 Provide access to raw data [9].

13 Indicate if data is missing, incomplete, unreliable or invalid [9].

14 Reveal the rules and algorithms and, if possible, keep them simple [9].

15 Make the context explicit if the algorithms depend on it [9].

16 Automation may never perform or fail silently, and the source of automation
failure should be presented [9, 22].

17 The operator must be in command [22].

18 The operator must be involved in the automated processes [22].

19 Automated systems must monitor the operators [22].

20 Design the automation with appropriate LOA and/or the adaptive automation
framework in mind [172, 158, 9].

21 Make the automation cooperative [22, 13].

Table 4.1: OCA guidelines divided into two themes: designing, training and
evaluation and information distribution and collaboration.
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sible future directions of automation in this particular domain. Closely related
to many of the challenges imposed on fighter pilots, we turned to yet another
military domain – the air defense domain. As with the case of fighter pilots,
air defense operators are required to analyze large amounts of data, stemming
from different sensors, databases and team members, and where uncertainties,
time constraints and the possible severe consequences of making a wrong or
late decision aggravates the operators’ decision-making situations and tasks.
However, despite the similarity of the tasks carried out by air defense opera-
tors and fighter pilots, air defense operators often have slightly more time at
their disposal to make a decision than fighter pilots, i.e. minutes instead of sec-
onds. Further, the working situation of air defense operators is less physically
demanding than for fighter pilots (in terms of, for example, g-forces). Nonethe-
less, air defense operators, as fighter pilots, undergo extensive and continuous
training to be able to effectively make high quality decisions fast.

Military operators have for a long time made use of different sensors and
support systems to perform their tasks with good quality. A younger domain
within an automation context is the autonomous driving domain, where more
and more automated systems are being developed, tested and introduced on the
market. In the autonomous driving domain, there is an ever increasing interest
in developing autonomous systems, aiming to aid drivers with parts of, or the
complete set of their driving tasks. Also in this domain, the fusion of infor-
mation from different sensors, databases, maps and communication channels
between vehicles enable automated systems to draw inferences of appropriate
decisions and actions. The fully autonomous car to be found on the market is
yet to come, and still drivers use their experience of the driving tasks and their
perception of the environment to drive safely. However, in contrast to fighter
pilots and air defense operators, drivers are not continuously trained to main-
tain or update their skills and new automated systems are introduced without
further instruction, despite the risk for quick and severe accidents.

The following sections present our initial investigations performed within
the domains of fighter aircraft, air defense and autonomous driving, aiming to
extract domain-specific and general needs for transparency, ways of achieving
it and related challenges.

4.2 Transparency within the fighter aircraft domain

To acquire a better understanding of the pilots’ working situation – the tasks
they perform during different mission phases, the decisions they have to make
in threatening situations, to get an insight into their expected needs of support
systems in the future as well as to acquire their opinions of the importance
of the different OCA guidelines, empirical investigations have been conducted.
These were carried out in three steps. First, in-depth, semi-structured interviews
with two active Swedish fighter pilots were performed where the objective was
to understand the “big picture” of their working environment before, during
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and after a mission. The second step included a web-based survey where the
two fighter pilots expressed their views regarding future information needs. The
third and final step involved a first evaluation of the OCA guidelines concerning
automation transparency. This evaluation was conducted through three means:
through two web-based surveys, one answered by five fighter pilots and one by
seven fighter aircraft system developers, and through interviews with six system
developers of fighter aircraft support systems. The questions posed during these
interviews and surveys can be found in the appendix (sections 9.1, 9.2, 9.4
and 9.3).

4.2.1 Fighter pilots: interviews and survey

Interviews with two fighter pilots were conducted where questions regarding
pilot situation awareness, tasks performed at different mission phases, team
collaboration, the need for support systems etc. were asked. These questions
aimed to give an indication of the complex tasks and working environment of
modern fighter pilots. Not all the questions posed are relevant for this thesis,
thus a summary of two of the themes reflected upon is given: (1) how fighter pi-
lots form good situation awareness during different mission phases and (2) their
thoughts about a future support system, aiding them with evaluating the threat
posed by different detected objects. The pilots were both male, lieutenants, be-
tween the ages of 29–36 and had experience of between 650–1500 flight hours.
These pilots were chosen as interviewees due to their expert knowledge of the
domain and their extensive experience of contributing to the development of
technical advancements within the fighter aircraft domain.

When asked how fighter pilots create and maintain good situation aware-
ness during a threatening mission, the pilots argued that such an awareness is
first established before take-off, when they are informed of the purpose of the
upcoming mission, the team composition, where they are supposed to fly and
what they are tasked to do. This information is used to create a mental pic-
ture of how the mission will be carried out and what will be required of them.
Mission essential criteria, such as when to abort a mission or when to execute
substitute plans, are presented during the mission briefing. The extent of the
pre-flight planning depends on the mission at hand. For example, missions in-
volving threatening targets in the air are often too dynamic to be extensively
planned. Instead, pilots adhere to well-established strategies and tactics, which
help them create an understanding of the situation and what should be done.
As stated by one of the pilots: “[i]t is difficult to be dynamic in situations with
many aircraft. We have to plan how to perform our re-plannings with “what-if
plans” (...) and we make sure to study the preliminaries before take-off”.

During a mission, it is not common that plans are changed, except for es-
tablishing the specific time for when to perform the different tasks, which are
then distributed within the team via radio communication and inserted into
their planning systems. Plans are not often changed due to the risk of loss of
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pilot situation awareness as well as other negative side-effects, such as misun-
derstandings within the team. During flight, the pilots maintain their situation
awareness by using the aircraft sensors, through radio communication and by
sending information on the data link between the aircraft, which is presented
on the displays. The pilots stated that it is crucial that the information commu-
nicated and presented is of high quality so that the pilots can create an accurate
picture of the environment. The two pilots further argued that the quantity of
the information presented must be kept to a minimum in order for them to
easily discern the most important information: “the displays must not contain
all information, but present the information that the pilots currently need”.

The pilots were further asked if they believed that they through support sys-
tem means could be aided with the tasks of evaluating threats in their surround-
ings. The pilots stated that threatening situations in the air are very dynamic
and that they thought it would be difficult to develop a system that appro-
priately aids them with their threat evaluation tasks since “the system cannot
know where the pilot intends to fly and can thus not determine how threatening
a target is”.

The majority of the questions posed during the interviews can be found
in the appendix, section 9.1 (i.e. only the questions included in the interview
protocol were written down, however, due to the semi-structured form of the
interviews, additional questions were posed). The results from the interviews
can also be found in paper XVI.

The two pilots were also requested to fill out a questionnaire, aiming to
capture their information preferences during flight. Together with two fighter
aircraft domain experts, who were 41 and 46 years old and had 16 and 20 years
of experience of developing support systems to be used within the domain, a
list of 37 pieces of information was written down and categorized according to
five themes:

Status information: Information regarding where the pilots are situated geo-
graphically, which kinds of weapons they have, the fuel level of the air-
craft etc.

Intent information: Information regarding what the pilots are planning to do.

Requests from team members: Information regarding requests for help from
other team members, for example, help with protection or measuring tar-
gets.

Prediction information: Information regarding when a pilot has planned to
perform his/her tasks, what the probable outcomes of these tasks will
be etc.

Team information: Information regarding what the team as a whole sees,
which resources the team jointly has etc.

The pilots were requested to rank the 37 pieces of information according
to their perceived importance during a mission (the information pieces ranked
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can be found in section 9.2 in the appendix of this thesis). Since the survey was
only carried out together with two pilots, it is difficult to draw general conclu-
sions from the study. However, the aim of the survey was not to get a compre-
hensive view, but to increase our understanding of fighter pilots’ information
preferences during flight. It was revealed that the pilots regarded information
related to their individual status and team information as important (i.e. what
do I see/not see, what does the team see/not see), whereas information concern-
ing intent was considered less important for them to achieve the goal(s) of the
mission, perhaps due to the pilots feeling dubious about being able to automat-
ically infer the intent of detected threats. Furthermore, information about pilot
roles and mission phases were also perceived as less central, presumably be-
cause such issues are determined before flight and that this information can be
extracted in other ways than textually/graphically on the displays. It is possible
that additional patterns from the findings can be extracted, but such further
analysis is out of the scope of this thesis.

Implications of interview and survey findings for automation transparency

The results from the interviews and the indications provided by the pilot sur-
vey revealed some of the complex characteristics prevalent within the fighter
aircraft domain. On the one hand, extensive plans are made before a mission
to make sure that the pilots cooperating in a team know what they are supposed
to do. However, on the other hand, such plans are difficult to construct in dy-
namic situations, thus adhering to established strategies and tactics instead to
decrease the risk of, for example, team misunderstandings, yet possibly at the
cost of mission and pilot effectiveness. This reflects the need for investigating
ways of supporting the pilots in dynamic situations, both at an individual level
and team level, for example, by adapting which information to present on the
aircraft displays in accordance with the current and developing situation and
to generate suggestions of possible decisions and actions, aiding the pilots with
their tasks at hand. As stated in the background chapter of this thesis, several
support systems have been implemented in the military aircraft domain (see
for instance [83, 14]), where the need for adapting or adaptable support has
been noted in order to, for example, keep the pilots’ workloads at a reasonable
level. The importance of presenting the most relevant information, at the right
time and at a suitable level of detail when designing for situation awareness in
complex systems has been highlighted by several researchers (see for example
[83, 61]) and it is expected to aid pilots understand the current situation and
to foresee future events. Such presentation adaption is used, for instance, in
the ground collision warning system, which aids the pilots avoid terrain colli-
sions by, for example, de-cluttering the displays from task-irrelevant data [197].
Which information to present on the different displays of the aircraft was also
investigated in the Pilot’s Associate program by the incorporation of a “display
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agent” that prioritized which information to present in relation to the pilots’
workloads [197].

To aid the pilots in dynamic situations, the implementation of systems that
adapt which information to display and which functions to activate depending
on the current and evolving situation could provide appropriate support. Such
situational adapting system can be defined as a “system that is able to respond
to changes in the environment as given by the situation analysis” (paper XVII,
p. 5). Svensson and Svenmarck [198] state that typical functions provided by
adaptive systems are information management and task allocation, or a com-
bination thereof. As proposed in papers XVII and XVI, a situational adapting
system could aid the pilots choose actions that increase the probability of ac-
complishing the goals of the mission and the probability for mission survival,
thus balancing two of the three major objectives of fighter pilots, namely to fly
safely, to accomplish the goal of the mission and to survive potential battles (see
[181] for more information about these three pilot objectives, and figure 4.2).
One example of a situational adapting support system within the fighter aircraft
domain is the one suggested by Erlandsson [65]. The purpose of the system is
to evaluate the danger associated with flying a particular route in the form of
survivability calculations (see figure 4.1). It is suggested that such calculations
could aid the pilots determine whether a route is expected to be too dangerous
due to known enemy locations along the route and to provide decision support
regarding appropriate pilot actions, such as mission (re)planning, the use of
countermeasures, sensor management etc. (see [65, 66] for more information).
Such system could also be used as a planning tool before a mission and as a
training and evaluation tool after a mission. However, more research is needed
to investigate the usefulness and design of such support system (see paper XVI
and [65] for more information).

To conclude, our investigations have highlighted the need for supporting
the pilots on both an individual and team level through the implementation
of dynamic support systems. Such support should adapt which tasks to au-
tomate and which information to present on the displays in accordance with
the current and developing situation and in relation to the pilots’ workloads,
thus aiming to improve the pilots’ creation and maintenance of their situa-
tion awareness. Important to note is that dynamic support can create mode-
confusion problems, where the operators may have difficulties predicting the
effects of their interactions with the system (see for instance [7, 176]). Thus,
to provide the pilots with automation meta-information regarding which tasks
that are being automatically performed and the performance of the execution
of these tasks may be even more important in relation to the development of
such dynamic systems.
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Figure 4.1: The calculated survivability for each waypoint along the route is de-
picted through percentage numbers. The different threat areas (circles) are as-
sociated with different threat levels, all affecting the survivability calculations.
The figure is adapted after paper IX.
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Figure 4.2: A situational adapting system could aid fighter pilots balance their
three main objectives during flight, namely flight safety, mission accomplish-
ment and combat survival. Figure adapted from paper XVII.
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4.2.2 Fighter pilots: survey

A first evaluation of a selection of OCA guidelines concerning automation
transparency in terms of information and collaboration characteristics (see ta-
ble 4.2) was performed together with fighter pilots. The aim of this evaluation
was to acquire the pilots’ opinions regarding the importance of the different
guidelines in general and when in a threatening beyond visual range scenario.
This choice of scenario was due to its implications for dynamic pilot decision-
making where it is expected that the pilots have some more time to reflect upon
the support provided by the different systems implemented in contrast to a sce-
nario where the threatening objects are near. A web-based survey, containing
both Likert-scale and free text-based questions, was distributed to ten fighter
pilots, of whom six answered. These pilots were all male, had between 300–
2000 (mean 1200) flight hours and were between 29–44 years old (mean 35.3).

Thirty questions concerning appropriate tasks to automate, levels of au-
tomation, support for team cooperation and important automation meta-
information to present on the displays were posed. Specifically, the pilots
were requested to relate their answers in accordance with their views upon
the development of a situational adapting support system aiding the pilots to
evaluate threats in their surroundings and act upon these (as depicted in pa-
pers XVII, XVI and XV). This support system was selected due to the dynamic
nature of the tasks associated with evaluating possible actions in threatening
situations, thus likely involving appropriate support for the pilots. The partic-
ipants were, for example, requested to rank on a five-point Likert scale how
important it is for them to have automated system support during flight that
aids them with the four automation tasks as proposed by Parasuraman et al.
[158], i.e. information acquisition, information analysis, decision and action se-
lection and action implementation (see chapter 2, section 2.4.2) in general and
in relation to the support system in focus. The questions posed in the survey
were first evaluated together with a fighter pilot in order to test their validity in
the particular domain. A closer description of the questions posed in the survey
is presented in the appendix, section 9.3. The general conclusions drawn from
the survey are presented below, and can also be found in paper XIII.

Appropriate automation tasks, levels of automation and support for teamwork

In relation to the Parasuraman et al.’s [158] tasks that can be automated, i.e.
automation of information acquisition, information analysis, decision and ac-
tion selection and action implementation, the pilots were very positive toward
general automation of the information acquisition and analysis tasks (mean
4.5/4.7 on the 5-point Likert scale), whereas the automation of decision and
action selection and action implementation received slightly lower scores (mean
4.3/3.8). Regarding suitable automation levels, the answers to the questionnaire
questions indicate that such investigation must be carefully performed in close
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Guideline
number

Description

1 Provide access to raw data [9].
2 Provide means to indicate to the user that data is missing, incomplete, unreliable

or invalid [9].
3 Make clear the purpose of the automation [9].
4 Reveal the rules and algorithms used by the automation and, if possible, keep the

algorithms simple [9].
5 Show the source of automation failure [9].
6 The operators must be appropriately informed and be provided with relevant

feedback [22, 9].
7 Make the automation cooperative [13, 22].
8 Design the automation with appropriate LOA in mind [172, 158].

Table 4.2: The automation guidelines used in the study.

relation to the automatic support to be implemented. One of the pilots stated
that “jamming and countermeasures should be handled automatically or semi-
automatically, whereas evasive maneuvers could be semi-automated, providing
suggestions that the pilots can choose from. However, I want to have full con-
trol over all weapon delivery tasks”. Thus, the implementation of appropriate
levels of automation greatly depends on the specific tasks in mind.

The pilots were further asked to answer questions in relation to appro-
priate automation levels to be implemented in the situational adapting system
discussed. Four out of the six pilots participating in the study selected an au-
tomation level between 5–7 (mean 4.8), indicating that such support system
should generate and inform the pilots of appropriate actions and, at the higher
level, also execute these actions (see table 2.2 in chapter 2). However, these rel-
atively high levels of automation should be looked upon in light of the carefully
selected tasks that the pilots argued that the automated functions should pro-
vide support with. The appropriate levels of automation suggested by the pilots
are in line with the suggested automation guidelines 20 and 21 (see table 4.1),
advocating that automated functions should be cooperative (and not replace
the operator) and that careful investigations must be performed so that suitable
tasks are automated at an appropriate level of automation.

From a team effectiveness perspective, the pilots’ answers show that a sup-
port system that provides recommendations of decisions and actions should
preferably distribute these recommendations within the team to keep the
amount of manual communication low. One of the pilots stated that:“[i]f the
group leader receives a suggestion of what to do in a tactical situation and
confirms it, this information should automatically be distributed within the
team”. Another pilot stressed the importance of continuous improvements of
the pilots’ awareness of the situation in pace with the development of improved
sensors and weapons where more extensive information sharing is likely to
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be needed: “[a]ll units that are part of the network should contribute to the
build-up of a common picture of the situation, and this must be continuously
improved”.

Relevant meta-information

To get a better understanding of the automation meta-information that is pro-
vided to the pilots and their needs for the future, a set of questions were posed
to investigate the current status of meta-information visualization in modern
fighter aircraft. The analysis of the answers to the questionnaire indicate that
the pilots have good knowledge of when the automation is active during flight
(all pilots chose 3 or 4 on the Likert scale, mean 3.8), and argued that feed-
back is provided regarding what the automation performs (all pilots chose 3
or 4, mean 3.5). Low scores were found regarding automation performance
feedback (all pilots chose 2 or 3, mean 2.7). However, the questionnaire results
indicate that this might be due to the pilots’ general opinion that only high
quality automation should be implemented and that if the automation is no
longer working, it should be deactivated and provide an error message: “[t]he
automation that is activated should be working, otherwise turned off”, “[i]f
faults occur, the automation should be deactivated and this should be reported
to the pilots”.

The answers regarding the need for the pilots to be able to access the raw
data used by the automation indicate that such visualization is most often not
needed during flight: “[i]n most cases no, it requires too much effort to analyze
the raw data. But, for post-analyses it would be good to improve the auto-
mated function”, “[o]ften this [the visualization of raw data] is not necessary
for the pilot”. One pilot stressed the importance of not overwhelming the pilots
with information: “[f]uture automated systems could de-clutter displays from
information that is not essential for the moment”. Medium scores were found
regarding the pilots’ understanding of the technical aspects of the automation,
i.e. the underlying algorithms etc., where the pilots marked 2, 3 or 4 on the Lik-
ert scale (mean 3), but also that such understanding would increase their trust
in the automation used (the pilots marked 4 or 5 on the Likert scale, mean 4.2).

Implications of survey findings for automation transparency

The questionnaire answers have revealed that the pilots were positive toward
automation of the acquisition and analysis of information, but also toward the
generation of appropriate actions and decisions, both in general and in relation
to the support system in focus. However, which tasks to automate and at which
level of automation must be carefully investigated for each task/situation. Fur-
ther, the importance of automatic updates of the pilots’ individual and team
situational pictures were stressed.
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Summary of findings

Carefully select which tasks to automate
Aid the pilots through generating a set of possible actions
Make the automation cooperative
Provide automation meta-information regarding the reliability of the
automatically generated results
Explicitly present automation failures
Provide automatic support to enhance information and decision
distribution within a team
Provide automatic support that updates the individual and team situational
pictures

Table 4.3: A summary of the survey findings.

Moreover, the answers to the questionnaire have indicated that it is im-
portant for pilots to have a good understanding of how the support system
works (guideline 7 and 14) and to receive an indication of how reliable the
results from the evaluations are (guideline 13). To have control over the sit-
uation and trust the system used, not only must the pilots understand how
the system works, but should also be provided with information regarding the
tasks that the automation performs (guideline 10 and 18). Further, developers
should avoid “over-automation”, that is only automate tasks that ease the pi-
lots’ workloads. As one of the pilots stated: “[i]t is important not to exclude
the pilot completely from the loop” (guideline 4).

In safety critical systems, such as those incorporated into an aircraft, the
systems must be robust and not susceptible to automation faults. A majority of
the pilots in the study argued that they are not able to analyze faults performed
by the autonomous functions, if not explicitly apparent in the information pre-
sentation. Nor would they have time to analyze the automation failure during
flight. Thus, automation faults must be clearly presented to the pilots (guideline
16) and their negative consequences limited (guideline 2).

The study performed has provided deeper knowledge of fighter pilots’ views
upon suitable tasks to automate, at which level of automation and which meta-
information that is relevant for them during flight, both in general and in re-
lation to a support system aiding them with assessing a threat situation. A
summary of the findings from the study are presented in table 4.3.

The results from the study performed indicate that many of the automation
guidelines described in table 4.1 are directly applicable to the fighter aircraft
domain within a threat evaluation scenario. However, due to the often stressful
working environment of fighter pilots, raw data used by the threat evaluation
support system should not be presented to the pilots during flight. Instead,
such information should be provided during training to understand the inner
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Guideline
number

Description

1 Provide access to raw data (Atoyan et al. [9].
2 Provide means to indicate to the user that data is missing, incomplete, unreliable

or invalid (Atoyan et al. [9]).
3 Make clear the purpose of the automation (Atoyan et al. [9]).
4 Reveal the rules and algorithms used by the automation and, if possible, keep the

algorithms simple (Atoyan et al. [9]).
5 Show the source of automation failure (Atoyan et al. [9]).
6 The operators must be appropriately informed and be provided with relevant

feedback (Billings [22]; Atoyan et al. [9]).
7 Make the automation cooperative (Banbury et al. [13]; Billings [22]).
8 Design the automation with appropriate LOA in mind (Rovira et al. [172];

Parasuraman et al. [158]).
9 Provide automatic support to enhance information and decision distribution

within a team. (Paper XIII.)
10 Provide automatic support that updates the individual and team situational

pictures (Paper XIII).

Table 4.4: Updated pool of automation guidelines.

workings of the automated functions and after a mission to evaluate the per-
formance of the automated functions. Furthermore, of utmost importance is
to display meta-information regarding how reliable the results from the threat
evaluation performed are as well as which factors influence the evaluation. The
importance of appropriate automated information and decision distribution for
team effectiveness and improved situation awareness was further highlighted as
crucial, leading to the addition of two team-based automation guidelines to the
pool of domain-specific automation guidelines, see table 4.4.

These guidelines are of general character and need to be investigated further
to fully appreciate their usage. The guidelines should also be complemented or
adapted according to other guidelines stemming from other domains, such as
usability [143] and cognitive ergonomics (such as those presented by Alfredson
et al. [4]). These issues have been outlined as suitable for future work.

4.2.3 System developers: discussions, interviews and survey

To investigate how to apply the concept of OCA in the development process of
fighter aircraft systems, three studies were conducted. The first involved discus-
sions with two expert fighter aircraft system developers, were the aim was to
exemplify how the selected set of OCA guidelines (see table 4.4) are mirrored in
the design of modern fighter aircraft systems. The second study involved semi-
structured interviews with six fighter aircraft system developers. These devel-
opers were asked to provide their opinions of the applicability of the concept
of OCA in the fighter aircraft domain and their thoughts regarding the selected
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set of OCA guidelines, both in general and in relation to the system proposed
by Erlandsson et al. [65], aiding the pilots to estimate their chances of survival
when flying a certain route. To complement the interview results, a third study
was conducted where seven fighter aircraft system developers were requested
to provide a strict ranking of the importance of the different OCA guidelines in
relation to the development of the support system proposed by Erlandsson et al.
[65]. The findings from these studies are presented in the subsequent sections.

Transparency guidelines mirrored in the fighter aircraft – discussions

To acquire a better understanding of how the selected set of OCA guidelines
can be mirrored in the automation design of modern fighter aircraft support
systems, discussions with two experts within the domain of fighter aircraft sys-
tem development were carried out. These experts were 41 and 46 years old
respectively and had 16 and 20 years of experience of human-machine inter-
face developments within the fighter aircraft domain. As a studying object, ex-
amples from a modern fighter aircraft simulator were used, where automatic
functions for flying the aircraft are incorporated together with functions that
aid the pilots discover and act against threats. The findings from these discus-
sions are presented below, and also in paper XIV.

Guideline 1 – Provide access to raw data
Some raw data is displayed to the pilots in the chosen fighter aircraft simu-
lator during flight. For example, when the radar of the aircraft is starting to
lose track of a certain target, both the radar detection symbol (raw data) and
the tracking symbol (the result of the automation) are displayed to aid the pi-
lots estimate where the target is situated, despite the risk of pilot information
overload. However, generally, the amount of raw data is kept to a minimum to
not overwhelm the pilots. Though, to present raw data might be fruitful during
training and after the completion of a mission to provide the pilots with a better
foundation for understanding how the support systems function and how they
can be used.

Guideline 2 – Provide means to indicate to the user if data is missing, in-
complete, unreliable or invalid
To make sure that the pilots can create and maintain a good situation aware-
ness, despite the often fast-paced decision and action tempo, it is vital that some
indication of the quality of the data used and presented on the displays is given.
This is done, for example, when displaying the target tracks. In the selected
fighter aircraft, tracks with low data quality are displayed through flashing im-
ages or ultimately by removed images. Through this kind of visualization, the
pilots are informed of the quality of the information behind the track plots.
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Guideline 3 – Make clear to the user the purpose of the automation
The pilots are extensively trained to, for example, be able to handle the aircraft
and to use the different aiding technologies implemented. During this training,
the pilots are educated to understand how the different support systems work
and how they can be used. Furthermore, during flight, the pilots are informed
of which automated functions that are activated. For example, if the autopilot
is aiding the pilot with maintaining altitude, regular ascent or making sure that
the intended route is followed, this is visualized in one of the aircraft displays
(see figure 4.3, figure area 1).

Guideline 4 – Reveal the rules and algorithms used by the automation and,
if possible, keep the algorithms simple
The results from the study performed together with fighter pilots (see sec-
tion 4.2.2) indicate that the rules and algorithms used by the automated func-
tions should not be displayed to the pilots during flight due to the risk of in-
formation overload. Instead, such information should be provided to the pilots
during training in order to improve their knowledge of the inner workings of
the functions as well as to provide the pilots with a foundation for calibrating
their level of trust in the functions.

Guideline 5 – Show the source of automation failure
It is crucial to display to the pilots if and why automated functions are failing.
Presenting such information might enable the pilots to improve the automa-
tion performed and recover from failure. If, for example, the sensors of one
aircraft cannot identify a specific object as hostile or friendly, the pilot could
then request identification data from another aircraft in the team. Based on this
collected data, the automated functions can evaluate the object and apply coun-
termeasures if necessary. In the chosen aircraft for the study, an alarm is set off
if, for example, the autopilot has been disengaged or if an urgent automation
failure has occurred. Furthermore, in the accompanied on-line, text-based man-
ual, the effects of the malfunction of the automation are explained.

Guideline 6 – Provide relevant feedback
To make sure that the pilots understand which tasks that have been allocated to
the automatic functions and the status of these, the results from the functions
must be displayed. Examples of automation feedback in the fighter aircraft
are, for example, the indication of released countermeasures, the mode of the
autopilot, the mode of the auto throttle function and if the radar has automat-
ically locked on a target.

Guideline 7 – If possible, make the automation cooperative rather than re-
placing the operator
In order to ensure that the pilots feel that they are the ones in control of the air-
craft, it is important to make the automated functions cooperative rather than
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replacing the pilots. An example of this from the selected aircraft simulator is
one of the autopilot modes that aids the pilots with maintaining altitude while
the pilots decide where to fly, i.e. controlling the aircraft heading and speed.
Another example is the radar air combat mode, where the pilots decide which
area to search with the help of the radar, while the automated functions per-
form the search.

Guideline 8 – Carefully design the automation with appropriate automation
levels in mind
Some tasks are suitable to implement at a high automation level, like the re-
lease of countermeasures in a threatening situation, whereas other tasks, such
as the release of weapons, are inappropriate to fully automate. As argued by
Cummings [44], higher levels of automation often provide the best solution for
rigid tasks that require no flexibility in decision-making and that are associated
with low probability of system failure. However, in time critical environments
with many external and changing constraints, such as in the military domain,
higher levels of automation are not advisable due to the risk and complexity of
the system and the inability of the automated aid to be perfectly reliable [44].
In the selected aircraft simulator, there is a mix of both automatic and semi-
automatic functions. For example, the flight control system includes autopilot
modes that are used to follow pre-planned navigation routes and pilot relief
modes for maintaining current altitude, leaving the pilot to control the aircraft
heading and speed. The level of automation also differs depending on the task
at hand. For example, during a simulated reconnaissance mission, the pilots are
able to specify how the sensors should gather information in order to ease the
pilots’ workloads.

Guideline 9 – Provide automatic support to enhance information and deci-
sion distribution within a team
The distribution of information within a team of pilots is crucial for enabling ef-
fective cooperation. During a mission, this is performed through radio commu-
nications and the data links between the aircraft. In some data link protocols,
command and control order decisions made by the flight leader can automati-
cally be distributed to other members of the team. However, during the survey
performed with five fighter pilots (see section 4.2.2), the need for enhancing the
automatic decision distribution was identified.

Guideline 10 – Provide automatic support that updates the individual and
team situational pictures
Pilots can manually request and fetch desired data from the different informa-
tion sources available. However, data is also automatically distributed within a
team of pilots. Today, the use of data links between the aircraft enables the dis-
tribution of a common tactical situational picture, tasks and intentions within
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the team (see figure 4.3, figure area 2).

Interviews

To further investigate the applicability of the concept of OCA and the identified
OCA guidelines in the fighter aircraft domain, individual interviews with six
fighter aircraft system developers were carried out. At this point during the re-
search performed, the term “Human-Centered Automation” (HCA) was used,
however involving the same automation definition and identified guidelines as
those presented under the term OCA in this thesis (see chapter 2, section 2.4).
The interviewees were all human-machine interface developers within the do-
main, between the ages of 28–47 (mean 38.2) and had between 1–14 years of
experience (mean 5.7) of conducting human-machine interface design projects
within the fighter aircraft domain. These participants were selected due to the
close relationship between the implementation of OCA functions and its pre-
sentation or feedback to the end users, i.e. the pilots. The developers were asked
to provide their opinions of the applicability of the concept of OCA in the
fighter aircraft domain and their thoughts regarding the selected set of OCA
guidelines, both in general and in relation to the system proposed by Erlands-
son et al. [65], aiding the pilots to estimate their chances of survival when flying
a certain route. During these interviews, the participants were asked to answer
questions divided into four themes:

• the role of OCA in the fighter aircraft domain,

• important OCA characteristics and guidelines within the domain,

• the general use of guidelines and OCA during the development process,

• OCA guidelines in relation to the specific support system depicted in [65].

The interviews were semi-structured to follow a focus, but at the same time
allow for fruitful discussions to take place. The questions posed during the in-
terviews can be found in the appendix, section 9.4. The interviews were first
informed of the purpose of the study and how the results were to be used (i.e.
possibly as basis for publications and guidance for future work in relation to the
development of the OCA concept and guidelines in the fighter aircraft domain).
After transcribing the raw data from the interviews, the participants were pro-
vided with the results of the main findings to avoid possible misunderstandings
and to offer them a second chance to clarify or otherwise complement their an-
swers. The main findings from the interviews conducted are presented below,
and can also be found in paper X.

The role of OCA in the fighter aircraft domain
The developers interviewed were not acquainted with the concept of OCA,
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1 2

Figure 4.3: Examples of the application of two OCA guidelines, i.e. guidelines 3
and 10. (1) Figure area 1 displays which functions of the autopilot are activated.
For example, if the autopilot is assigned to keep the altitude of the aircraft, this
is indicated by a green light in the hard key labeled “ALT”. (2) Figure area 2
provides an example of how the data link information could be presented to
the pilots.
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but argued that it is an important concept to consider within the fighter air-
craft domain due to the existing and increasing number of automated support
functions implemented. One of the interviewees stated that “I haven’t heard
the term before, but this is exactly what we try to achieve and have in mind
when designing”. The interview results further highlight the fact that despite
the strong focus on the development of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), it is
not likely that the pilots will be completely replaced and, consequently, it is very
important to keep the pilots in the decision and action loop. To achieve this,
one of the developers argued that “we [the system developers] must involve the
pilots early in the development process (...) and the pilots should be the ones in
control of the aircraft”, whereas another stated that “[t]he pilots themselves are
very into this [i.e OCA] – they guard their interests”. A challenge mentioned
by several of the participants was to implement new automated functions that
the pilots trust. As highlighted by one of the interviewees, “it is important to
indicate when the automation no longer can be trusted (...). The pilot should
be able to turn a system off if he no longer trusts it”.

Important OCA characteristics and guidelines in the domain
The analysis of the interview results indicate that it is of utmost importance
that the pilots understand how an automated system works. One interviewee
stated that “[t]he pilots must know what is happening and what the system is
doing. It should not be a black-box that the pilots cannot understand”. Fur-
ther, when analyzing the results from the interviews, it became apparent that
efforts should be made to avoid “automation surprises”, i.e. that the pilots do
not understand what the automation performs and the effects of automated
actions and decisions. To avoid such surprises, fighter aircraft system develop-
ers should strive to keep automated functions structured according to different
flight modes, such as the “landing mode” or the “fighter mode”. These modes
all incorporate a set of automatic functions that is made available to the pilots
and the pilots are extensively trained to handle the different modes of the air-
craft. One of the interviewees stated that “[t]he pilot should never be surprised.
It should be possible for the pilots to create a mental model of the system and
easily understand how different functions relate”. Thus, to make automated
functions similar in behavior and output (i.e. to make the automation consis-
tent) within the different flight modes would aid the pilots to create a good
mental picture of them. As stated by one of the interviewees, “[t]he automation
should be consistent – similar functions should behave in the same way, and you
have to consider the entire system”. As such, of importance is to look upon the
automated functions in their larger contexts, i.e. an analysis of which systems
and functions are affected by each other, and in which mode a new function
should be implemented in must be carried out. Further, as stated by one of the
developers, “[t]he entering of a flight mode should be an active choice of the
pilot. Then the pilot knows what is implied and what will happen, meaning
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that no automation surprises will occur and the pilot is better enabled to trust
the system”.

A discussion of the identified OCA guidelines (as presented in table 4.2)
was conducted together with the system developers. The developers were not
acquainted with the guidelines, but argued that many of them are indirectly ap-
plied during the development process. One interviewee argued that “[t]o some
degree we have the guidelines in mind. But perhaps indirectly. We [i.e. the de-
velopers] question it [the implementation of automation] all the time – should
this task be performed by the pilot or by the system?”. A majority of the de-
velopers argued that the guideline concerning the presentation of the raw data
used during the inferences should not be applied due to the risk of pilot infor-
mation overload and their opinion that such information would not improve
the pilots’ decision or performance quality. Further, they did not think that
the pilots would have time to perform cross-checks to analyze if the system
produces correct outputs based on the raw data used as input. As one of the
interviewees stated – “this is why we have support systems, so that the pilots
do not have to analyze this data”. Furthermore, to display the often complex
and multi-dimensional data from, for example, sensors would be difficult to
accomplish on two-dimensional displays (referred to as the Human-Computer-
Interface Bottleneck, see [78, 184] and section 2.1). However, to display in-
formation about what the system is doing and why was considered important,
especially before a mission and during training. Though, during a mission, the
interviewees acknowledged the difficulties associated with the presentation of
such information. As highlighted by one of the interviewees, “[i]t is an act of
balancing – how transparent the system must be for the pilots to understand
what the system is doing and what is happening and at the same time decrease
the pilots’ workload”.

To reveal the rules behind the support system was considered important to
make the pilots understand the strengths and limitations of the system. How-
ever, to reveal complex details of the algorithms behind the workings of the
system was believed to be too difficult for the pilots to understand and that
a more general understanding should be enough in order for the pilots to use
and trust the system appropriately. As stated by one developer, “[c]omplicated
calculations need not be known by the pilots, but the pilot’s mental model of
the system should be sufficient”. In relation to the different levels of automa-
tion, one developer stated that “perhaps we [i.e. system developers] need to
define the different automation levels and explore what these mean in relation
to the support functions being implemented”. The guidelines promoting the
importance of indicating to the user if data is missing or incomplete and when
the automation no longer can be trusted were highlighted as important by the
developers, and one developer stated that “this is something we try to adhere
to, to show some quality index”. Further, the interview results indicate that the
developers considered the explicit presentation of which functions/systems that
are no longer automated or active important and to make automation failures
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apparent: “[w]e always provide explanations of which systems that cannot be
used in case of a fault, and there is a manual that the pilots can read”.

A general conclusion drawn from the discussions regarding the OCA guide-
lines is that automated functions should concentrate on aiding pilots perform
their tasks, i.e. focus should be on automating what the pilots want to achieve.
Thus the guideline advocating cooperative automation was strongly accepted
and highlighted as a prerequisite for trusting the system or function. However,
as previously argued, the interviewees thought that the automation should be
pilot initiated, for example by changing the flight mode. Yet, one developer
argued that “the task allocation between the pilots and the automation could
also depend on the situation”, implying that the provision of dynamic support
might be appropriate. The interview results further highlight that it should be
easy for the pilots to turn the automation on/off when desired, for example if
they no longer trust the system: “it should be easy to shut off the automatic
functions and manual actions should be given higher priority than the auto-
matic ones”.

The general use of guidelines and OCA during the development process
The system developers were also asked if they had experience of using general
design guidelines during their development processes. The interview results in-
dicate that guidelines, stemming from experience of previous development pro-
cesses, pilot and customer meetings and usability and human-machine interface
research, are frequently used. The usage of such guidelines was considered im-
portant, together with their continuous updates in pace with new technological
advancements. The developers stressed the importance of carrying out evalu-
ations together with fighter pilots to carefully analyze proposed functions and
systems so as to design in a “pilot-centered” way. The interviewees argued that
they constantly have the end-users in mind and strive to ease their mental and
physical workload. This aspect was considered to become even more central in
the future due to the current and expected escalating introduction of automated
functions in the fighter aircraft domain. Thus deeper analyses and tests must be
performed to develop systems that are well-suited for their users.

The participants in the study further believed that guidelines concerning
OCA would be helpful to them during their development processes, but that
more details regarding how to incorporate them into the design process must
be added: “the guidelines seem very good, but it might be difficult to implement
them”, “they need to be more specific”. Two of the interviewees mentioned that
they use guidelines as checklists of important issues that need to be addressed:
“[i]n the design phase, we have a checklist of guidelines”, “I think guidelines
are good – we use them as a checklist during the design process, which can help
us become less dependent on extensive pilot tests”. Furthermore, the interview
results indicate that the usage of OCA guidelines could aid the developers keep
an OCA focus during the development process. One of the developers stated
that “[i]n the pre-study phases of the development process, we need to stress the
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importance of OCA issues. It is important that correct tasks are automated and
that the whole scenario is considered – which functions will be used together?”.
Moreover, for each specific situation, an investigation of which guidelines that
are relevant for the specific function in mind must be performed. One developer
stated that: “I don’t think that it is possible to take each guideline and use it in
every case, but I think that it would be good to have them in mind”, whereas
another argued that:“[o]ne has to consider which guidelines are relevant in the
specific situation”.

OCA guidelines in relation to the proposed support system
The functionality of the support system depicted in Erlandsson et al. [66] was
explained to the developers. Based on their experience of developing automated
functions in the domain, the developers were asked to make a first evaluation of
the support system from an OCA perspective. It was agreed that the function-
ality must be checked with pilots, together with which information that is to be
considered relevant in relation to the system. Due to the type of support pro-
posed, involving automation of major parts of the pilots’ situational picture, the
importance of extensively train with the system was highlighted by several de-
velopers: “[a]utomation of the situational picture is powerful. The pilots might
want to check the automation before a mission and train with it”, “a process of
building up trust in the system will be needed beforehand”. To make the auto-
mated functions of the prototype “pilot-centered”, the developers argued that
the survivability function and its presentation should be possible to turn on/off
so that the pilots can choose whether to use it or not. One of the interviewees
suggested that “if the survivability estimation is low, the system should aid in
the development of generating alternative routes and support the pilots in their
re-planning actions to direct them back to the original route when possible”.
Moreover, one developer advised to make it possible for pilots to add their own
waypoints to the route so as to “test what happens. How will it affect the cal-
culated survivability?”, to support the pilots in their decision-making processes.

Survey

To complement the interview results, a survey was sent to seven fighter aircraft
system developers where they were asked to perform a strict ranking of the
ten automation guidelines (as presented in table 4.4). They were also asked
to shortly comment on the guidelines according to their perceived importance
when developing the survivability support system as proposed by Erlandsson
et al. [66]. The ranking was performed using a 10-point Likert scale, where the
guideline receiving 10 points was considered the most important, and the one
receiving 1 point the least important. The survey participants were between
25–46 years old (mean 36.0) and had between 1–16 years of experience of
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Guideline number Points
3 61
7 57
6 49
2 47
10 38
8 34
9 31

4 and 5 25

Table 4.5: Ranking of guidelines.

conducting human-machine interface design projects within the fighter aircraft
domain. The results from the survey can also be found in paper IX.

The results from the study show that the developers considered the guide-
line highlighting the importance of the pilots’ understanding of the purpose
of the automated functions as the most important guideline (i.e. guideline 3).
As highlighted by one of the participants “[t]he pilot must find the automa-
tion useful – that there is a need for it and a purpose. I think it is dangerous
to implement automated functions just because we can do so technically. The
automation must offload the pilots in a good way”. Another developer stated
that “[t]he support systems implemented must compensate for the limitations
of the pilots. We should strive to make the support “natural” to the pilots and
seamlessly integrate it into the pilots’ natural way of carrying out their tasks”.
Another guideline that received a high score was the guideline highlighting the
need for collaborative automated functions (i.e. guideline 7). The sixth and the
second guidelines received high scores as well, implying that the automated
functions must provide relevant feedback and give indications of the reliability
of the automatically generated results. These guidelines were given high scores
due to the importance of a good pilot-automation relationship, founding a basis
for appropriate usage and trust. The least important guideline in relation to the
proposed support system was the guideline advocating the need for presenting
the raw data used by the automation (i.e. guideline 1). One of the participants
stated that “the raw data should be displayed to the pilot if he requests it.
This is probably nothing that should be presented on the default displays, but
it should be possible to get access to it if the pilot so wishes”. Another devel-
oper argued that “[i]f the pilots must use the raw data to understand what is
happening, I believe that there is a general problem with the design not being
transparent and explicit enough”.

Implications of interview and survey findings for automation transparency

The results from the interviews indicate that a majority of the operator-centered
automation guidelines are indeed implicitly considered during the development
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process. However, it was the general opinion of all the participants in the study
that it is important to limit the amount of raw data presented to the pilots,
since this can overwhelm them with information that will not positively influ-
ence their decision-making processes. Furthermore, to put more focus on dis-
playing the quality of the data and information used was considered extremely
important to provide the pilots with a good basis for making decisions.

To incorporate the OCA guidelines and characteristics in a checklist of im-
portant issues to consider was highlighted as a possible way of putting more fo-
cus on improving the pilot-automation collaboration during the development
process. It was further argued that the developers should especially focus on
the concept of OCA during the pre-study phases of the design process in or-
der to allocate time to investigate which tasks that should be automated as
well as which sub-systems that will be affected by these automated tasks. How-
ever, how to incorporate these guidelines into the development process must
be further investigated and a deeper analysis of their implications in different
scenarios must be performed. For example, during brainstorming sessions, the
meaning of “relevant feedback” in relation to the support being implemented
could be discussed. To make the automation feel “natural” to the pilots, the
developers stressed the need for involving pilots early in the design process –
to investigate their needs and interaction preferences with the support in focus.
The developers argued that since many pilots are skeptical when it comes to
automation of tactical functions, it is important to involve them during the de-
sign process so that appropriate functions are automated and so that the pilots
understand how the automation works. They further argued that it should be
possible for the pilots to investigate how changes in the input data affect the
calculations performed by the system. As such, the pilots are enabled to validate
the decisions and recommendations generated by the support system.

It was further stressed that “automation surprises” should be avoided
through making sure that the pilots are extensively trained to use the auto-
mated functions and to associate these functions with the appropriate flight
modes incorporated into the aircraft. Useful feedback was also given concern-
ing how the situational adapting system, described in [66], could be made more
pilot-centered, such as to indicate the trustworthiness of the results from the
survivability calculations and to make the automation more cooperative by let-
ting the pilots interact with the system to generate alternative routes with a
better estimated survivability rate.

4.3 Transparency within the air defense domain

To investigate the importance of automation transparency in the air defense
domain, literature surveys and interviews together with air defense operators at
an air defense station in Sweden have been conducted. The aim of these studies
was to acquire a better picture of the challenges associated with the air defense
tasks and to get an insight into the domain specific needs for transparency.
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The results from the literature surveys and the interviews are the focus of the
following sections.

4.3.1 Air defense tasks

Air defense tasks involves the identification and prioritization of objects in the
environment of interest and to assign appropriate resources to counter those
objects that pose a threat to the protected asset(s). This process is often called
threat evaluation (TE) and weapon allocation (WA). TE is an ongoing process
that involves the determination of the intent, capability and opportunity of de-
tected targets, i.e. what the targets intend to do, if they have sufficient resources
to inflict harm and whether the context makes it possible for the targets to carry
out their tasks [195, 89, 170]. Further, the TE process involves a classification
of potential threats into categories (such as high, medium or low threat) along
with a prioritization of these according to how much threat they pose to the
defended asset(s) [89, 154]. The tasks outlined above are not easy to perform.
Large uncertainties can be prevalent due to, for example, the unpredictability
of the behavior of the threats and due to the imperfection of the information
sources available. Furthermore, time stress is often experienced due to the fact
that the data is often only valid for a short period of time. As stated by Lieb-
haber and Feher [120], the process of TE is cognitively challenging under usual
conditions, and possibly worse under extreme conditions due to factors such as
time, stress and short-term memory requirements and multi-tasking demands,
and accidents have occurred (see the incidents involving the US Navy Cruiser
USS Vincennes and the British Royal Air Force Tornado GR4A in chapter 1 and
in [68, 33]). To their aid, air defense operators are provided with support sys-
tems that collect information from the environment and analyze this informa-
tion in accordance with pre-established criteria. However, due to the uncertain,
dynamic and even contradictory information stemming from different sources,
the evaluation of the level of threat posed by different targets is difficult to
perform by only automatic means, highlighting the need for operator expertise.

To avoid additional incidents, further development of computerized support
has been recognized as crucial for aiding military operators perform their tasks
(see for instance [89, 120, 142]). However, it is important that such systems
provide appropriate support for the operators, minimizing the risk for misuse
and disuse of the automation. As discussed by Irandoust and Benaskeur [88],
the possible severe consequences of making a wrong decision related to TE can
result in that the operator becomes overly concerned with the risks associated
with a course of action and, as such, will unlikely accept a system recommenda-
tion if he/she does not understand it or if the recommendation is different from
the ones already considered by the operator. Thus, it is very important that
the system generates and presents high quality recommendations along with a
rationale for the recommendations generated [88].
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4.3.2 Air defense operators: interviews and literature survey

To investigate the need for automation meta-information visualization in the
air defense domain, semi-structured individual interviews were conducted to-
gether with four active air defense operators. The participants were between
25–35 years old (mean 28.5) and had between 5–15 years of experience of
using TE systems (mean 7.75). The interviews focused on understanding the
greater picture of TE operations and to investigate the necessity and willing-
ness of the operators to recognize and interact with the uncertainty associated
with the data presented and the rationale behind the system recommendations.
The interviewees represent the three main set of operators who carry out air de-
fense tasks on the ground: one was a TE operator, two were WA operators and
one was a tactical director (TD), i.e. head of the TE and WA operators. The TE
operators are responsible for analyzing the current situational picture, i.e. to in-
vestigate where targets are positioned, their status and characteristics. The WA
operators are responsible for allocating weapons to avert threats and to calcu-
late the probability for hitting the target. These two groups of operators answer
to the TD, who is responsible for communicating and updating the situational
picture to other military instances, and to communicate this picture to the TE
and WA operators. These three sets of operators, together with their support
systems and weapons, form a tactical control center, positioned in, for example,
mobile tanks. The operators are presented with two displays: one containing a
dynamic map of the air defense situation and one presenting the status of the
team (in terms of available robots and the status of the collaboration within
the team). The TD also uses a third display, providing information for all the
military units cooperating. Figure 4.4 presents an example of a TEWA display.

Together with these types of operators, we asked questions concerning the
tasks that they perform, how they deal with uncertain situations and how they
configure their support systems before a mission (the questions asked can be
found in the appendix, section 9.5). These three themes, accompanied by rele-
vant literature findings, are the focus of the following sections.

Detailed view of the TE and WA tasks

The interviewees were asked to provide us with a detailed picture of how they
perform their tasks during a mission. The interview results indicate that when
a target is detected, the TD first checks if this target has been detected by some-
one in their military unit, the air force etc. If not, the TE operator investigates
whether the target has provided any IFF transmissions. If no IFF information is
available, the TE operator has to analyze and evaluate the level of threat posed
by a target according to pre-established criteria, such as if the target is follow-
ing an establish flight route, where the target originates and other characteris-
tics such as the target speed and altitude. Based on information stemming from
other team members, answers to IFF and/or own analysis of the target charac-
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Air Track List

Weapon Engagement Status list

Defended asset

Engagement order

Figure 4.4: The figure presents an example of a tactical graphical user interface
for an air defense application, provided by Saab Electronic Defence Systems. A
map of the area of operations is presented together with the positions of de-
tected air targets. The graphical symbols used for both air tracks and ground
based units are according to the NATO symbol standard APP-6A (see [205]).
The “Air Track List” contains all air tracks with information about track num-
ber, identity, platform type, estimated threat against defended assets and kine-
matic information such as altitude, speed, course etc. In addition a “Weapon
Engagement Status List” is presented to the user containing target engagements
that has been ordered against selected air tracks.
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Figure 4.5: The figure depicts the general air defense tasks carried out. First,
information regarding the target is gathered and analyzed, for example if an-
other team member has detected it or if the target has provided any answers to
the IFF. If no such information is available, other target characteristics have to
be analyzed in accordance with pre-established criteria. If the target is deemed
hostile, the appropriate firing units are allocated and calculations for the prob-
ability for successful shot down are carried out. If believed to succeed, weapons
are fired and the status reported.

teristics, the TE operator determines the identity of the target. If the conclusion
is that the enemy is hostile, the TD operator initializes the process of weapon
allocation. The WA operators allocate appropriate firing units and use their
radar(s) to more accurately determine the position and other characteristics of
the target. The probability of successful target weapon allocation is calculated
and, if accurate enough, the weapon delivery operator fires. Figure 4.5 provides
an overview of the general air defense tasks.

To provide additional details regarding the operators’ execution of the TE
tasks is difficult. As stated by one of the interviewees, “we [air defense opera-
tors] adhere to pre-established criteria for evaluating a detected target, which
affect the threat points assigned to it [i.e. the target] (...) The parameters are
weighed according to the situation and the operators’ experience is important
in order to detect suspect behaviors”, whereas another stated that “[o]ur inter-
pretation of the importance of the different parameters are approximately the
same, but individual differences exist”.

The reliance on operator experience is further highlighted by Roux and van
Vuuren [170]. They argue that it is difficult to describe the TE process per-
formed by operators due to the often heavy reliance on the operators’ own
experience and due to the individual differences between them while perform-
ing their evaluation tasks. However, Liebhaber and Feher [120] present initial
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results of a task analysis performed together with military operators working
in the maritime domain regarding how they perform their TE tasks. Their re-
sults indicate that during the TE process, the operators formulate a hypothesis
regarding the observed object by activating a threat profile that corresponds to
the type of object that has been observed. Depending on the type of object and
its behavior, the operators can draw conclusions regarding the object’s intent,
capability and opportunity to harm the defended asset(s). During this evalua-
tion process, is was found that the operator searches for evidence that confirms
to the activated threat profile, but often fails to accommodate evidence that
contradict the hypothesis [120]. This is in line with research regarding natu-
ralistic decision-making where studies of human decision-making in stressful,
dynamic and uncertain environments have shown that decision-makers per-
form poorly when it comes to recognizing contradictory information (see for
instance [217]). Furthermore, due to the challenging decision situation where
military operators have to make decisions fast, the operators are prone to make
errors and are often susceptive to biases [89].

Dealing with uncertainty

When asked about how they deal with the uncertainty associated with detected
targets, one of the interviewees stated that “[w]e talk about track quality, which
indicates how good the updates from the radar are regarding the target. We are
often subjected to jamming, which makes our measurements of the target uncer-
tain, but we constantly perform actions to decrease this uncertainty”. Another
interviewee stated that “uncertainties are not explicitly presented to us. We
have to analyze the data, redirect our sensors and communicate with our team
members to create a good picture of the situation”. To more easily identify the
sources of uncertainty, the participants in the study were positive toward be-
ing presented with the uncertain parameters, especially those that have a large
impact on the calculated threat value and to display this information in close
proximity to the target symbol on the map view of the TE system. One of the
interviewee stated that “if a threat value is uncertain, I would be aided by be-
ing presented with the parameter that influences this uncertainty the most (...)
together with which parameters that fulfill or do not fulfill the evaluation crite-
ria”. This is in line with the research presented in [120], where the importance
of highlighting evidence and counter-evidence associated with the threat level
of an object was reported. However, to not overwhelm the operators with too
many variables presented simultaneously, the participants argued that the vi-
sualization of uncertain parameters with non-crucial impact on the generated
threat value should not be default, but be easily extracted through navigating
the menus of the TE system. As stated by one of the participants “too much in-
formation regarding the uncertainty would be messy. We often work for several
hours and too much information would probably make us less able to perform
our tasks well”. As such, the interview results indicate that air defense oper-
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ators would be aided by both an overview of the uncertainty associated with
a calculated threat value on the map view of the TE system, including the un-
certain parameters that have a large impact on the calculated threat value and
an optional, easily accessible detailed presentation of the uncertainty associated
with the variables included in the threat evaluations.

Transparency of TE model

There are various models that can be used for TE, which all have their strengths
and limitations from a transparency point of view. To give a comprehensive
view of the strengths and limitations of different TE models is out of the scope
of this thesis, but a short overview of TE models is provided in paper VIII.
In [89], the importance of enabling the operators to understand the rationale
behind the threat evaluation is highlighted, and the inclusion of a “TE criteria
fulfillment box” in the TE system interface is suggested. During our interviews
performed, one of the interviewees argued that “information regarding whether
a criterion is met by far, or has just passed the established threshold value would
give me a better picture of the threat. This would also make it possible to
test the sensitivity of different rule and parameter setups”. Another participant
stated that “[t]he TE system is black-box to us. We know which parameters
that the threat evaluation is based on, but not which of these parameters that
have been fulfilled. A tool that enables us to make simulations, to test what-ifs,
would be good. (...) As complementary information, it would be good to know
which threat rules that have been activated. (...) This would be useful after a
mission as well, during our post-analysis phase – how did we react and how can
we improve our performance?”. Further, as argued by one of the interviewees,
“if I had a good understanding of how it [the TE evaluation module] works, I
would trust it more”, indicating that air defense operators would be aided by
being presented with meta-information regarding the TE rule and parameter
setups – both to understand how the system works, its sensitivity/insensitivity
to parameter fluctuations, and to be able to make their own estimations of the
evaluations automatically performed.

Implications of literature survey and interview findings for automation trans-

parency

The literature survey and interviews conducted have provided us with a better
picture of the complexities of the air defense tasks carried out. The interview re-
sults have highlighted the possible positive effects of visualizing the uncertainty
associated with the target data, especially the uncertainties that have a large
impact on the calculated threat values. Such analysis could, for example, be
conducted through using the bayesian reasoning model elaborated upon in pa-
per XVIII, where the parameters having the largest influence on the calculated
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threat posed by a detected object are presented to the operators in graphical
form.

The interview results further indicate that air defense operators would be
aided by being presented with more detailed information regarding the system
rationale behind the automatically calculated threat values in terms of confirm-
ing and contradictory evidence regarding the estimated level of threat posed
by a target. Such information could be represented in the form of a “TE crite-
ria fulfillment” box, as suggested in [89]. Further, it was considered important
to be able to test how sensitive the parameter and rule setups are in order to
better use, understand and trust the TE model. As such, the presentation of un-
certain information and the rationale behind the threat evaluations could aid
to prevent biases toward confirming to the first generated hypothesis regarding
a target (as described in [120]). This type of meta-information could further
aid air defense operators to appropriately setup the TE system before a mis-
sion and to analyze its performance during a mission. In a TE context, this
aspect is especially important due to the fact that some threat behaviors are
difficult to model, and large uncertainties can be present, making it difficult to
perform high-quality inferences automatically. Moreover, due to the dynamic
nature of threats, TE models must be able to accommodate for changes in the
situational picture, which can be difficult to implement only though automatic
means. Thus, to involve human operators as active members in the TE process
is imperative.

The interviews and literature survey have provided initial results regarding
how the transparency of TE systems can be improved through the visualization
of addition automation meta-information. These findings are in line with the
recommendations provided by Seong and Bisantz [215]. They found that oper-
ators who were presented with meta-information regarding the performance of
the support system used to aid the operators with classifying aircraft as either
friendly or hostile were better able to compensate for inaccurate conclusions of
the system when the meta-information was available. Seong and Bisantz further
found that such meta-information improved the operators’ trust calibration in
accordance with the quality of the decision aid.

4.4 Transparency within the autonomous driving

domain

As stated in the background chapter, automation has not been as extensively
explored within the car industry as within, for example, the process control and
aviation domains. Today, there is a race between different car manufacturers
where driving support systems are being developed and released on the market
– systems which can be considered transitional steps toward full autonomy in
driving. The development of fully automated cars is still in the pipeline, and
extensive tests are carried out. Full autonomy may be the eventual goal, yet
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efforts must be made to make the autonomous cars desirable for customers
and legal from a political point of view (as of the beginning of 2014, only three
states in the US allow testing with autonomous cars: Nevada, California and
Florida). Further, insurance and liability issues have to be addressed – if a car
accident happens, who is responsible? The driver or the manufacturer of the
car? The hardware for implementing autonomous cars is already here. Sensors,
such as cameras, radar and GPSs, are able to orient the car in relation to the
current road and objects in the environment. Processing power to analyze the
data stemming from these sensors and algorithms to act on the data are also
available. However, as pointed out by [71], the key to a car being able to drive
truly by itself lies in the software, which has to be developed further.

Lessons learned from, for example, the aviation domain could provide valu-
able guidance for the development of autonomous driving systems and high-
light where potential problems are likely to arise [193]. According to Stanton
and Marsden [193], there are at least four types of problems with introducing
automated functions in the autonomous driving domain that we can anticipate
from experiences within the aviation domain: (1) shortfalls in expected bene-
fits, (2) problems with equipment reliability, (3) training and skills maintenance
and (4) error due to equipment designs. Further, with the inclusion of more
and more technology in cars, divided into different sub-systems, the issue of
mode awareness becomes crucial also within the car domain (see chapter 2,
section 2.3 for more information regarding “mode-awareness” problems). The
driver may not be aware of whether a system is enabled or disabled, or in which
mode the system is currently operating in. This could imply that the driver loses
his/her mental model of how the system will function. For example, after leav-
ing a motorway, the driver may forget that the ACC is still on, possibly leading
to accidents and automation confusion [37]. Furthermore, as argued by Carsten
and Nilsson [37], drivers will try to use systems in a way that suits their needs
and preferences, something which can only be detected through observations.
For example, the introduction of the ABS braking system did not result in the
expected benefits due to the drivers’ adaptation to the new technology – adopt-
ing higher speeds and shorter following distances [116]. Thus empirical studies
must be conducted to investigate how automated systems will actually be used.

As argued by Stanton and Marsden [193], most of the car accidents re-
ported in the UK involve “driver error”. They further argue that research con-
cerning mental and physical workload has produced evidence that situations
of overload indeed result in human performance degradation. For example,
they point to the fact that in emergency situations, drivers often decrease the
amount of conversation with other passengers so as to focus on the tasks at
hand. However, are drivers so overloaded when driving, in all but exceptional
circumstances? In contrast to the aviation domain, where automation often is
a necessity, it might be the case that automation should only be activated in
such exceptional situations [193]. As stated by Cottrell and Barton [43], the
processing of some aspects of the driving tasks is rather automatic for many
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experienced drivers and, as such, does not tax cognitive resources. For exam-
ple, to follow road markings, controlling the direction of the vehicle etc. are
demands of the drivings task often processed automatically. However, other
tasks are not performed with the same ease. Other passengers can be distract-
ing and the use of cell phones or adjusting the radio volume are examples of
situations and tasks that can require increased mental demands on behalf of
the driver and decreased focus on the driving tasks, which in turn can result in
additional driver stress [43]. The automation of driving tasks can aid drivers
prevent hazardous situations (i.e. aid them attain a higher level of SA), and
accidents due to risk taking behavior, the influence of alcohol and violations
of traffic rules can be mitigated. Cottrell and Barton [43] further state that if
considering all aspects of the driving task, one might argue that the complexity
of operating a modern car has outstripped the capability of the human nervous
system, resulting in a need for automation.

Carsten and Nilsson [37] highlight that researchers within the domain have
acknowledged the importance of maintaining driver attention to the system
displays and that controls remain compatible with the attentional demands of
the driving situation. For example, they argue that one of the most dangerous
driving situations that can occur is a low-demand driving situation, quickly
followed by a situation with high-demand and high-workload where the driver
must take control. This is demonstrated in Nilsson [144], where the results
of an adaptive cruise control (ACC) simulator study are presented. The ACC
was fully functioning, i.e. lowering the speed of the car in accordance with
the road conditions. However, it was set not to detect stationary objects in
the environment. A between-group design was carried out where ten partic-
ipants drove with the ACC system and ten without. In the ACC condition,
five drivers crashed into a queue of cars, whereas only one driver crashed in
the non-ACC condition. The author suggests that this was due to the drivers’
misunderstanding of the capability of the system, expecting it to cope with
the situation without the need for manual intervention, highlighting the need
for ACC transparency. Problems to regain control of a previously automated
driving assistance system have also been reported in Stanton, Young and Mc-
Caulder [194] and Desmond, Hancock and Monette [54]. The conclusion from
both these studies is to adhere to human-centered strategies toward automa-
tion, where the driver is involved in the driving tasks, which they argue is su-
perior to full automation.

A complementary view is provided by Inagaki and Itoh [87]. They argue
that full automation should be provided to drivers in cases of emergency and
that the driver-centered automation framework, where the driver is the one pos-
sessing full control over the actions performed, thus should be overruled. They
further provide examples of fully autonomous emergency systems, such as the
advanced emergency braking system (AEBS) and the lane departure prevention
system (LDP). The AEBS tightens the seat belt and adds a warning to urge the
driver to use the brakes. Further, if the system determines that the driver is
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too slow in his/her braking, it automatically brakes. The LDP system applies
brakes to individual wheels without driver intervention to prevent the car from
departing from the lane. These system examples indicate that full automation
can provide appropriate support in emergency situations.

Automation in cars is a new subject in itself, and more research is needed
to study the psychological effects of introducing automated systems in this do-
main, such as stress and mental workload [43]. The literature examined here
has indicated that automation might best be introduced in the form of an ad-
visory and helpful role, or in the form of warnings. Drivers need to feel that
they are the ones in control of the vehicle in order to keep their stress and
workload levels reduced [43]. Automation that highlights potential problems,
informs them of their status, and provides warnings should be the focus of
future research.

4.5 Discussion

To understand the significance and value of automation transparency, one must
understand the needs and preferences of the operators. As stated by Inagaki
[85], the importance of the different automation guidelines can be domain
dependent, thus it might not be possible to generalize detailed transparency
characteristics on a large scale, and investigations must be performed in the do-
main(s) of interest. However, experiences attained from domains where auto-
mated technologies have been used for some time, such as the aviation domain,
can provide valuable guidance when designing and approaching the possible
users of future automated systems. Thus there is a value of both general and
domain-specific guidelines. The studies presented in this chapter have indicated
that most of the OCA guidelines outlined are directly applicable in the domains
investigated, however, depending on when and how to use the support systems
in focus. For example, the guideline advocating the need for providing the op-
erators with the raw data used by the system together with an explanation of
how this data affects the automatically generated recommendations might not
be suitable in time-pressured and information intensive situations during a de-
fense mission or when driving. However, during the automation setup, training
or post-evaluation phases, such information can support the users of the auto-
mated system in their strive to understand how the system works, its strengths
and limitations and, as a consequence, build a foundation for appropriate usage
and trust.

Even though many of the detailed design choices associated with the imple-
mentation of automated technologies are domain and situation dependent, the
need for designing for efficient operator-automation collaboration seems indis-
putable. However, how to achieve such collaboration is not straightforward. A
dynamic support system might be one solution, where the automation supports
the users in accordance with the current and evolving situation and in terms of
the needs and preferences of the users, such as releasing chaff and flares in dan-
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gerous fighter aircraft situations and taking over control of the car if the driver
falls asleep. However, important to note is that, despite the dynamic nature of
such system, the operator or user still needs to be able to predict the outcome
of the automation.

In terms of the need for domain-specific automation transparency and how
to achieve it, the investigations presented in this chapter have outlined some
of the challenges associated. In the fighter aircraft domain, the importance of
communicating the reliability of the automatically generated recommendations
and evaluations, together with the quality of the data used, was highlighted
by the pilots. How to provide such information to the already information
constrained pilots is not straightforward, and investigations of different design
concepts must be performed. This leads us to the following question: which
level of automation transparency detail should be presented to fighter pilots in
dynamic threatening situations?

From our investigations performed within the air defense domain, the need
for incorporating the operators in the threat evaluation process was marked as
central. Automating the complete evaluation process implicates the importance
of conveying the quality of the data used in the evaluations together with the
reliability of the automatically generated inferences to the air defense opera-
tors. This leads us to the following question: how to convey the quality of the
data and the complex reasoning of the threat evaluation model to air defense
operators?

Lastly, our studies conducted within the autonomous driving domain have
revealed that current research projects are headed toward introducing fully au-
tonomous cars on the market within a foreseeable future. However, how to
design the transition of control between the automated driving system and the
drivers is not clear, leading us to the following question: will a continuous repre-
sentation of the ability of an automated driving system serve an effective means
of communicating the automation limits to the drivers?

The use of guidelines can be static and stereotypical [6] and, as such, it is im-
portant that the developers iteratively evaluate the design choices taken during
the development process together with the intended end users to create support
functions that are usable and will be used effectively and safely. As discussed
by Alm [5], to fully understand the impact of automation, the human operator
must be included in the loop, preferably in simulator studies. Human-in-the-
loop simulations can be of great aid when evaluating positive and negative
effects of automation and, as such, aid the developers optimize the functions
implemented. According to Alfredson et al. [4], the development of human-
machine interface (HMI) design in the cockpit has encompassed a process of
design tradition, user involvement, structured design process and human fac-
tors knowledge. It is discussed in the paper by Alfredson et al. [4] that the use
of style guides could provide a good means for implementing design principles
into the design process. Such style guides must be developed with International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) and military standards in mind, as well
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Figure 4.6: The SBD development approach, complemented with OCA evalua-
tions (adapted from Alm [5]). The dashed lines indicate iterations.

as general HMI guidelines and the developers’ own experiences within the do-
main [4]. However, the use of a style guide should not exclude evaluations and
verifications of the design made and replace other human-in-the-loop design
activities during the development process [4].

As suggested by the fighter aircraft system developers participating in the
study presented in section 4.2.3, the concept of OCA and the OCA guidelines
should be considered early in the development process of autonomous sup-
port systems in order to provide input to the design choices of which tasks
to automate and at which level(s) of automation to implement these tasks at.
A commonly followed development approach within the fighter aircraft and
vehicular domains is the Simulator-Based Design (SBD) approach [5] (see fig-
ure 4.6), where evaluations through simulator studies are marked as central.
Further, within this approach, early user involvement in the design and evalu-
ation is highlighted as crucial. One reason for this is that it is difficult to sim-
ulate human behavior, especially the cognitive parts of the behavior [6]. Alm
[5] describes the SBD development process as an iterative process where eval-
uations are performed at different stages, and where the analysis together with
the users starts at the conceptual level, to result in detailed design input. To let
the OCA guidelines influence the SBD development approach could be one ef-
fective means of incorporating the concept of OCA in the development process
of automated systems, as depicted in figure 4.6. These OCA evaluations could
further include the evaluation steps outlined by Parasuraman et al. in figure 2.6
to establish which types and levels of automation to implement.

4.6 Conclusions

In the background chapter, we outlined two ways of improving the perceived
transparency of an automated system found in the literature, namely to ex-
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plain the system reasoning and involve the operators in the inferences made
and to communicate relevant automation meta-information. By doing so, the
collaboration between the operator and the automation can be improved and
the operators’ situation awareness enhanced. However, the importance of con-
ducting investigations within the domain(s) of interest was stressed to examine
which properties of the automation model and which meta-information that
is of importance to the operators in focus. Further, to guide our investigations
of ways of achieving automation transparency, a specific set of the identified
OCA guidelines was selected. These highlight the importance of appropriate
information distribution within the operator-automation team and effective
operator-automation collaboration. Thus, as a starting point, we have investi-
gated the need for the communication of automation meta-information and ex-
planation of system reasoning in the domains of fighter aircraft, air defense and
autonomous driving respectively. These investigations were performed through
literature surveys, discussions, interviews and surveys together with domain
experts in the selected domains.

The studies conducted have resulted in increased knowledge of domain-
specific needs for automation transparency, possible ways of achieving it and
related challenges. Our studies within the fighter aircraft domain have high-
lighted the importance of implementing support functions that aid the pilots
in dynamic situations – systems that adapt which information to display and
which recommendations to provide to ease the workloads of the pilots and to
aid them create and maintain a good level of situation awareness. Further, such
systems should provide information regarding the reliability of the automated
recommendations and evaluations and the quality of the data used to enable the
pilots to make good decisions. Yet, it must be ensured that such visualizations
do not negatively affect the pilots’ workload, implying the need for investigat-
ing appropriate levels of transparency details to present to the pilots. Further,
early and iterative evaluations of the automated functions were marked as cru-
cial to make sure that relevant tasks are automated, at appropriate levels of
automation and to train the pilots to understand how the automation works.

From the air defense domain, we have concluded that more efforts must be
made in order to involve the operators in the evaluations made for estimating
the threat posed by detected objects in the environment of interest. Further, to
reveal the uncertainty associated with the generated threat values, the sources
of this uncertainty and the evaluation criteria fulfilled/not fulfilled were deemed
to be important for improving the operator-automation relationship within the
air defense domain. Thus, we concluded that experiments must be performed
to investigate the effects of conveying the quality of the inferences made and
the complex reasoning of the threat evaluation model on the operators’ perfor-
mance and trust in the automation.

Within the autonomous driving domain, where experiments are carried out
to investigate the possibilities and limitations of autonomous driving technolo-
gies, both from a legal and technological perspective, it has been concluded that
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additional and extensive tests must be performed to investigate the impacts of
introducing automated functions together with drivers. Such tests should re-
sult in a clear division of which tasks to automate and when such automation
should be activated/deactivated. From our studies conducted, we concluded
that experiments must be carried out to investigate effective means of commu-
nicating automation limits to the drivers to make this activation/deactivation
of the automation explicit.

Thus, our initial investigations confirm the importance of visualizing au-
tomation meta-information and to explain the behavior and inferences of the
automation (as outlined in chapter 2, section 2.6) in order to improve the col-
laboration between the operator and the automation. Further, our studies have
complemented to this view through highlighting ways of achieving automa-
tion transparency in the selected domains, but also related challenges. How
to incorporate the concept of automation transparency, guided by the selected
OCA guidelines, needs further investigation. The selected challenges of visual-
izing meta-information outlined in chapter 2, section 2.7, namely to investigate
whether the visualization of meta-information (1) clearly and significantly im-
proves the users’ decision-making, (2) results in information overload and (3)
improves the users’ trust in the system, requires that empirical investigations
are carried out in the domain(s) of interest together with the intended users of
the automation. Such investigations should preferably be conducted through
simulator studies, as highlighted through the SBD approach. A first iteration
of the SBD approach steps are the focus of the following three chapters. Mo-
tivations for the transparency design of the prototypes, where the identified
domain-specific needs for transparency are incorporated, are provided in chap-
ter 5, whereas chapters 6 and 7 outline the evaluations performed with the help
of the prototypes and discuss their results.





Chapter 5

The application of

transparency

This chapter demonstrates how the concept of automation transparency can be
mirrored in the design of automated support systems. Ideas of how to embed
automation transparency in support systems through the visualization of au-
tomation meta-information have been incorporated into three different proof-
of-concept prototypes to be used within the fighter aircraft, air defense and au-
tonomous driving domains. To visualize this information was chosen, instead
of using for example haptics or sounds, since the operators and drivers of the
selected domains are used to being presented with system information by visual
means. Which OCA guidelines, as listed in table 4.1 in chapter 4, that have
been especially focused upon (based on our findings in chapter 4) during the
design of the prototypes and their associated “reasoning manuals” are outlined
below.

The first prototype depicts a threat classification support system suitable for
the fighter aircraft domain, aiding fighter pilots assess the class of the targets de-
tected. Here, a transparency focus was incorporated through the visualization
of the parameters included in the automated target class evaluations together
with the uncertainty associated with these parameters. Further, the prototype
was accompanied with a text-based manual of the rules governing the classifi-
cation support system, enabling the operators to analyze the system’s rationale.
Thus, the OCA guidelines promoting the communication of appropriate feed-
back (guideline 10), if the data used is incomplete (guideline 13) and to reveal
the rules used by the system (guideline 14) were especially focused upon when
designing the prototype.

The second prototype exemplifies a possible future support system to be
used in the air defense domain, aiding air defense operators evaluate the threat
posed by the detected objects in the environment of interest. Here, the trans-
parency focus was put on the visualization of automation sensor data uncer-
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tainty and the reliability of the automatically generated recommendations. Fur-
ther, when conducting the study, the prototype was accompanied with a short
oral explanation of the system bayesian reasoning to enable the operators to
understand the system reasoning and the warnings generated on a general level.
Thus, the OCA guidelines advocating the communication of relevant feedback
(guideline 10) and the associated uncertainty (guideline 13) together with the
rationale of the system (guideline 14) and possible reasoning conflicts (guideline
16) were especially focused upon when designing the prototype.

The third and last prototype demonstrates a plausible support system in
the autonomous driving domain, relieving the driver of his/her driving tasks,
where a transparency focus was incorporated through visualizing the ability
of the car to autonomously drive. Thus, the guidelines advocating the com-
munication of appropriate feedback (guideline 10) and the performance of the
system (through visual warning) (guideline 16) were especially focused upon
when designing the prototype.

Thus, this chapter aims to address our second aim outlined in this thesis,
namely to demonstrate how transparency can be achieved in the design of fu-
ture automated support systems through proof-of-concept prototypes. We fur-
ther discuss the transparency design in light of relevant literature. Descriptions
of each prototype are given in the following subsections.

5.1 Transparency through parameter visualization

As found during the investigations performed together with fighter pilots, it is
of utmost importance that the pilots are provided with an indication of how
reliable the results from the automatically generated inferences and recommen-
dations are. Such information can involve the associated uncertainty and reli-
ability of the inferences, but also which parameters are part of the evaluations
made, i.e. by making the model for the evaluation transparent. As with the case
of determining the identity of a target, the class of a target can also provide
the pilots with an estimation of the danger posed by different objects. Differ-
ent target classes can fulfill certain combinations of attributes of technical and
behavioral characteristics and capabilities. For example, a fighter aircraft has a
typical radar signature, may be able to fly at high speeds and can fulfill certain
attack profiles [109].

To reveal detailed information regarding measured or detected values and
their associated uncertainty for a set of parameters to be included in a possi-
ble “classification model”, we chose a design based on intervals. The interval
representation for conveying associated parameter uncertainty has, for exam-
ple, been used by Dong and Hayes [56] within the engineering domain. Their
study indicates that the interval representation for conveying the uncertainty
associated with the parameters used provides a good means for communicat-
ing that more data is needed to eliminate the uncertainty. Figure 5.1 depicts
support system designed by [56]. Further, this representation was chosen due
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to the possibility of the interval representation to depict the threshold values
determined for each parameter (i.e. the values for when an aircraft should be
classified as type x or type y).

Detailed view

Add design alternatives and criteria

Add criteria Delete criteria
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Figure 5.1: Some of the parameters included in the design support system
depicted in [56]. The uncertainty associated with the parameters are marked
through orange interval bars. Based on the presence/absence of parameter un-
certainty, a total score is calculated, indicating the best design choice.

Together with domain experts at Saab Aeronautics, a simple classification
model based on rules and fixed threshold values was developed. Based on
this classification model, an aircraft can be determined to belong to the class
“fighter”, “attack” or “other”. A “fighter” aircraft is defined as a target that
can possibly carry a beyond visual range missile, an “attack” aircraft as a fixed-
wing aircraft with attack capacity, whereas an aircraft of class “other” is de-
fined as neither a fighter nor attack aircraft. The rules incorporate parameters
such as the maximum speed, maximum altitude, maximum g-force, type of
engine and the identity extracted from the electronic warfare system, and pre-
defined threshold values for the numerical data and membership rules for the
categorical data are used to classify targets into one of the three categories.
For example, a target with altitude > 50000 ft indicates a fighter aircraft, a
target with altitude > 35000 ft can either belong to the class fighter or at-
tacker, whereas a target with a altitude < 35000 ft can belong to all the three
classes. Results from the different parameter measurements are fused and the
most probable class is inferred. If inconsistent parameter checking results are
obtained, i.e. that the target can either be a fighter or attacker for example,
both conclusions are displayed.

A first version of the design of the classification is depicted in figure 5.2, fig-
ure area 1. The different parameters included in the rule-based model are listed
and their values ordered in accordance with their association with the three
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classes where the white area represents the class “other”, gray “attack” and
black “fighter”. The parameters included are both numerical and categorical,
such as the maximum speed measured and the type of radar detected. For the
numerical parameters, the uncertainty is represented through the length of the
orange bar – the longer the bar, the larger the uncertainty. For the categorical
parameters, the uncertainty associated with the most probable variables is rep-
resented with orange bars (the more fulfilled the bar is, the more uncertain is
the value). Only the most likely variables to appear during a mission are pre-
sented (as collected during, for example, pre-mission reconnaissance missions),
and amongst these variables, the most probable values are marked with bold
text. If there is a lack of information to determine the class associated with a
parameter, the parameter is left blank (see the parameter “origin” in figure 5.2,
figure area 1). If fuzzy threshold values between different classes are applicable,
then the class threshold is marked through black, tilted stripes. The design of
the numerical parameters was further elaborated upon together with domain
experts. This resulted in a design with three bars alongside each other, high-
lighting the fact that a fighter aircraft can, for example, fly at both low and
high speeds, but an aircraft belonging to the category “other” cannot. This is
depicted in figure 5.2, figure area 2. Further, it was decided to mark the mea-
sured maximum value for the numerical parameters, to aid the pilots remember
important information that can determine the class of an object. This maximum
value is indicated through the use of a black and white line.
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Figure 5.2: Figure area 1 depicts some of the parameters included in the rule-
based classification model. The values of the parameters are arranged in ac-
cordance with their class belonging(s) and in terms of their estimated level of
threat. The uncertainty is depicted through the length of the orange bars. Fig-
ure area 2 presents the elaborated representation of the numerical parameters,
stressing the threshold values for the different classes.

These design sketches were further elaborated upon together with domain
experts, and the need to decrease the amount of information elements on the
display was identified. To do so, the most likely variables for each of the cate-
gorical parameters were removed and also the uncertainty associated with each
of these variables. Instead, the term “unknown” is used to indicate the uncer-
tainty regarding the specific categorical parameter. The final design is presented
in figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: The final design of the classification support system including the
parameters: the calculated most probable class, velocity, altitude, g-force, class
communications within the team, and the engine and radar detected.

5.2 Transparency through visualizing uncertainty

and reliability

Together with air defense operators, we aimed to investigate the effects of visu-
alizing the uncertainty associated with the detected objects, such as their speed
and altitude, on the operators’ performance during an air defense scenario.
More specifically, we wanted to investigate whether the operators would take
uncertainty information into account when identifying and prioritizing objects
and how this visualization would affect the operators’ analysis and decision-
making tasks. Moreover, we wanted to investigate the effects of explaining
and presenting information regarding the reliability of automatically gener-
ated threat identifications and prioritizations on the operators’ performance
and trust in the evaluation system used. To investigate this, a target identifica-
tion prototype was developed. Target identification, as part of the larger threat
evaluation process, aims to determine the identity of a detected object, which
can serve as guidance for air defense operators when evaluating the level of
threat posed by objects in the environment. The design of and interaction with
the prototype were influenced by by guidelines for TE systems found in relevant
literature and during our interviews carried out together with air defense oper-
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ators (see chapter 4, section 4.3 and papers VI and VII for more information).
These guidelines are listed in the following section.

5.2.1 TE support system guidelines

Several researchers have listed a range of different characteristics for efficient
and usable TE systems. For example, Roux and van Vuuren [170] argue that TE
systems should aid operators to make decisions by executing complex computa-
tions, flagging suspicious aircraft behavior and by confirming operator thought,
especially during stressful conditions. However, they also note that different
people will use the systems differently. In the case of uncertainty, for example,
some decision-makers prefer to evaluate options against average or expected
outcomes, whereas others prefer to assume worst-case scenarios [170]. Addi-
tional TE system characteristics have been highlighted by Johansson [93], who
argues for the importance of stable TE algorithms where calculated threat val-
ues are not drastically affected by small changes in the input parameters, which
might have a negative impact on the operators’ decision-making process.

Several usability characteristics of TE systems have also been explicitly out-
lined within the TE literature. For example, the transparency of the underlying
algorithms and rules has been highlighted as important in order to increase the
operators’ understanding of the inner workings of the evaluation support sys-
tem and the operators’ trust in the evaluations performed (see [120, 136] for
more information). Another important characteristic of TE systems is outlined
by Irandoust et al. [89], who argue that such support system must be able to
express the level of confidence associated with a generated recommendation
together with the intermediate results from the automated evaluations (which
was also indicated by the fighter pilots in the study presented in chapter 4, sec-
tion 4.2.2). Irandoust et al. further argue for the importance of highlighting
contradicting information associated with the generated recommendation, due
to the general tendency of humans to only search for evidence that support
their current hypothesis. In terms of the automation design of a TE system,
Irandoust et al. state that such system should provide decision support rather
than decision automation (i.e. cooperative automation), that a dialogue be-
tween the operator and the system should be established in the problem solving
process and that the operators should be able to override the recommendations
generated by the system.

Two studies from the military domain where suggestions of graphical in-
terfaces for TE support systems were found in the literature (see [120, 89]).
In the interface suggested by Liebhaber and Feher [120] the history of the se-
lected target is presented along with its current threat value. A detailed list of
evidence and counter evidence is presented to explain the system reasoning and
to graphically indicate the reliability of the evaluations. Another TE interface
suggestion is provided by Irandoust et al. [89] where the threats are categorized
according to four categories (high, medium, low or “don’t care”). A ranked list
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of objects is provided according to their estimated levels of threat. A time line,
depicting the history of the different threats, is provided. The operator is fur-
ther able to investigate the cues used in the evaluation process, which allows
the operators to investigate the “raw data” behind the evaluations performed.
The two interface suggestions provided by Liebhaber and Feher and Irandoust
et al. are depicted in figure 5.4. A summary of the domain specific guidelines
for TE used during the design process is depicted in table 5.1.

5.2.2 The target identification prototype

Two versions of a target identification prototype have been designed. One ver-
sion of the prototype incorporates uncertainty visualizations regarding the ac-
curacy of the sensor readings and the estimated track quality, whereas the other
includes an automatic means for generating probable target identities, with as-
sociated probabilities and alerts. An outline of the general prototype interface
and possible interactions applicable to both versions of the prototype is de-
picted in figure 5.5. The interface is divided into five major parts:

1. Sensor and track values: the left module of the prototype shows the differ-
ent sensor values acquired by the radar system (speed, altitude, distance
to the defended asset and target bearing) versus time for a selected object.
A track quality is provided for the selected object (from 0 to 1, where 1
is the best possible quality). The quality is estimated from the radar ob-
servations, where consecutive observations of the same target results in a
better track quality.

2. Target identity suggestion and associated likelihood: the probability dis-
tribution of a target belonging to the identity classes hostile, suspect,
friend, neutral, unknown or pending and the likelihood of the target be-
ing an enemy, neutral, own military or civil aircraft are presented. The
presentation of the generated identity suggestions and likelihoods is only
applicable to the study focusing on the visualization of automation relia-
bility.

3. Interactive map: both panning and zooming are supported. The user is
also able to select which target attributes that should be displayed on
the map. A tool-tip can be used when mouse-over, containing detailed
information regarding the track.

4. List of identified targets and associated priority: the targets selected by
the operator are listed in the table to the right. The user can select which
characteristics of the targets that should be displayed in the table, such
as track number, identity and priority. The list can be reordered by the
priority assigned.
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Figure 5.4: Figure area 1 depicts the interface suggestion provided by Liebhaber
and Feher [120]. The threat history of a track is displayed together with the
evidence and counter-evidence regarding the estimated threat level of a target.
Figure area 2 illustrates the TE interface suggestion by Irandoust et al. [89]
where the TE criteria fulfilled are represented through ticked boxes. The figures
are adapted from [120] and [89].
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Source Guideline Implementation

Liebhaber and
Feher [120]

Irandoust et al.
[89]

Categorize and prioritize threats List of threats ordered by highest
threat value and categorization

Liebhaber and
Feher [120]

Irandoust et al.
[89]

Provide a basis for understanding
how cues impact the overall threat
rating, show evidence and counter
evidence and the history of the
threats

Transparent rule fulfillment module,
tool tip and threat progression info

Liebhaber and
Feher [120]

Morrison et al.
[136]

Paradis et al.
[154]

Make the TE algorithms easy to
follow and provide explanations of
how the support system arrived at
its decision

The underlying TE is based on
Bayesian means or by using simple
rules and new/updated/deleted rules
are possible. The basis for
calculations are presented (data,
threats, rules etc.)

Irandoust et al.
[89]

Keep the operator in the decision
and action loop, not replacing the
operator

Highly interactive interface,
operator can input data to the
system. System provides an ordered
list of threats

Liebhaber and
Feher [120],

Irandoust et al.
[89]

Present immediate results of the
inferences made by the TE system

The progress of the identity
calculations are presented together
with their outputs

Liebhaber and
Feher [120]

Irandoust et al.
[89]

MacEachren et al.
[126]

Bisantz et al. [23]

Represent uncertainty associated
with the evaluations performed to
enable the operators to appropriate
calibrate their trust in the system

The basis for the estimations made
are shown (parameter values)
together with the rules, thresholds,
associated accuracy, reliability and
uncertainty of the readings and
recommendations

Field work Show system rationale

Provide uncertainty representation

Present as simple representations as
possible of the situation, avoid
overload of information. Detailed
information on demand

Representation of specific
maneuvers and behaviors

Configuration phase: influence of
system parameters and initial values
on system estimations and threat
calculations

System shows which rules/part of
rules apply, which sensors and data
are behind the calculations

System shows the associated target
uncertainty

Simple interactive interface that
provides multiple possibilities for
detailed information on demand

Future work

Future work

Table 5.1: Summary of TE guidelines used during the design of the TE proto-
type.
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5. Detailed target information: information associated with the selected tar-
get, such as answers to the IFF system, the information sources used to
determine the identity of the track, the track number etc. is presented.

5.2.3 Transparency through uncertainty visualization

According to Finger and Bisantz [67], only limited research on the effects of
graphical representations of uncertainty and particularly of uncertainty regard-
ing the identity of an object on operators’ decision-making has been conducted.
However, some examples can be found. For example, Finger and Bisantz [67]
present results from two studies where degraded icons and numeric probabil-
ities were used to convey the uncertainty associated with the identity of radar
contacts as either hostile or friendly. The findings from these studies reveal
that the participants could sort, order and rank icons from five sets repre-
senting different levels of uncertainty and that the participants performed the
best when being presented with the degraded icons (than with a combination
of degraded/non-degraded icons and probabilities). Bisantz et al. [23] further
elaborated upon this research and conducted a study where solid or transpar-
ent icons and numerical probabilities were used to convey the most likely object
classification. The authors once more concluded that the use of graphical icons
is an effective means of conveying uncertainty, even if numerical probabilities
are present. However, the participants in the study had no previous experience
of the target identification tasks, and one of the concluding remarks of the au-
thors is that future work should extend these results together with experienced
users in their operational setting.

Other uncertainty representations from the military domain are presented
in Matthews et al. [131]. Examples of different types of uncertainties associ-
ated with detected vessels in a maritime security scenario are provided where,
for example, the color, size and position of graphical objects are used to con-
vey the uncertainties associated with the identity, position and timeliness of the
vessel information (see figure 5.6). In one design suggestion, the uncertainty
associated with the identity of a vessel is represented through the use of colors,
where green indicates “good” identity information, yellow “poor” information
and plum “no identity information”. In the same design, the positional uncer-
tainty is represented through varying the size of the visual object, where the
smallest size indicates a “precise” position, the intermediate size an “approx-
imate” position, whereas the largest size represents an “unknown” position.
Uncertainties regarding the timeliness of the vessel data is represented through
the use of the position of the visual object, where a leftmost position indicates
“current” information, a central position “old” information and a rightmost
position “out-of-date” information. However, no evaluation of the effective-
ness of these uncertainty representations are provided.
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Figure 5.6: The left designs indicate good identity, precise position and current
time. The center designs depict poor identity, approximate position and old
time, whereas the right designs represent no identity information, unknown
position and out of date time. The figures are adapted from [131].

As highlighted by the studies outlined above, as well by the air defense op-
erators interviewed (see section 4.3.2), two main categories of uncertainty are
commonly dealt with in the target identification domain, namely accuracy/error
and track quality. Thus, in the target identification prototype designed, these
two types of uncertainties have been incorporated. In the prototype, accuracy
is associated with sensor readings for speed, altitude, distance, position and
course. Track quality, i.e. an estimation of the quality of the sensor readings,
is provided through a value between 0–1, where 0 indicates low track quality.
The accuracy of the sensors and the track quality vary with time. The error in
the sensor readings during the simulation vary from 0% to 45% and this error
is proportional to the thickness of the line representation of such values versus
time. That is, when no error is present (0%), a thin line is depicted. As the error
increases, the thickness of the line also increases, representing the interval (min,
max) of the possible values for the actual reading. The uncertainty associated
with the position of a target is represented with a filled semi-transparent circle
around the object – the greater the circle the greater the uncertainty regarding
the position. The size of the circle is calculated by using the Kalman filter equa-
tion for predicting the next position (see [98] for more information). To vary
the size of an object to represent the uncertainty associated is well motivated in
the literature (see [126, 35]). Figure 5.7 illustrates an overview of the interface
of the prototype, whereas figure 5.8 provides a closer look at the uncertainty
visualizations.

The left hand side of figure 5.8 lists the sensor sources, where the history
of the sensor values and the current values are shown (figure area 1). The es-
timated quality of the track is also shown (figure area 2). The center of the
prototype displays the interactive map (figure area 3) and the protected asset
during the scenario (figure area 4). The right hand side of the interface contains
the list of the identified and prioritized targets (which can be reordered by the
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Figure 5.8: Uncertainties associated with two of the sensor values are depicted
(altitude and distance), uncertainty associated with the geographical position
and track quality (value between 0 and 1, low value indicates an uncertain
track). Tool-tip shows the exact sensor and time values when mouse-over.

operator) (figure area 5) and the associated target meta-information, such as
which interrogator modes have been answered by the target (figure area 6).

Another representation of the uncertainty associated with the position of the
detected targets and the parameters included in the target identification model
based on the interval representation (see section 5.1) is depicted in figure 5.9.
This representation was also incorporated into the TI prototype, however no
empirical studies were conducted using this design as basis.

5.2.4 Transparency through reliability visualization

Two recent studies within the target identification domain have evaluated the
effects of presenting the reliability associated with the automatically generated
target identifications on the operators’ performance and trust in the aid used. In
Wang, Jamieson and Hollands [209], the reliability of a combat identification
system was presented to the participants in the form of percentage numbers,
which indicated the probability of a target belonging to the class “hostile”. The
participants were told that the “friend” feedback from the identification system
was always correct, but that the reliability of the “hostile” feedback could be
susceptible to errors. The participants were divided into two groups – one in
which the reliability of the identification was presented and one in which this
information was omitted. Different scenarios were used in which the reliabil-
ity of the aid was either 67% or 80% during which the participants were to
identify and shoot down the hostile targets as fast as they could. The results
from the study indicate that the participants presented with the reliability in-
formation performed better (i.e. had lower error rates) in the 80% reliability
condition than the participants not provided with this information. However, in
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Figure 5.10: Figures depicting the integrated or separated pie and mesh displays
used to convey the uncertainty associated with the established identity. In the
pie displays, the proportion of the form that is colored (i.e. non-black) indicates
the feedback reliability level. In the mesh displays, the “blacker” the display, the
more uncertain the identity. For the separated displays, the upper “dot” is red,
indicating “unknown” feedback, and the proportion of the larger circle below
that is colored indicates the feedback reliability level. Figures E–H show the
displays used to depict the “friend” feedback, with was always 100% reliable
in the experiments. In E, the entire circle is blue, representing 100% reliable
feedback. For the mesh display, the 100% reliability is indicated by the fact
that the circle is solid blue. The figure is adapted from [141].

the 67% reliability condition, no such performance improvement was detected,
indicating that high reliability automation is, in general, a prerequisite for im-
proved performance when interacting with automated technologies [158, 209].
In Neyedli, Hollands and Jamieson [141], the effects of presenting integrated or
separated pie charts and mesh images to depict the reliability of a threat iden-
tification support system on the operators’ performance were evaluated (see
figure 5.10). The results indicate that the participants who were presented with
the mesh display were better able to discriminate hostile from friendly targets
than the participants presented with the pie display in terms of the number of
missed targets. Further, the participants who used the integrated display shifted
their reliance level more optimally in accordance with changes in the reliability
of the aid.

However, important to note is that the participants in the studies presented
in Wang et al. [209] and Neyedli et al. [141] were not expert defense oper-
ators. Further, these studies present simulated reliability levels regarding the
“unknown” feedback from IFF transponders, not any other identification feed-
back or characteristic, making the premises for the studies less similar to a
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real world target identification scenario, where even “friend” feedback can be
misleading. Moreover, the participants were not provided with information re-
garding the identification process itself, such as which information sources have
been used to estimate the identity of a detected target (as requested by the air
defense operators interviewed, see section 4.3.2).

To meet these gaps, a second version of the target identification prototype
was implemented, which incorporates the target identification model as pro-
posed by Krüger and Kratzke [109]. By using this model when analyzing the
sensor data, the most probable target identifications can be calculated and pre-
sented to the air defense operators, aiding them in their identification process.
Further, the model provides a reliability measure of the generated identities,
making it possible for the operators to discern the quality of the system calcu-
lations. The model is based on a Bayesian network approach (see for example
[91] for more information regarding Bayesian networks) and is depicted in fig-
ure 5.11. Following this model, identification sources emissions are collected
and provide declarations to the Bayesian fusion process, for example: “the ob-
ject follows a civil air route”. Every identification source has a set of possible
declarations, which are assigned a source likelihood vector (SLV) before further
processing. The declarations are thereafter fused and a combined likelihood
vector (CLV) is generated through Bayesian means. This vector represents a
summary of the declaration information without consideration of any a priori
expectations regarding the states of objects in the environment. This consider-
ation is done in the subsequent Bayesian step, where the posterior likelihood
vector (PLV) is calculated. This probability distribution is then used to make
a definite decision regarding the identity – whether the object belongs to the
category friend, neutral, hostile, assumed friend, suspect or unknown. The de-
cision is further checked against a decision rule to minimize the maximum risk
associated with the decision (i.e. to have identified a friendly object as hostile is
associated with a very high risk).

The reliability of the identification process is provided through a set of in-
dicators and alerts (see figure 5.12).

• The first measure, called “Combined Id Sources Information” (CISI), de-
scribes the reliability of the information content of all fused identification
source declarations. The reliability is represented by a value between 0
and 1, where the value 0 represents the worst possible grading of the
available information provided by the identification sources, whereas the
value 1 represents the best possible grading (i.e. maximum source infor-
mation).

• The second measure, the “Id Decision Stability”, describes the robustness
of the system generated identity against fluctuations in the fused infor-
mation of identification source declarations. A value close to 0 reflects
an unstable decision, whereas a value near 1 represents the best possible
stability.
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Figure 5.11: The Bayesian identification process implemented (from Krüger and
Kratzke [109]) where the most probable identity with the least risk for being
a true negative is calculated (i.e. if there is a probability that a target is either
friendly or hostile, the identification is associated with a high risk that should
be made apparent to the operators).

• The third measure, the “Id Decision Adequacy”, is a reliability measure
that indicates how accurate the generated final identity is. This measure
is calculated by estimating how well the collected information regarding
the object is described by the resulting identity. A value close to 0 reflects
the worst possible conformance, whereas a value close to 1 reflects the
best conformance.

• The fourth measure, the “Id Source Conflict”, describes a situation where
(at least) one identification source contradicts the information provided
by another source. Such conflicts can emerge due to flawed declarations,
the identification of rare cases or due to having a situation not covered
by the underlying identification model. If the declarations of different
identification sources are consistent, no alert is generated. Otherwise, a
warning is provided to the operators.

• The fifth reliability measure is the “Unexpected Id Situation”, indicat-
ing deviating information from a priori expectations. Such alert can, for
example, be generated if an object deviates from expected patterns of
relevant behavior and properties. A deviation can be due to, for exam-
ple, specific object characteristics, but also due to a flawed identification
process. If such situation has been detected, a warning is generated.

The interface of this version of the TI prototype consists of six parts, see
figure 5.13. The left topmost area (figure area 1) displays the history of and the
current sensor values and the track quality associated with a selected target (no
uncertainty is presented as in the previous version). Figure area 2 presents the
system generated identity based upon the Bayesian model described. The iden-
tity suggestion is presented through the use of “percentage bars”, percentage
numbers on mouse-over and associated identity colors (following the NATO
symbology standard, see [53]). If the operator states that he/she agrees with
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Figure 5.12: Bayesian reliability indicators and alerts (from Krüger and Kratzke
[109]).

the system, or changes the identity of the target through clicking on the ob-
ject and changing the identity assessment, this change is made apparent in this
figure area. Through using the same visualization concept, the likelihood asso-
ciated with the different identities is presented (see figure area 3). Figure area 4
displays the interactive map, whereas figure area 5 contains the target prioriti-
zation list as set by the user. The right bottommost area, figure area 6, presents
the stability of the target information fusion process. The stability is conveyed
through two measures: the “CISI” measure as described by Krüger and Kratzke
(see description above), and its linguistic equivalent in the form of four cate-
gories: “critical”, “acceptable”, “good” or “excellent”. Further, a warning in
form of the “Unexpected Id situation” described by Krüger and Kratzke (see
description above) is provided if a detected target behaves in an unexpected
manner when comparing it to its calculated identity. These two measures and
warning were selected amongst the stability measures and warnings described
by Krüger and Kratzke by domain experts1 as a starting point for improving
the transparency of air defense support systems.

The prototype plays a dynamic scenario, developed by domain experts2,
where detected targets are displayed on the map. A tool-tip information win-
dow is displayed when the mouse hoovers over a track, displaying the probable
identity of the selected target, together with the information used to establish
this identity and the associated reliability values, i.e. the CISI measure and CISI

1Domain experts at Saab Security and Defence Solutions implemented the model described in
[109].

2Domain experts from Saab Security and Defence Solutions and Saab Electronic Defence Sys-
tems prepared the scenario data: provided us with real air defense data, with simulated hostile
targets, and analyzed the data in accordance with the model described in [109].
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value (indicating a categorical establishment of the CICI measure divided into
4 categories, i.e. critical, acceptable, good or excellent).

Another representation of the reliability associated with the system reason-
ing was incorporated into the TE/TI prototype. This representation, based on
simple rules for evaluating the level of threat posed by detected objects (such
as if the object is flying at high speeds and in close proximity to the defended
asset) is depicted in figure 5.14. Figure area 1 presents examples of four differ-
ent rule setups and their included parameters. The parameters not fulfilled are
marked with gray. The rule fulfilled with the highest calculated confidence, or
reliability, associated is marked with red. A tooltip on mouse-over shows the
threshold value for the selected parameter, the value for the selected parameter,
and the parameter’s dependence upon other parameters (if applicable). Figure
area 2 depicts the interactive rule setup interface, where the operator is able
to adjust the threshold values for the different rule parameters. However, no
empirical studies were conducted using this design as basis.

5.3 Transparency through visualizing automation

ability

As outlined in section 4.4, the importance of keeping the drivers in control of
even highly autonomous cars seem indisputable for creating and maintaining
a good driver-automation collaboration, as have been proven in for example
the aviation domain where automated systems have been around for a longer
period of time. However, how to balance the strive for off-loading the drivers
of the driving tasks and decrease the risk for “human error”, while at the same
time make sure that the drivers feel that they are the ones in control are areas
where more research is needed.

In light of recent research projects investigating the possibilities and limita-
tions of autonomous driving, to convey information regarding the ability of the
automated driving systems to operate safely and effectively might constitute one
step toward a driver-automation collaboration based on trust. For example, the
study results provided by Stanton et al. [194] indicate that drivers had insuffi-
cient knowledge of the limitations of the adaptive cruise control (ACC) system,
resulting in collisions due to the drivers’ inappropriate levels of trust in the au-
tomated system. This finding is in line with the research reported by Dzindolet
et al. [58] and McGuirl and Sarter [132] where it was found that operators who
were provided with continuous feedback regarding the performance of the au-
tomated aid had more appropriate trust in the aid than operators who were not
given such information.

The visualization of system ability and performance has strong resem-
blances with the visualization of uncertainty. The visualization of uncertainty
in the autonomous driving domain has recently been studied by Beller, Heesen
and Vollrath [17]. The aim of the study was to evaluate whether communi-
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Figure 5.14: Figure area 1 depicts the parameters included in different threat
evaluation rules. The parameters not fulfilled in the different rules are marked
with gray boxes. The rule having the calculated highest confidence is marked
with red. The parameter values and their associated confidence are listed to
the right. A tooltip presents more detailed information regarding the specific
parameter chosen on mouse-over, such as its required values for fulfillment in
the rule, its associated uncertainty and its dependence on other parameters.
Figure area 2 shows an example of how the operator can change the threshold
values for different parameters to be used as basis for the evaluation rules.
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cating when the car was uncertain using a symbol (a face with an uncertain
expression) improved the driver-automation interaction. Twenty-eight partic-
ipants participated in a simulator experiment where the level of uncertainty
displayed to the participants varied during the scenario. The results from the
study reveal that the presentation of the uncertainty information increased the
time to collision in cases of automation failure, that situation awareness was
improved and that it positively affected the participants’ trust and acceptance
of the system.

Other researchers have also investigated the impacts of visualizing in-car
system meta-information. Seppelt and Lee [182] investigated the effects of visu-
alizing the behavior of an adaptive cruise control (ACC) system on the drivers’
reliance on the system and if such representation would support effective tran-
sitions of control between the drivers and the automated ACC system. Twenty-
four participants took part in the study and drove two scenarios with different
failure types incorporated. Two geometrical figures were used to communi-
cate the behavior of the ACC: triangles were used to represent potentially haz-
ardous situations, whereas trapezoids were used to represent non-hazardous
situations. The results show that the participants relied more appropriately on
the ACC system when the meta-information concerning the system behavior
was presented. Moreover, the meta-information presentation promoted faster
and more consistent braking responses. The authors concluded that provid-
ing drivers with continuous information regarding the state of automation is a
promising alternative to providing warnings.

Another study has been provided by Verberne, Ham and Midden [206],
where representations of descriptors of three ACCs with different automation
levels that either shared the participants’ driving goals or not were evaluated in
terms of their effects on the participants’ trust in and acceptance of the ACCs.
An experiment with 57 participants was carried out and the results show that
ACCs that took over the driving tasks while providing information were more
trustworthy and better accepted than ACCs that did not provide this informa-
tion.

To investigate the effects of visualizing continuous system meta-information
regarding the system’s ability to perform autonomously, an autonomous driv-
ing prototype, incorporating a visualization of the ability of the car to au-
tonomously drive, was designed. The design was developed in close collabo-
ration with Volvo Car Corporation in Gothenburg, Sweden, and implemented
into the car simulator located at the Human-Machine Interaction (HMI) labo-
ratory at Volvo. The laboratory contains several integrated systems: a driving
simulator and a fully functioning cockpit (see figure 5.15). The driver’s inter-
face module (DIM) of the car cockpit was adapted to meet the objectives of
the study and was designed in close collaboration with Human-Machine Inter-
face (HMI) designers at Volvo Car Corporation to ensure the “look-and-feel”
of Volvo interfaces. The design of the DIM was implemented by an HMI ex-
pert in the Volvo laboratory environment. Two versions of the DIM were de-
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signed – one with and one without the visualization of the car’s estimation of
its ability to autonomously drive. Figure 5.16 depicts a sketch of the driver in-
terface module (DIM) design, including the speedometer, the engine speed, the
fuel level, the outside temperature, the current time, the gear used, the steering
wheel rotation during the autonomous drive and the ability of the automation
to maneuver the car. During the experiments performed with the control group,
the information depicting the automation ability was excluded from the DIM.
Figure 5.17 shows two states of the ability of the automation, from high ability
(left figure) to low ability (right figure), as indicated by the color/transparency
of the 7 levels, and by the red arrow, representing the threshold where the abil-
ity of the automation no longer can be guaranteed. The DIM was placed in the
instrument cluster of the car in front of the driver.

Figure 5.15: The driving simulator at Volvo Car Cooperation, HMI lab.

5.4 Summary

This chapter has described how the the concept of automation transparency
can be mirrored in the interface and interaction design of potential future au-
tomatic support systems to be used within the fighter aircraft, air defense and
autonomous driving domains. The incorporation of important transparency
characteristics, identified through the studies conducted within the respective
domains (see chapter 4) in the design of the different proof-of-concept proto-
types have been presented. How the prototypes have been used in the evalua-
tions performed is the focus of the following chapter.
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Figure 5.16: Sketch of the DIM used during the experiments, including the
representation of the ability of the automation (left-most part of the DIM).

Figure 5.17: Graphical representation of the ability of the car to drive au-
tonomously, ranging from very high ability (left figure), to no ability (right
figure). The red arrow represents the threshold for when the performance of
the autonomous driving system no longer can be guaranteed. Two levels were
allocated to the “no ability” condition to, in future versions of the prototype
transparency design, provide early warnings to the drivers through sound mes-
sages.



Chapter 6

Empirical studies

This chapter presents the empirical evaluations carried out in order to investi-
gate the impacts the transparency suggestions presented in chapter 5 on oper-
ator performance, workload and trust. These three measures were chosen due
to their expected importance when evaluating the effects of automation meta-
information visualizations [161]. The scenarios used, the procedures followed,
the collected data and the results obtained are provided for each of the four
studies conducted. As such, this chapter addresses the third aim and third ob-
jective of this thesis, namely to evaluate the effects of automation transparency
on the operators’ performance, workload and trust through experiments. The
results serve to increase the knowledge of the effects of emphasizing the trans-
parency of possible future automated systems in domains in which such trans-
parency is deemed to be of great importance for successful decision-making and
operator-automation collaboration.

The first evaluation presented in this chapter was conducted in the fighter
aircraft domain, investigating the effects of presenting the parameters used in
the automatic classification scenarios used on the fighter pilots’ performance,
trust and workload (also found in paper II). The second and third evaluations
presented were conducted in the air defense domain, where the effects of vi-
sualizing automation uncertainty and reliability information on the operators’
performance and workload (and trust in the reliability scenario) were evalu-
ated. These studies are also presented in papers III and I. The fourth and last
evaluation was performed in the autonomous driving domain, investigating the
effects of visualizing automation ability on the drivers’ performance in take-
over situations and their trust in the automatic aid (also found in paper V). We
further discuss the results of the evaluations and their implications in light of
relevant literature.
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6.1 Case study 1 – visualization of automation

parameters

To investigate the effects of different levels of information abstraction, here
representing levels of system transparency, on fighter pilots’ performance and
initial trust in the system, an empirical study was carried out. Based on discus-
sions and design generations with domain experts (see chapter 5, section 5.1),
an experiment was conducted including three “levels” of transparency of a clas-
sification support system. These three levels are presented through three display
conditions depicted in figure 6.1, where the first display condition (figure area
1) consists of only presenting text-based information regarding the detected
object, without any automated classification support or an indication of the
quality of the data. Figure area 2 depicts the second display condition where
the text-based information provided in figure area 1 is accompanied with an
automatically generated object class suggestion for the detected target. Finally,
figure area 3 presents the third display condition, where the display conditions
1 and 2 are complemented with the incorporated sensors values with associated
(uncertain) historical values in graphical form for the automatically generated
class suggestion. The three display conditions are hereafter termed display con-
dition (DC) 1, 2 and 3 respectively and are depicted in figure 6.1. The design
of DC1 was largely influenced by the information provided to fighter pilots
today, whereas DC2 and DC3 use categorical and numerical bars to indicate
the most probable class suggestions, and intervals to represent the associated
uncertainty.

The research questions investigated were:

1. Will the pilots need more time to classify a target when being presented
with DC2 and DC3, than DC1?

2. Will the pilots report higher confidence ratings when being presented with
DC3, than DC1 and DC2?

3. Will the pilots be better able to make correct decisions when being pre-
sented with DC2 and DC3, than DC1?

4. Will the pilots report higher trust ratings when being presented with DC3,
than DC1 and DC2?

6.1.1 Participants and procedure

The study was performed together with 6 experienced fighter pilots. The pilots
were all male, with an average age of 51.8 and had, on average, 2700 hours
of experience of flying military aircraft. The classification rules, established by
domain experts, were applied to a set of 11 scenarios using a fixed arrangement
of targets and associated characteristics. Each scenario was further divided into
3 sub-scenarios, each containing one of the three display conditions. Altogether,
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Figure 6.1: The display conditions representing different levels of class automa-
tion transparency. Figure area 1 represents the first display condition, including
a text-based representation of the object parameters. The second display con-
dition, figure area 2, includes both the text-based parameters and a system
generated class suggestion. The third display condition, figure area 3, includes
the text-based parameters, the system class suggestion and a detailed view of
the included parameters with associated (uncertain) historical sensor values.

33 momentary images were prepared by domain experts and presented to the
participants. The pilots were to classify one target per scenario, i.e. 33 targets
in total. The order of the targets to classify was randomly generated using a
balanced Latin square design. The target classification prototype was shown on
a 24-in. LCD monitor (set to 1920 × 1200 pixel resolution). A regular desktop
station with a computer screen, a mouse and a keyboard was used during the
experiments.

A briefing was held before the test session to inform the pilots of the purpose
of the experiment and the classification model and scenario used during the
evaluations (i.e. the rules, thresholds and possible targets to appear in the sce-
narios). The pilots were also provided time to study the classification rules used
and were trained to understand the different visualizations by going through
two training scenarios, taking approximately 10–15 minutes. During the test
session, the pilots were presented with the different scenario images and were
requested to make a classification decision based on each of them as quickly as
possible. To their aid, they were provided with the “classification system man-
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ual” in paper form, i.e. the rules of the system prototype, the possible target
types to appear during the scenarios etc. After the test session, the pilots were
further asked to answer a questionnaire.

6.1.2 Collected data

The time needed for the pilots to make a decision regarding a specific target
was noted. When having classified a target (i.e. stating that the target was a
“fighter”, “attacker” or “other”), the pilots were asked which parameters they
based their classification decision on. The pilots were further asked how certain
they were about their decisions being correct and their perceived workload (on
a scale between 1–3, where 1 indicates low certainty/low workload). Moreover,
in the scenarios where the system provided a classification suggestion, the pilots
were asked to estimate their level of trust in the automatically generated class
suggestion (on a scale between 1–3, where 1 indicates low trust). Through the
questionnaire questions, the pilots’ perceived general workload when using the
three display conditions and their general subjective opinions of the classifica-
tion support system were collected, together with their estimated initial trust in
a classification support aid of this kind (see the appendix section 9.6).

6.1.3 Results

Due to the different nature of the data analyzed, various statistical tests have
been carried out. Paired t-tests (for normal distributed data and more than
two variables), Mann-Whitney U (for categorical data) and Kruskal-Wallis (for
discrete or not normally distributed data) tests with significance level α = 0.05
were conducted over the collected data, using the SPSS statistical software. The
detailed results from the study are presented in table 6.1 where the scenario
number, the key associated with the scenario (F = fighter, A = attack, O = other),
the pilot’s classification answer, the time needed to make a decision (measured
in seconds), the pilot’s confidence in his decision (1: low confidence, 3: high
confidence) and the pilot’s trust in the automatically generated class suggestion
(1: low trust, 3: high trust, only applicable in the scenarios where a classification
suggestion was provided, i.e. scenarios X.2 and X.3) are depicted.

The test results show that the average time (measured in seconds) needed to
make a classification increased with the level of information presented, i.e., the
largest classification time corresponds to DC3, while the lowest was recorded
using DC1 (DC1: mean = 9.27, std. deviation = 8.88; DC2: mean = 10.38, std.
deviation = 6.06; DC3 : mean = 12.89, std. deviation = 7.63), see figure 6.2.
There was a significant difference regarding the time needed to classify the tar-
gets between DC2 and DC3 (t(65) = −2.79; p = 0.007) and between DC1 and
DC3 (t(65) = −3.27; p = 0.002), see figure 6.2.

During the test sessions, the average trust value assigned by the partici-
pants to DC3 was higher (mean = 2.92, std. deviation = 0.70) than the one
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Figure 6.2: Boxplot depicting the time needed to classify the targets. The pilots
needed more time to make a classification decision when being presented with
DC2 and DC3, than when using DC1. Further, the pilots needed more time
when using DC3 than DC2. (o) indicates outliers, (*) extreme outliers. The line
through the boxes indicate the median value.

assigned to DC2 (mean = 1.91, std. deviation = 0.74). A t-test shows that there
is a significant difference in trust values between these two display conditions
(t(65) = −4.75; p =< 0.000). No such statistical difference was found between
display conditions DC1 and DC3.

The number of correct classifications was very similar for the three condi-
tions, and no significant differences were found during the analysis of the means
(DC1: mean = 4.00, std. deviation = 1.73; DC2: mean = 4.54, std. deviation
= 1.21; DC3: mean = 4.45, std. deviation = 1.81). Neither was a significant
difference found between the different display conditions regarding the pilots’
confidence values (DC1: mean = 1.97, std. deviation = 0.74; DC2: mean = 1.95,
std. deviation = 0.77; DC3: mean = 2.12, std. deviation = 0.83).

The trust in automation scale provided by Jian et al. [92] was adapted to
estimate the pilots’ initial trust in the classification support system prototype
used (i.e. when being provided with a classification suggestion, as in DC2 and
DC3). The questionnaire template includes questions such as how well respon-
dents understand the workings of the automation and if they would like to use
the system (see the appendix section 9.6 for the full set of questions and the pi-
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lots’ answers), answered by using a 7–point Likert scale. All six pilots marked
a value between 5–7 (mean 6) on the question “I understand how the classi-
fication support system works – its goals, actions and output”, i.e. indicating
a good understanding of the system. Four pilots marked 5 or 6 on the scale
regarding if they would use the system if it was provided to them (mean 4.7),
indicating a good acceptance of the system, and 5 pilots argued that the system
would have a positive effect on their performance in classification scenarios
(marking 5 or 6 on the scale, mean 5). In summary, the responses to the trust
questionnaire indicate that the majority of the pilots indeed trusted the system
and that they would use it if it was provided to them.

The pilots also answered questions regarding their subjective impressions of
the three display conditions, if the automatically generated classification sug-
gestion provided to them (if applicable) influenced their decision and if the
uncertainty representations affected their decision-making. All pilots indicated
that DC1 and DC3 were most useful for them since the design provided a visu-
alization of all the parameters used in the evaluation. Even if DC2 included the
parameters in DC1, the pilots argued that it was difficult to understand how
the classification system had reasoned using only the interval representation
for the calculated class, without its included parameters. They further argued
that when parameter values were missing, the historical values provided when
using DC3 (i.e. the maximum speed/altitude etc.) were helpful. However, due
to to their previous experience with DC1 and its limited amount of informa-
tion elements included, two of the pilots argued that they felt that they made a
quicker decision during this condition. However, five of the pilots argued that
the information provided through DC3 provided them with a greater infor-
mation base for grounding their decisions, possibly leading to more accurate
decisions. All six pilots argued that if a classification suggestion was provided
to them, it would influence their own classification decision – either through
making them analyze the different parameters once more if they disagreed with
the system generated suggestion, or through confirming their thoughts, making
them feel more confident in their decisions. Only two pilots indicated that the
uncertainty visualizations affected their decisions, possibly due to the simplicity
of the scenarios. The analysis of the answers to the questionnaire questions fur-
ther indicate that the pilots experienced slightly higher workload when using
DC3.

6.1.4 Discussion

In summary, a statistical significant difference regarding the time needed to
make a classification decision was noted between DC2 and DC3 (p = 0.007),
and between DC1 and DC3 (p = 0.002), see figure 6.2, thus answering our first
research question. This difference was also noted in the questionnaire results
where two pilots explicitly noted that they felt that they needed more time to
make a decision when using DC3 than DC1. This result is perhaps not surpris-
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ing given that the amount of information incorporated into DC3 exceeds the
information given by DC1. Further, several pilots argued that they are more
accustomed with the representation found in DC1, thus making it easier for
them to extract the information needed to make a decision.

Regarding our fourth research question, (i.e. “will the pilots report higher
trust ratings when being presented with DC3, than DC1 and DC2”?), a signifi-
cant difference was found regarding the pilots’ trust in the classification support
system between DC2 and DC3 (p < 0.000). Answers from the questionnaire
highlight the fact that many of the pilots found DC2 too much “black-box” for
them, i.e. “masking” the underlying parameters used in the evaluations since
these were not included in close proximity to the classification suggestion, re-
sulting in decreased understanding and trust. This provides and indication that
the inclusion of the different parameter values in the classification visualization
provides a better foundation for pilot trust in the classification system, yet at
the expense of longer decision times. However, no significant trust difference
was found between DC1 and DC3, thus not completely answering our fourth
research question. Different trust ratings might be obtained if further evalua-
tions together with additional pilots are conducted and also if the pilots are
provided longer time to train with the system using DC3. Yet, it might also be
the case that the pilots viewed the setup of the system rules too simplistic to
reflect appropriate classification bases to be used during real missions, perhaps
lowering their trust in the classification system suggestions as a whole.

No statistical significance regarding the pilots’ confidence in their decisions
or the correctness of these decisions was noted in the quantitative data (i.e. our
research questions number 2 and 3). The answers to the questionnaire ques-
tions highlight the slight increase of perceived workload, but also the general
opinion that such support system would aid them make better and more confi-
dent decisions faster, having trained with the system for a longer period. Results
extracted from the questionnaire further indicate that the pilots found that the
historical values provided in DC3 indeed positively affected their decisions, i.e.
making them more confident in the decisions made. Thus additional research is
needed to investigate our second research question in closer detail (i.e. will DC3
generate higher confidence ratings?) after the pilots have trained with the sys-
tem for a longer period, which will probably also have an effect on the pilots’
subjective trust in the support system.

6.2 Case study 2 – visualization of automation

uncertainty

Together with experienced air defense operators, an empirical study aiming
to address the effects of visualizing uncertainty on the operators’ performance
and workload was carried out. Uncertainty visualizations were incorporated
into the target identification prototype, as depicted in chapter 5, section 5.2.
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The accuracy of the sensor data values was represented by thickness of lines in
the graphical representation of the sensor values. Semi-transparent filled circles
were used to represent uncertain positions and a track quality value between 0
and 1 was used to convey the quality of the estimated track for each target (see
figure 5.8 in chapter 5).

Real civilian air traffic data and simulated hostile air forces were combined
in a complex and dynamic scenario by experts at Saab1. Finding combined civil-
ian and hostile traffic in the normal air picture is not common, but the scenario
could be used to depict the events occurred during the Persian Gulf conflict.
The data consisted of 119 individual objects of different identities (i.e. pend-
ing, unknown, suspect, hostile, friendly or assumed friend). The participants
were asked to defend a land based radar station by all means possible. Four in-
teresting threatening situations that involved 11 unidentified targets were added
to the civilian air traffic data by domain experts (see figure 6.3 for a depiction
of these 4 interesting scenarios). These situations were deemed to be challeng-
ing for air defense operators to detect (for example the existence of a hostile
UAV and a formation of objects approaching the defended asset). To make the
scenario more challenging for the operators, the identity of other targets in the
data were hidden, and answers to IFF requests from many of the normal objects
were removed. The uncertainty level of the sensors was randomly modified, i.e.
the reliability of the sensor values varied from 0% to 45%.

The research questions investigated were:

1. Will air defense operators access, comprehend and take into account the
uncertainty information associated with the input parameter values dur-
ing their identification and prioritization tasks?

2. How will the visualization of uncertainty associated with the sensor data
influence the analysis and decision tasks?

6.2.1 Participants and procedure

Twenty-two experienced air defense operators participated in the study, who
were to assess the identity and priority of the targets incorporated into the
scenario that they believed constituted a risk toward their defended asset, in
this case a land based radar station marked with a purple box (see figure 6.3).
The interactive map of the prototype allowed the operators to monitor the
behavior of the targets, and by hoovering over a target on the map, detailed
information regarding their sensor values, IFF information etc. was displayed.

A between-group experiment was designed, where the test group partici-
pants were presented with the uncertainty visualizations, whereas this informa-
tion was omitted for the control group. Both groups had to carry out the same

1Domain experts at Saab Security and Defence Solutions and Saab Electronic Defence Systems
prepared the data without our intervention.
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Figure 6.3: Figure displaying the 4 hidden threatening situations. In figure area
1, target 39 and 40 (here still not identified, thus yellow and dashed) are ap-
proaching the defended asset from the north and target 797 (an UAV) is circling
around the area. Figure area 2 depicts the formation of four hostile targets
(two two-ship formations) approaching the defended asset, whereas figure area
3 marks targets 61, 253 and 254 (one two-ship synchronized with target 61)
as threatening. Target 797 and 815 is the same threatening target, but where
sufficient radar updates are lacking at different times during the scenario.

tasks. Besides the visualization of uncertainty, the functionality of the proto-
type was exactly the same. A comparison of the two versions of the prototype
is shown in figure 6.4. Two of the participants were female officers. The aver-
age age was 27.2 for the control group and 30.1 for the test group. The control
group had, on average, 4.4 years of experience working as air traffic opera-
tors, while this number was 6.7 for the test group. All subjects had normal or
corrected to normal vision.

The participants were first instructed how to use the prototype through
starting a training scenario where the interface was explained and a demon-
stration of how to complete their identification and prioritization tasks was
given. The training scenario lasted lasted about four minutes. Thereafter, the
12–minute test scenario started. During this scenario, the participants were
asked to select, identify and prioritize those targets they thought were threat-
ening and that they would have reported to the next operator in command or
higher military instances during a real scenario. In practice, the prioritized list
of selected targets is sent to operators who allocate resources to combat these
targets, thus making it imperative to perform the identification and prioriti-
zation tasks as fast as possible in order to perform the measures necessary to
defend the protected asset(s). Based on the operators’ training and experience, it
is up to the operator themselves to decide which targets to report. Both groups
were informed of how the identification and prioritization tasks were to be car-
ried out and that there could be uncertainties associated with the sensor data.
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Figure 6.4: The two versions of the prototype used by the control (top) and test
(bottom) group. The visualization of uncertainty associated with the sensor
values was available only for the test group, i.e. the error associated with the
sensor readings is proportional to the thickness of the lines and to the radius of
the semi-transparent circles that represent uncertain positions.
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Figure 6.5: The pop-up dialogue window prompting the operator to identify,
prioritize and asses how certain he/she is about the identification and prioriti-
zation made.

The test group was also provided with information regarding the visualizations
of these uncertainties. The information, training and test scenario lasted on
average 20–30 minutes. Thereafter, the participants were asked to answer an
on-line questionnaire, which took approximately 15 minutes. A regular desk-
top station with a computer screen, a mouse and a keyboard was employed,
and the facilities where they carry out part of their training were used.

6.2.2 Collected data

Log data from the test sessions and answers to the questionnaire were used in
order to assess the influence of the uncertainty visualizations on the operators’
decision-making process, performance and workload. The log data indicates
when an operator has manually identified an object (time stamp), which iden-
tification category was chosen and the operators’ own subjective confidence in
their choice of identification category (see figure 6.5). Every identification and
prioritization was logged, meaning that all updates regarding a target’s identity
or priority values were recorded throughout the test session. The participants’
subjective confidence values regarding all identifications performed were also
collected.

The on-line questionnaire contained questions regarding the participants’
understanding of the uncertainty visualizations provided, the usefulness of these
visualizations and the impact of the visualizations on their cognitive load and
stress. Moreover, their subjective opinions of requirements for future target
identification systems were collected. The questionnaire consisted of both text-
based questions and questions where the participants were requested to use the
provided Likert scales ranging from 1 (fully disagree) to 5 (fully agree) (see the
appendix section 9.7 for the full set of questions).
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6.2.3 Results

A number of different metrics were collected during the evaluations. A sum-
mary of the analysis of the data collected during the test sessions is presented
in table 6.2 and in figures 6.6 to 6.8. These figures show:

Time: the average time for identifying the hidden interesting targets.

Confidence: the operators’ subjective confidence regarding the identifications
and prioritizations made (value between 0 and 1).

Attempts: the average number of attempts before each final identification. This
measure reflects the number of times a target is identified and prioritized
before the operator makes his/her final decision, i.e. the number of revi-
sions.

True positives (TP): the number of finally, correctly identified targets per op-
erator and average. The TP value was calculated by counting how many
of the 11 targets that the operator was able to identify as threats. The
last identity assigned to a target was marked as the operator’s final deci-
sion and this identity was checked against the “identity key” provided by
domain experts.

False positives (FP): the number of additional identified targets per operator
and average that were not considered threatening, i.e. how many targets
part from the 11 hidden threatening ones that the operator marked as
threatening.

False negatives (FN): how many of the threatening targets that the operators
did not identify as threatening (maximum 11), per operator and average.

Workload: an estimation of the operators’ workload, using the NASA Task
Load Index (see [80]), per group.

Furthermore, the accuracy (i.e. overall correctness, correct classifications
divided by the total number of classifications), precision (i.e. fraction of cor-
rectness per class) and recall (i.e. fraction of a certain class correctly predicted)
have been calculated based on the TP, FP and FN values. The interested reader
can find detailed results regarding the individual operators’ performance in the
thesis appendix, section 9.7.3 (the time needed to identify the hidden targets,
the operators’ expressed confidence in their decisions made and the final prior-
ities and identities assigned to the threatening targets).

As presented in table 6.2:

• the average time to identify and prioritize a target was 2:43 and 2:18
minutes for the control and test group respectively,

• on average, the expressed confidence was 0.774 (control) and 0.786 (test),

• the average number of attempts was 1.734 (control) and 1.430 (test),
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• the values for TP were 10.273 (control) and 9.273 (test) (i.e. both groups
nearly found all threatening targets),

• the values for FN were 0.727 (control) and 1.727 (test) (i.e. the test group
did not perform as well as the control group in terms of identifying the
11 targets as threatening),

• the values for FP were 19.455 (control) and 13.545 (test) (i.e. the test
group marked less targets as threatening).

One-way ANOVA (for normally distributed data), Mann-Whitney U (for
categorical data) and Kruskal-Wallis (for discrete or not normally distributed
data) tests with significance level α = 0.05 were conducted over the logged
data, using a statistical software. There was no significant effect of visualizing
uncertainty at the p < 0.05 level on:

• the time to identify a hidden threatening target ([F(1, 240) = 1.28,p =

0.25]),

• the confidence in the identification made ([F(1, 20) = 0.03,p = 0.85]),

• true positives (correct identifications) ([χ2(1, 20) = 3.841,p = 0.463]),

• false negatives (threats not identified) ([χ2(1, 20) = 3.841,p = 0.216]),

• or on the number of false positives (additional targets marked as threat-
ening) ([χ2(1, 20) = 3.841,p = 0.597]) (null hypothesis implies that the
samples come from populations with equal means).

On the other hand, a significant statistical difference at the p < 0.05 level
has been observed on the number of attempts to make a final identification (the
test group needed fewer attempts, ([χ2(1, 242) = 3.841,p = 0.011]) and on the
final priorities and identification assigned (the test group selected higher prior-
ities and more threatful identities, (p = 0.009 and p = 0.028). No significant
effect of visualizing uncertainty were found in terms of the calculated values for
accuracy, precision and recall.

The analysis of the responses to the questionnaire questions show that the
test group expressed lower workload values for the workload categories men-
tal demand, physical demand, temporal demand, effort and frustration, but not
for performance, which was the same for the two groups. The questionnaire re-
sults analysis further show that the majority of participants from both groups
took into account that there was uncertainty associated with the data. From
the control group, 8/11 responded “yes” and 1/11 “no” (2 did not answer this
question), while 10/11 from the test group reported to have taken uncertainty
into account (6/11 “very much” and 4/11 “to some degree”), only one partic-
ipant from this group said “no”. Participants from the test group were asked
if they had understood the uncertainty visualizations provided and if they had
considered it during their analysis. The majority reported positive results: 9/11
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Figure 6.6: Average overall performance in terms of TP, FN and FP.

reported that the visualization of uncertainty influenced their analysis (1/11 re-
sponded “no” and 1/11 did not answer). To the statement “I have understood
the visualization of uncertainty presented”, 7 participants marked high values
on the Likert scale (a 4 or a 5 on the provided scale), while 3 marked indiffer-
ently (3 on the scale).

To the question “How did the uncertainty influence your analysis?” (multi-
ple choice question, see figure 6.9), 6 participants from the control group and
5 from the test group selected “Because of the uncertainty, I waited more time
to make a decision”; 6 from the test and 6 from the control group marked “I
based my analysis on experience and I did not check too much the sensor data
values”, illustrating how important the role of experience and knowledge is in
the tasks carried out. Six participants from the test group expressed that “Be-
cause of the uncertainty, I have been more cautious with my decisions” (only
3 participants from the control group agreed with this statement), and 7 from
the test group sympathized with “To deal with uncertainty, I try to collect addi-
tional information”. On the other hand, only 3 participants from the test group
selected “I am more confident in my decisions when I have information about
the uncertainty”; 3 from the control group and 4 from the test group assented
to the statement “I did not have time to analyze all the sensor data provided”.
Only two participants from both groups marked “I did not take into account
the uncertainty”.

6.2.4 Discussion

In general, the results show a positive response to our first research question
(“Will air defense operators access, comprehend and take into account the un-
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certainty information associated with the input parameters values during the
analysis for identifying and prioritizing targets?”), since most of the air defense
operators accessed, comprehended and took into account the uncertainty infor-
mation presented during the analysis, without interfering with the analysis task
(see section 6.2.3). The answer to the second research question investigated
(“How does the visualization of uncertainty associated with the sensor data in-
fluence decision tasks?”) is not straightforward, and we need to contextualize
the results obtained during the experiments with similar studies.

In summary, both groups presented very similar performance measures. The
test group (with the uncertainty visualization) showed lower average response
times, higher confidence, lower workload and lower false positive values, how-
ever, the difference between the groups was not statistically significant. Neither
were there a significant difference between the groups in terms of the true pos-
itive or false negative rates. However, three important metrics for comparing
both groups showed significant statistical differences, namely the number of
attempts needed to identify a target (the test group needed fewer attempts to
assess the correct target identity), the final priority given (the test group as-
signed higher priority values) and the final identifications done (the test group
assigned more threatful identities to the targets).

The lack of significant statistical difference regarding the expressed con-
fidence values reported here (a result that coincides with [52, 140]) suggests
that factors other than inclusion or non-inclusion of uncertainty representa-
tions may be influencing confidence. Deitrick and Edsall [52], as well as Leitner
and Buttenfield [117], suggest that one of the reasons may be the different
complexities of the tasks to be carried out. As presented by Leitner and But-
tenfield [117], the inclusion of attribute certainty information may significantly
improve the number of correct responses for an easy decision, however such
improvement was not detected for more difficult tasks. This may suggest that
the difficulty of the tasks and and the type of task are important factors when
determining the benefits or losses of informing users of the uncertainty.

We argue that besides the difficulty of the tasks, experience (as reported
by many of the participants) is a very important factor to take into account.
The importance of experience in risk evaluation related tasks has, as well, been
reported in the literature. There are few works that have tried to explain the
process of identifying or even assigning threats values to targets. According to
Roux and van Vuuren [170], it is difficult to describe these processes due to the
often heavy reliance on operators’ own experience and on the individual differ-
ences between them while performing identification tasks. The participants of
our experiments, regardless of the information provided to them, were able to
successfully identify the hidden threats, within a reasonable time frame. Both
groups presented very similar performance values, and it would be interesting
to investigate further why there is not a larger difference between the perfor-
mance of the groups since the test group reported, on average, 6.7 years of
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experience, whereas this number was 4.4 for the control group, which role
plays training and experience carrying out these tasks?

An additional finding that warrants attention is that, on average, the test
group expressed lower workload values in all the categories considered for esti-
mating the workload (mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, ef-
fort and frustration) but one, performance (TP rate), where both groups present
very similar values (see figure 6.7). This result seems to contradict our initial hy-
pothesis that the presentation of additional information would result in higher
workload values, a result which was presented in [219]. Zuk and Carpendale
[219] analyzed the effects of uncertainty on cognition in light of knowledge
constructs, reasoning heuristics, and reasoning time frames. According to the
authors, uncertainty introduces ambiguity, lack of relevance, and incomplete
knowledge of operation, resulting in partial solutions, or representational re-
finement, which increase cognitive load. One explanation for our results might
be that the operators were offloaded by the uncertainty representations by not
having to compensate for the associated uncertainties in their own threat eval-
uations.

Taking into account the data collected and what the literature says about
the identification and prioritization processes, it does look like the provided vi-
sualization of uncertainty made the participants more aware of the existence of
such uncertainty, however, it seems like experience plays a very important role
in carrying out these tasks, and a great difference between the groups was not
observed. We believe that the group aided by the visualization of uncertainty
was more aware of the presence of uncertainty. Such increased awareness of
the uncertainty present could have reduced the workload (as expressed by the
participants), and inclined participants to position themselves in the “worst-
case scenario” explaining thus, the final results of our investigations, namely
the significant difference between the groups regarding the number of attempts
to identify a target (fewer in the test group) and the higher threat values and
identities assigned (more threatful identities assigned in the test group).

To explain this interesting result we hypothesize that the inclusion of uncer-
tainty in the display bias participants toward overestimating the threat posed
by the detected objects. Similar results regarding these anchors can be seen
in safety related research, as the one presented here. For example, Nadav-
Greenberg, Joslyn and Taing [140] show that in the presence of uncertainty
(using an upper bound chart) users overestimate the winds carrying out their
weather forecasting tasks. As stated by [140], a high bias in a context of risk
makes sense if it is intentional.

These quantitative results should also complemented with the participants’
comments in the final questionnaire, where participants from the test group
indicated that the uncertainty made them more alert and that it indicated a
greater threat: “[the uncertainty visualization] indicated that it was a greater
threat”, “[the uncertainty visualization] indicated that a track tried to disguise
itself and it is suspicious”, “[e]ven if a target has low quality, I need to classify
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it as a threat”. This last statement and, in general, a conscious overestimation
of a stimulus, could make us hypothesize that a greater number of false alarms
would have been seen in the test group, but this effect was not detected in our
experiments.

The investigations by Andre and Cutler [8] show that if uncertainties are not
presented to operators, they tend to adopt risky behavior. It is not straightfor-
ward to determine what could be considered a risky behavior in this context. If
it should be associated with more false positives or to the assignment of higher
threat values, we can conclude that participants without uncertainty and for
this particular task did not seem to present a riskier attitude than those that
were presented with the uncertainty.

6.3 Case study 3 – visualization of automation

reliability

An empirical study was performed where the effects of informing experienced
air defense operators of the complex model used as basis for the automat-
ically generated identity suggestions and presenting the reliability associated
with these inferences on the operators’ performance and workload were evalu-
ated. The operators were tasked with identifying and prioritizing hostile targets
in the environment, however with the aid of the automatic aid. Reliability mea-
sures were incorporated into the target identification prototype, as depicted in
chapter 5, section 5.2.4. The probability of a target belonging to the different
possible identities was represented through the use of “percentage bars” and
through explicit percentage numbers when mouse-over. Further, the sources
used for establishing the identity was presented, together with possible infor-
mation conflicts and alerts (see chapter 5, section 5.2.4 for a more detailed
presentation of the visualization and the different measures presented).

Our research questions investigated were:

1. Will air defense operators access, comprehend and take into account the
system reliability measures and warnings associated with the automati-
cally generated target identities during their identification and prioritiza-
tion tasks?

2. How will the presentation of the system reliability measures and warnings
associated with the automatically generated target identities influence the
operators’ performance, trust and workload?

6.3.1 Participants and procedure

Twenty experienced air defense operators, working at an air defense station
in Sweden, participated in the study. Only one of them was female. The aver-
age age was 29.6 for the control group and 27.9 for the test group. All sub-
jects had self-reported normal to corrected-to-normal vision. The participants
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were all air defense soldiers and had at least 3 years of experience of air de-
fense tasks. The air defense operators were randomly divided into two groups.
The test group was provided with information regarding the identity reliability
measures and warnings, including their visualizations and alerts, whereas this
information was omitted to the control group.

The experimental tasks assigned to the participants were to select, identify
and prioritize amongst the dynamic targets presented on the screen that they
deemed to be hostile to their defended asset, in this case a ground based radar
station located on the map displayed. Based on their experience and knowl-
edge of hostile positional, kinematical and behavioral characteristics, the par-
ticipants were instructed to identify and prioritize those targets that they re-
garded as threatening to the radar station and that they would have reported
to higher military instances, as they would do in a real scenario. The partic-
ipants were instructed to perform these tasks as fast as possible in order to
minimize the risk for hostile targets damaging the defended asset. Further, they
were asked to feel free to report as many targets they considered necessary in
order to defend the radar station. Both groups had to carry out the same tasks
and the same scenario was used.

Real civilian air traffic data with simulated hostile targets were combined
by domain experts and formed the scenario used in the experiments. The same
scenario as used in the uncertainty visualization study carried out in the air de-
fense domain was used (see section 6.2 for a description of the scenario), how-
ever without the inclusion of uncertain information and the removal of some
of the IFF transmissions. As such, 4 hidden interesting situations, involving 11
hostile targets were hidden in the scenario, deemed to be challenging for air
defense operators to detect (for example, the existence of a hostile unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV) and a formation of targets approaching the defended as-
set, see figure 6.3). During the test sessions, it was recorded if the participants
were able to identify these targets from the data and prioritize the threatening
targets in accordance with their estimated level of threat throughout the sce-
nario. To their aid, the target identification support system provided the opera-
tors with automatically generated identities of the detected targets. Six possible
target identities were implemented, namely hostile, suspect, friend, neutral, un-
known or pending. For the control group, a target could only belong to one
of these identity classes, whereas the test group was presented with the proba-
bility distribution over all possible classes. The calculated identity was shown
with the help of the associated identity color and with percentage numbers (see
figure 6.11 (figure area 1)). The test group was further presented with the ac-
companying likelihood and stability values (as described in section 5.2.4). The
likelihood values for the generated identity was given in percentage form over
the classifications enemy military, enemy civil, neutral military, neutral civil,
own military and own civil through the use of percentage bars and percentage
numbers shown with the tool tip (see figure 6.11 (figure area 2)). Besides the
visualization of the identity likelihood, stability measures and alerts, the pro-
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totype interface and functionality were exactly the same for the two groups.
The different interfaces used for the two groups as a whole can be seen in fig-
ure 6.10.

The participants were first instructed how to use the prototype by start-
ing a training session where the interface was explained and the task that they
were to complete. Both groups were informed of how the identification pro-
cess was carried out by the system, but the test group also received informa-
tion regarding the reliability values and the warnings generated by the system
(for example if an identification source conflict had occurred, as described in
chapter 5, section 5.2.4). The training and information session lasted about 10
minutes. Thereafter the 12-minutes test session started. After the test session,
the participants were asked to answer an on-line questionnaire, which took
approximately 15 minutes.

6.3.2 Collected data

In order to assess whether the explanation and visualization of the reliability
values had an influence on the operators’ performance and workload when
carrying out the identification and prioritization tasks, log data from the test
sessions and answers to the questionnaire questions were used. The log data
indicates when an operator has manually identified a target (time stamp when
the operator has double-clicked on a target on the screen), which identification
category was chosen (pending, unknown, neutral, friend, suspect or hostile),
which priority the operator assigned to the target (high, medium or low) along
with the operators’ own subjective confidence in their choice of identification
category and prioritization (i.e. the same dialogue window as used in the un-
certainty visualization study performed together with air defense operators was
used, see section 6.2, figure 6.5). The operator could change the identity, pri-
ority and their subjective confidence values of the same target throughout the
scenario. The last identification and prioritization made for a target was con-
sidered the operator’s final decision and the time stamp for this decision was
logged.

The on-line questionnaire contained questions regarding: (1) the operators’
understanding of the system generated identities, (2) the usefulness of the iden-
tities provided and (3) the impact of the identity visualization on the operators’
cognitive load, stress and trust in the system (the NASA Task Load Index [80]
was used to estimate the operators’ subjective workload). The test group also
answered questions regarding their understanding of the identity reliability val-
ues and alerts and the usefulness of such measures. Finally, the operators’ im-
pressions on requirements for future identification systems were collected. The
questionnaire consisted of both free text-based questions and questions where
the participants were requested to use the provided Likert scales ranging from
1 (fully disagree) to 5 (fully agree). The questions included in the questionnaire
can be found in the appendix, section 9.8.
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Without the identity 

likelihood measures
Without the identity 

stability measures and 

alerts

With the identity 

likelihood measures
With the identity 

stability measures and 

alerts

1

2

Figure 6.10: The prototype interface as shown to (1) the control group, and (2)
the test group.
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1          2

Figure 6.11: The visualization of the calculated identity. Figure area (1) de-
picts the identity calculation as shown to the control group. Figure area (2)
presents the identity calculations accompanied with the identity likelihood val-
ues through percentage numbers and percentage bars, as shown to the test
group.

6.3.3 Results

A summary of the analysis performed over the data collected during the test
sessions is presented in table 6.3, and the estimated workload measures for the
two groups are depicted in figure 6.12. These figures show:

Time: the average task completion time for identifying and prioritizing the hid-
den targets.

Confidence: the confidence associated with the identifications and prioritiza-
tions made.

Attempts: the average number of attempts before each final identification and
prioritization. This metric depicts the number of times a target is iden-
tified and prioritized before the operator decides the final identification
and prioritization values (i.e. the number of revisions).

True positives (TP): the number of final, correctly identified threatening targets
per operator and average. The TP value was calculated by counting how
many of the 11 targets that the operator was able to identify as threats.
The last identity assigned to a target was marked as the operator’s final
decision and this identity was checked against the “identity key” provided
by domain experts.

False positives (FP): the number of additional identified targets per operator
and average that were not considered threatening, i.e. how many targets
part from the 11 hidden threatening ones that the operator marked as
threatening.
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False negatives (FN): threatening targets not identified per operator and aver-
age, i.e. how many of the threatening targets that the operator did not
identify as threatening (maximum 11).

Subjective workload: an estimation of the average workload for each group,
using the NASA-TLX.

Furthermore, accuracy (i.e. the overall correctness, correct classifications
divided by the total number of classifications), precision (i.e. fraction of correc-
tion for a class) and recall (i.e. fraction of a certain class correctly predicted)
have been calculated based on the TP, FP and FN values. The interested reader
can find detailed results regarding the individual operators’ performance in the
thesis appendix, section 9.8.3 (the time needed to identify the hidden targets,
the operators’ expressed confidence in their decisions made, the final priorities
and identities assigned to the threatening targets and the number of attempts
needed to identify the hidden targets).

As seen in table 6.3:

• the average time to identify and prioritize the different targets was 6:36
for the control group and 07:26 for the test group,

• on average, the expressed confidence was 0.835 (control) and 0.807 (test),

• the average number of attempts to make a final identification and priori-
tization was 1.76 (control) and 1.78 (test),

• the values for TP were: 9.9 (control), 9.7 (test),

• the values for FN were: 1.1 (control), 1.3 (test),

• the values for FP were: 6 (control), 6.7 (test).

A one-way ANOVA (for normally distributed data), Mann-Whitney U (for
categorical data) and Kruskal-Wallis (for discrete or not normally distributed
data) tests with significance level α = 0.05 were conducted over the logged
data to investigate if there were statistical significant differences between the
two groups. No significant effect of explaining and visualizing system reliability
information at the p < 0.05 level was found regarding:

• the operators’ confidence in their decisions ([F(1, 218) = 0.28,p = 0.59]),

• on the number of attempts needed to make a final decision ([χ2(1, 220) =
3.841,p = 0.905]),

• the operators’ expressed subjective workload ([χ2(1, 20) = 3.841,p =

0.642]) (see figure 6.12),

• the TP values ([χ2(1, 20) = 3.841,p = 0.782]),

• the FN values ([χ2(1, 20) = 3.841,p = 0.690]),

• the FP values ([χ2(1, 20) = 3.841,p = 0.568]),
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Figure 6.12: The average workload values for the two groups.

• accuracy ([χ2(1, 20) = 0.952,p = 0.342]),

• precision ([χ2(1, 20) = 0.401,p = 0.534]),

• recall ([χ2(1, 20) = 0.083,p = 0.775]),

• or the final priorities assigned (p = 0.638).

The tests show a statistically significant difference, ([F(1, 218) = 4.48,p =

0.03]), between the two groups in terms of the time needed to identify and pri-
oritize a target, where the test group needed, on average, more time to perform
these tasks. At closer analysis, it became evident that it was only the average
time for the identification and prioritization of one specific target that consti-
tuted this significance. This might be due to the fact that many of the partici-
pants (3 from the control group and 3 from the test group) failed to detect this
target, perhaps resulting in too few examples to base the analysis on. As such,
this significant difference should be treated with caution. However, if looking
at the amount of time needed/attempt, the test group needed, on average, 04:37
minutes whereas the control group needed, on average, 03:47, indicating that
the test group needed more time to make a decision (not a significant difference,
p=0.28).

After the test session, the participants answered a questionnaire that in-
cluded both free-text questions and 5-point Likert scale questions (1: fully dis-
agree, 5: fully agree). When asked to which degree that they had used the sys-
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tem suggested identity when making their decisions, the average value for the
control group was 3.4 and 3.2 for the test group. When asked if they had un-
derstood how the identities were calculated, the average value for the control
group was 4.1 and 3.9 for the test group. The operators’ subjective trust in the
identification support system used was 2.3 for the control group and 2.7 for
the test group.

The test group further answered questions related to the identity likelihood
and stability measures. The participants in the test group reported that they
had a good understanding of the calculated identity likelihood and stability
values (on average 4.0/3.7 on the Likert scale), that these values had a medium
impact on their decisions made (on average 3.0/2.7) and that these values had
a medium impact on their trust in the generated identities (on average 2.8/2.9).

Participants from both groups argued that they based their decisions first
and foremost on their experience and training and, as such, treated the system
as a secondary source for information and support. However, participants from
both groups commented that they waited more time to make a decision regard-
ing the identity and priority of a detected target in order to compare their own
analysis with the one performed by the system. An operator from the control
group stated that: “[i]nstead of making a decision right away regarding the
identity of an object based on my experience, I waited to see what the system
generated identity would be”, whereas an operator from the test group argued
that: “[i]n the cases where the system and I agreed, it worked as a confirmation
of my suspicions. In the cases where I was uncertain, the system helped me”.
As such, the system was used as identification support rather than as an aid for
automatically assessing the identities of detected targets.

Regarding the identity likelihood values provided to the test group, two
operators expressed that these measures made them more cautious about their
decisions. One expressed that “[t]he identity reliability values made me more
alert regarding the information about the targets”, whereas another stated that
“[i]f the reliability was low, I double checked the identity to become more
certain”. Further, one operator from the test group stated that “[i]f the system
was not sure, I gave the track a higher priority”, indicating that the reliability
values indeed had an effect on some of the operators’ decision-making.

6.3.4 Discussion

The study presented aimed to investigate the effects of explaining and present-
ing additional meta-information regarding the identification model fundamen-
tals together with system reliability information on expert operators’ perfor-
mance, trust and workload when conducting air defense tasks. The quantita-
tive and qualitative data collected during the experiments has provided insight
regarding the effects of presenting system transparency information on air de-
fense operators’ decision-making. Further, the study results have indicated sev-
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eral operator-automation issues that need to be resolved when designing future
target identification systems.

In relation to our second research question, i.e. how will the presentation
of the system reliability measures and warnings associated with the automati-
cally generated target identities influence the operators’ performance, trust and
workload?, we have observed that there was no statistical significant difference
between the two groups in terms of their expressed confidence in the decisions
made, their workload, the number of attempts needed to make a final identi-
fication and prioritization, or on the calculated accuracy, precision and recall
rates. However, the time needed to make a final decision was slightly longer for
the test group than for the control group (statistically significant difference).
Yet, this result must be treated with caution due to the fact that it was only
the identification and prioritization of 1 of the 11 targets that constituted this
significance. Further, this negative result must be looked upon in light of the
answers to the questionnaire questions, where a number of participants in the
test group expressed their willingness toward incorporating the system relia-
bility measures as complementary support for carrying out their defense tasks.
As such, the system could be used as an aid minimizing the risk for confirma-
tion biases, i.e. bias toward relying on information that confirms the operators’
beliefs, while rejecting contradicting information, as discussed as an important
characteristic of defense systems in [120, 89].

To design support systems to be used in the threat identification and eval-
uation domain is not easy due to the nature and severity of the tasks and to
the operators’ individual differences. As stated by Roux and van Vuuren [170],
it is difficult to describe the analysis processes performed by military opera-
tors due to the often heavy reliance on their own subjective experience and
decision-making strategies. For example, in the presence of uncertainty, some
decision-makers prefer to evaluate possible options with respect to the worst
case possible, while others with expected outcomes in mind [170]. Due to such
differences, it can be difficult to compare and make a just estimation of the per-
formance of defense operators. In the study presented here, the performance
was measured looking at the operators’ ability to detect the hidden threaten-
ing targets (i.e. assigning them suspect or hostile identities), the time needed to
detect, identify and prioritize these targets and the accuracy, precision and re-
call values of the identifications. For example, large individual differences can
be found regarding the false positive rates and in terms of the operators’ ex-
pressed subjective confidence in their decisions made (see table 6.3). To develop
appropriate support for air defense operators might thus need deeper studies
regarding different decision-making strategies typical for the domain together
with a larger pool of participants, where support system personalization could
constitute one option for successful operator-automation cooperation and per-
formance.

This study focused upon the explanation and visualization of one type of
meta-information – system reliability. Studies conducted in relation to other
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types of meta-information, such as the visualization of uncertainty, have con-
cluded that uncertainties should be presented to minimize the risk of the opera-
tors adopting a risky behavior (see for instance [8]). In the air defense domain,
risky behavior could include the increase of false positives or the assignment of
higher threat values. The free text questions included in the after-test question-
naire indicate that many participants apprehended the reliability information,
and that it affected their decision-making in such a way as to make them more
cautious about their decisions, which we argue is a positive effect in this domain
where the effects of making a wrong decision might be severe.

The participants’ initial subjective trust values in the identification support
system were quite low (2.33 for the control group and 2.75 for the test group
out of maximum 5.0). This might have been due to the limited amount of time
dedicated to training with the system, resulting in difficulties in recalling the dif-
ferent steps in the identity calculations performed and, as such, understand the
cause-and-effect relationship between different observations (i.e. declarations
in the model presented in [109]) and the suggested identities. Complementary
studies should be performed after the operators have conducted longer training
periods together with the system. It might also be the case that the participants
in the test group who were presented with the likelihood values for the gen-
erated identities were skeptical regarding the results generated by the system
due to the probability distributions associated with the identities. In the study
presented in [59], it was concluded that the participants initially considered
the automated aid trustworthy and reliable, but, after having observed the au-
tomated aid make errors, participants distrusted even reliable aids, unless an
explanation was provided regarding why the aid might err. Due to the short
training period with the system, the participants might have had difficulties as-
sociating the likelihood and stability values with the observations connected
with the different targets. As such, the participants might have found the sys-
tem unstable and prone to make errors. However, despite the low trust values,
most of the participants were positive toward using an improved version of the
system in their daily work.

The investigation of proper and optimal operator-automation relationship
within the target identification domain needs more research. According to
Flemisch et al. [70], a good operator-automation relationship can be facili-
tated by an automation structure that allows for cooperation and the discussion
and generation of a joint strategy. The non-applicability of general operator-
automation guidelines across various domains is highlighted by Inagaki [85],
who argues that automated functions must be adapted to the particular domain
of interest. In the study presented here, the operators were aided with their in-
formation acquisition and, in part, their analysis tasks (i.e. the first two classes
of functions in the Parasuraman et al. model of tasks that can be assigned to
automated technologies [158], see figure 2.6 in chapter 2). To further search
for an optimal and proper operator-automation relationship, it might be fruit-
ful to investigate other cooperative forms where the remaining two classes of
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the Parasuraman model are incorporated, namely the decision and action selec-
tion and action implementation functions. As stated by one of the air defense
operators participating in the study presented in this section, the identity sup-
port aided him/her to concentrate on the targets close to the defended asset, and
he/she used the automated support to highlight probable hostile targets advanc-
ing in the fringes. As such, to re-design the automation to adapt the automated
functions in accordance with the level of threat posed by different targets might
constitute a better foundation for an optimal operator-automation relationship.

The benefits and costs of introducing automated technologies have been
well documented across a variety of domains. In relation to target identifica-
tion, studies have indicated that the availability of an identification decision
aid either had no effect on the operators’ performance [59] or improved per-
formance in only the most difficult conditions [107]. In [107], it was further
concluded that the use of an automatic identification system had no adverse
effect on the operators’ effectiveness and that there was no significant increase
in the number of missed threatening targets, nor a significant increase of the
time needed to perform the identification tasks. These findings are in line with
the results from the study performed and presented here, where the majority of
the participants, regardless of the information provided to them, were able to
successfully identify the hidden targets, however, where the test group needed
slightly more time to perform the identification tasks.

In relation to our first research question, i.e. will air defense operators ac-
cess, comprehend and take into account the system generated identities, reliabil-
ity measures and warnings associated with the automatically generated target
identities during their identification and prioritization tasks?, our results indeed
indicate that the participants incorporated the information provided by the tar-
get identification support system into their analysis process. It became evident
that some of the participants waited more time to make a decision regarding
the identity and priority of a detected target in order to compare their own
analysis with the one automatically performed by the system. This comparison
could serve as a source of confirmation of having made a “correct” decision
and highlighting targets whose characteristics are too uncertain to base a solid
decision on.

Several participants stressed the importance of incorporating the operator
in the identification and prioritization process (“[a] very good solution if it is
possible to get it fully operational. However, it is important that the human is
not excluded and that one only trusts the system” [operator in test group]). For
example, two operators from the control group stated that they would have
preferred a visual distinction on the map between the targets automatically
identified and those that the operators themselves had analyzed manually. This
highlights the need for the operators to feel fully in control of the identification
tasks. To further incorporate the operator in the identification process, two
operators from the control group further argued that they would have liked
to have knowledge of the parameter weights used by the identification model
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in order to make an estimation of the reliability of the aid of their own. This
statement indicates that the transparency of the automated target identification
can be further enhanced, which should be incorporated into future versions of
the identification prototype.

6.4 Case study 4 – visualization of automation

ability

A simulator study was conducted to investigate the impacts of visualizing the
car’s ability to autonomously drive during snow conditions on the participants
trust and performance. The ability visualization was incorporated into a driving
simulator at Volvo Car Corporation, depicting seven levels of “car ability”, as
presented in chapter 5, section 5.3.

The research questions investigated were:

1. Will the ability visualization affect the drivers’ subjective trust in the sys-
tem?

2. Will the ability visualization result in a higher number of drivers perform-
ing other tasks than driving during the test scenario?

3. Will the ability visualization result in that a higher number of drivers
looking away from the road ahead?

4. Will the ability visualization result in that the drivers are better prepared
to take manual control if needed?

6.4.1 Participants and procedure

Fifty-nine Swedish drivers (31 male, 28 female) between the ages of 28–58 (with
an average age of 41.2 years) participated in the study. The participants were
selected from a population of 488 Volvo employees, mostly non-technical per-
sonnel of whom none is involved in the development of functions or interfaces
for automated driving. The only prerequisites for taking part in the study were
that the participants had to have a driver’s license and normal or corrected-to-
normal vision. A between-group design experiment was carried out where the
ability information of the car was presented to the participants in the test group,
whereas omitted to the participants in the control group. The participants were
randomly assigned to one of the two display conditions (see figure 6.13 for the
two display conditions) using a balanced Latin square design. When designing
the experimental setup, we made sure to evenly distribute the tests carried out
together with the two display conditions early in the morning, after lunch and
late in the afternoon to avoid possible effects related to the time of day.

The participants were first informed of the purpose and setup of the study.
Thereafter the participants were allowed to drive the car simulator in manual
mode for about 3–5 minutes so as to get acquainted with the simulator. Directly
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Figure 6.13: Sketch of the Driver Interface Module (DIM) as presented to the
test group (left) and the control group (right).

after the training session, the participants were informed of the prerequisites of
the test session, i.e. that the car could drive autonomously, but that the perfor-
mance of the automatic driving system was coupled to the weather conditions.
They were also informed that they could at any time take control over the car
by steering, braking or giving gas to the car in accordance with their own assess-
ment of the appropriateness of using the system. The driver interface module
(DIM) was explained to both group of participants, however, the ability repre-
sentation was only presented and explained to one of the groups, i.e. the test
group. Before the start of the test session, the participants were informed that
there were newspapers and sweets at their disposal in the passenger seat if they
so pleased. Thereafter, the 9–minute test session started.

After the test session, the participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire
regarding their trust in the automated system used, using a modified version of
the trust in automation scale. The participants answered seven questions such
as “I am confident in the system” and “I can trust the system” using a 7–point
Likert scale ranging from 1 (fully disagree) to 7 (fully agree). The instructions
given to the drivers and the questionnaire can be found in the appendix, sec-
tion 9.9.

The participants drove the car simulator through a snowed two-lane
country-side road, with a number of sharp turns, but with no other traffic
(see figure 6.14). The snowing varied from 0% to 100%, where the maxi-
mum amount of snowing is illustrated in figure 6.15. The minimum amount
of snowing (i.e. 0%) corresponds to a clear sky with full visibility. The snow-
ing intensity varied in accordance with figure 6.16. The direction and speed
of the car was independent of the snowing intensity but did change at times
according to road conditions (sharp turns and hilltops, see figure 6.16). When
the visibility was the worst, the car simulator could no longer maneuver the
car. At this moment, the driver had to act accordingly by taking control of the
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car (braking, steering or giving gas). Following the scenario used in the experi-
ments, the driver had to take manual control over the car in a slight curve. At
this event, the automation stopped working completely, meaning that no gas
or steering was provided, without giving any warning to the driver (apart from
the graphical representation of the car’s ability as depicted in figure 5.16 which
was presented to the test group, as well as switching to the manual, regular
Volvo DIM).

Start

End

Figure 6.14: The route used during the tests.

Figure 6.15: Picture displaying the maximum amount of snowing in the simu-
lator.

6.4.2 Collected data

Logs from each test session were recorded. The quantitative data collected
contains values from steering angle, brake, acceleration, look away time and
weather conditions. Cameras were used to record all the sessions. In addition
to the quantitative data, qualitative data was collected through observing the
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Figure 6.16: The snowing intensity during the experiments vs. the speed of the
autonomous car. When the intensity of the snowing reaches 1, the autonomous
driving shuts down.

participants. Records of to which extent the drivers had their hands on the
steering wheel, if the participants managed to stay on the road after automa-
tion shut-down and if the participants read the newspapers or ate of the sweets
provided were collected. Time to take-over was calculated by analyzing the
logged data, measuring the time elapsed between the snowing intensity reach-
ing its maximum (1.0) and a significant change in either braking or steering
(indicating that the driver had taken control over the vehicle).

6.4.3 Results

Regarding time to take-over, the group provided with the ability representation
needed 1.9 seconds on average to take control over the car, while the con-
trol group needed 3.2 seconds. The individual results are shown in figure 6.17
(the detailed results from the simulations in terms of the participants’ steer-
ing and braking actions during the test sessions are presented in the appendix,
section 9.9, figures 9.8, 9.9). The differences between the two groups are sum-
marized in figure 6.18.

The results were submitted to a one-way ANOVA analysis. The results from
the analysis show that, with 95% certainty, there is a statistically significant
difference between the two groups [F(1, 57) = 5.62, p = 0.02].

In terms of looking away from the road ahead, the test group spent, on
average, 18% of the driving time looking at other things than the road, while
this number was 12% on average for the control group. The individual results
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Figure 6.17: Individual results of time to take-over for the informed group (test)
and uninformed group (control).

are shown in figure 6.19. The differences between the two groups are summa-
rized in figure 6.20, figure area 1. A one-way ANOVA analysis showed that,
with 95% certainty, there is a statistically significant difference between the
two groups regarding the look away time [F(1,57) = 4.81, p = 0.03].

In addition to the proportion of the total time spent on looking at other
things than the road ahead, the number of times the drivers looked away
for more than 2 seconds were counted, since this is regarded as the limit for
how long a driver can look away while maintaining awareness of the situa-
tion ahead [104]. The group provided with the ability representation looked
away for more than 2 seconds 8.0 times on average, while the control group
looked away 5.0 times on average (see figure 6.20, figure area (2)). However,
the ANOVA analysis showed that there was no significant difference between
the two groups in terms of the longer periods of look away times [F(1, 57) =
2,54, p = 0.12].

Of the 33 drivers in total who managed to stay on the road after take-
over, 20 (61%) were drivers from the test group. The qualitative data collected
highlights the following: of the 15 drivers who read the newspapers, 9 (60%)
were from the test group and of the 21 drivers who ate of the sweets, 11 (52%)
were from the test group. Moreover, of the drivers that read the newspapers
and drove off the road at take-over, only 20% were from the test group. Of
the 28 drivers who, to a greater or lesser extent, kept their hands on the wheel
during the test, 12 (43%) were drivers from the test group. More important,
of the drivers who kept their hands on the wheel and drove off the road at
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Figure 6.18: Summary of time to take-over for the test group and control group.
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Figure 6.19: Individual results of proportion of look away time for the test
group and control group.

take-over, only 20% were from the test group. A summary of these results can
be found in table 6.4.

Trust was assessed using a modified version of the scale for trust in auto-
mated systems developed by Jian et al. [92], see chapter 2, section 2.4.1. The
mean of the scores was used as an overall trust score (as presented by Beggiato
and Krems [16]). The average trust value for the control group was 5.30, while
4.89 for the test group. Reliability was measured using Cronbach’s alpha val-
ues. The values obtained, 0.87 (test group) and 0.85 (control group) show a
good internal consistency (0.8 6 α < 0.9). The results from the trust question-
naire can be found in figures 6.21 and 6.22.

The analysis of the participants’ responses regarding the their trust in the
system show that, on average, the control group trusted the car more than the
test group (mean = 5.30 vs. mean = 4.89).

6.4.4 Discussion

The drivers who were informed of the ability of the car to autonomously drive
were better prepared in take-over situations, answering our fourth research
question. The drivers who were presented with the ability information looked
away more from the road ahead than the control group, and these drivers were
also the ones who, to a greater extent, performed other tasks than driving dur-
ing the test scenario, thus answering our second and third research questions.
The drivers from the control group also reported better calibrated trust ratings
(in this case lower threat ratings due to the fallibility of the automation perfor-
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Figure 6.20: Figure area (1) depicts the proportion of look away time for the
test and control group. Figure area (2) shows the proportion of look away
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Figure 6.21: Whisker plot depicting the answers from the trust questionnaire
for the test and control group. Values are between 1 (fully disagree) to 7 (fully
agree).
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Figure 6.22: Answers to trust questions. The control group scores higher in all
the questions but the first one “(I understand how the system works – its goals,
actions and output”.
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mance in the scenario), thus answering our first research question. This finding
is in line with the work presented in McGuirl and Sarter [132] where the par-
ticipants who were informed of the system confidence were better able to more
appropriately calibrate their trust in the decision aid. Yet, the low trust ratings
are in contrast with the work presented in Beller et al. [17] and Seppelt and Lee
[182], where continuous information regarding the automation performance
resulted in increased ratings of trust and acceptance. A possible explanation
for interpreting our results can be found in Dzindolet et al. [58] where the role
of trust in automation reliance is studied. Their findings suggest that partici-
pants initially considered an automated aid trustworthy and reliable, but, after
having observed the automated aid make errors, participants distrusted even re-
liable aids, unless an explanation was provided regarding why the aid might err.
Knowing the reason(s) for automation error increased the participants’ trust in
and reliance on the aid, even when the trust was unwarranted. Thus, it should
be further investigated if the visual representation of the ability of the car to au-
tonomously drive used in our study should be complemented with additional
information regarding why the ability of the automation was considered low.

Another representation of the ability of the car to autonomously drive could
have generated different results than the ones obtained. As stated by Seppelt
and Lee [182], not just any representation of continuous information will en-
hance driving performance. In their experiment, it was found that the use of
color dilution to represent sensor degradation during rain conditions was not
an effective cue. Further, to combine a graphical representation of the ability of
the car together with some haptics or sound could result in better performance
regarding time to take-over times and longer look away times.

Individual differences in trust in automation and automation reliance should
be further explored. As stated by Lee and Moray [114, 113], there can be large
individual differences in automation use amongst a set of users – some users
are prone to use manual control, whereas others are prone to use automation.
As such, future work should include an analysis of the results in relation to the
participants’ attitudes toward automation and their individual driving styles.

Limitations of the study performed should be noted as well. The driving
scenario and the task assigned to the participants might be considered very sim-
plistic and it might have been the case that some of the participants in the test
group neglected the ability representation and concentrated on the weather con-
ditions instead. To mitigate this, the ability of the automation could have been
designed so as to be associated with additional parameters than the weather,
such as other contextual information, e.g. the traffic situation. However, the
study was designed to enable us analyze the effects of visualizing a representa-
tion of the ability of the car to autonomously drive on the participants’ trust
and how it would affect their performance in take over situations, thus, we
tried to minimize other experimental variables that could affect the driving
task and our analysis of the participants’ trust in the automated aid, thus guar-
anteeing internal validity. Moreover, we are confident that the large number of
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participants in this study, and the selection of criteria applied make the results
generalizable (i.e. external validity).

6.5 Summary

This chapter has presented the empirical results obtained and analyzed from
the four case studies performed. The results have shown that the visualization
of automation meta-information improved the operators’ trust and trust cali-
bration, implying that a better understanding of the automatic inferences and
the quality of the associated data indeed positively affected the operators’ trust
levels. Further, the performance of a majority of the participants was improved
when being provided with the transparency information in terms of the time
needed to make a decision or act and the level of decision correctness with re-
gard to the keys provided by the domain experts. Despite the increase of infor-
mation elements on the support system displays, no large differences in terms of
the operators’ workload were found, indicating that the usage of visual cues to
represent the automation meta-information is appropriate in the domains con-
sidered and for the selected tasks. These results are further discussed in light of
relevant literature in the following chapter.





Chapter 7

Discussion

In this chapter, we discuss the results from our empirical studies presented in
chapters 4, 5 and 6 and extract findings that aim to support the development of
future transparent semi-automated systems, thus addressing the third aim and
fourth objective of this thesis.

7.1 Summary of empirical results

Our first set of empirical investigations resulted in the identification of domain-
specific needs for automation transparency in the fighter aircraft, air de-
fense and autonomous driving domains. Through interviews, surveys and lit-
erature studies we identified needs, challenges and possible ways of achiev-
ing/improving such transparency. Our investigations performed within the
fighter aircraft domain resulted in the identification of several challenges associ-
ated with the working situations of the pilots, such as the difficulties associated
with re-planning a mission during flight and the risk of information overload
and too high levels of workload. Further, we identified the implementation of
dynamic support as possible alleviations of such challenges. We further con-
cluded that automation faults must be explicitly presented, together with the
reliability and quality of the automatically generated suggestions and calcula-
tions to provide a good foundation for pilot-system cooperation. However, due
to the risk of pilot information overload, we identified the challenge of design-
ing transparent pilot support systems without overly tasking the information
processing capabilities of the pilots, especially during dynamic threatening situ-
ations when the workload of the pilots already is high. The empirical evaluation
performed, where three levels of system transparency were incorporated into
the proof-of-concept classification prototype, shows that the initial workload
of the pilots indeed increased in accordance with the amount of information
presented to the pilots. However, the pilots’ workloads must be further evalu-
ated after having trained with the system for a longer period.

177
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From our initial studies performed within the air defense domain, we have
described some of the complexities associated with the tasks performed by air
defense operators. Through our interviews with air defense operators, we found
that there can be positive effects of visualizing the uncertainty associated with
the target data, especially if the uncertainties have a large impact on the calcu-
lated threat values. Further, to make sure that the operators are better informed
of the reasoning of the threat evaluation system, and to explicitly communicate
the confirming and contradictory information regarding the recommendations
provided were issues marked as crucial in order to remove the black-box of
the system inner workings. Moreover, to let the operators investigate different
evaluation rule and parameter setups could enable the operators to test the sen-
sitivity of the system and adapt it in accordance with their own preferences and
experiences, thus also improving the reasoning of the system. Based on these
findings, we identified the challenge of conveying the quality of the data and
the complex reasoning of the threat evaluation model to air defense operators.
One of the studies performed thus focused upon visualizing the uncertainty as-
sociated with the sensor readings, providing the operators with an estimation of
the quality of the data collected, whereas a second study focused upon revealing
the complex reasoning of a target identification model both through informing
the operators of the main steps of the reasoning and through incorporating the
results of some of these steps in the visual displays.

Our investigations in the autonomous driving domain resulted in the iden-
tification of the need for assessing appropriate ways of transferring control
between the automation and the driver. Due to the possible positive effects of
full automation in this domain in, for example, emergency situations, thus con-
tradicting the OCA guideline advocating the need for keeping the operator in
ultimate control (i.e. guideline 17 in table 4.1), we concluded that full automa-
tion might be applicable, if continuously communicating the status and perfor-
mance of the automation to the drivers. However, how to communicate such
information is not straightforward, leading us to investigate ways of visualizing
this meta-information to the drivers.

In general, the domain-specific challenges identified through our first em-
pirical studies resulted in confirming the need for automation transparency in
the selected domains, as discussed in chapter 2. We identified domain-specific
needs for automation meta-information, deemed to improve the operators’ per-
formance and trust in the systems used. Further, we marked the importance of
investigating ways of communicating such information, through different forms
of visualizations, and to evaluate their effects on the operators’ performance,
workload and trust. Further, we identified the need for investigating ways of
making the reasoning models applied understandable to their operators and,
if possible, to allow the operators to make changes and provide their input
to these models. Based on the identified needs for communicating automation
meta-information, we identified the need for investigating how to apply four
of the OCA guidelines outlined in table 4.1, namely to communicate appro-
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priate feedback to the operators (guideline 10), to reveal if the data used by
the automated reasoning is incomplete, invalid, uncertain etc. (guideline 13), to
reveal the rules used by the system (guideline 14) and to communicate possible
reasoning conflicts to the operators (guideline 16).

To be able to investigate the effects of communicating automation meta-
information on the operators’ performance, workload and trust, we chose to
incorporate transparency characteristics in proof-of-concept prototypes, as sug-
gested by the SBD development approach. The prototypes presented in chap-
ter 5 were designed in close collaboration with domain experts from the re-
spective domains and, together with literature studies, exemplifications of how
to incorporate the selected OCA guidelines in their designs were implemented.
Especially in the prototype for air defense, we elaborated upon how to visualize
the uncertainty associated with some of the target parameters and how a model
for assessing the identify of a target can be represented in the automation de-
sign of the support system. Further, we have provided an example of how air
defense operators could interact with the underlying reasoning model based on
rules.

With the aid of the prototypes, our second set of empirical investiga-
tions was performed, investigating the effects of visualizing automation meta-
information on the operators’ and drivers’ performance, workload and trust. A
summary of the results from these empirical studies, as presented in chapter 6,
is provided in the following sections and in figure 7.1.

Case study

2. Automation uncertainty

3. Automation reliability

4. Automation ability

1. Automation parameters

Trust Workload Overall performanceTime

Not 

evaluated

Test group reported 

lower workload

(except performance)
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Figure 7.1: Summary of the results from the empirical studies presented in chap-
ter 6. (*) marks significant differences between the test group and the control
group.

7.1.1 Case study 1 – Visualization of automation parameters

A within-group design experiment was conducted together with six fighter pi-
lots, where the parameters used by the classification support system were pro-
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vided to the pilots at different levels of detail. Three different displays, showing
three levels of parameter detail, were designed to investigate the effects of pro-
viding the pilots with an automatically generated class suggestion and convey-
ing the quality of the parameters used in the automated classification system.
The first display condition (DC) included only text-based information regarding
measured parameters (DC1), whereas the second accompanied the text-based
information with the system generated class suggestion (DC2). The third dis-
play condition incorporated the text-based information and the automatically
generated class suggestion together with a detailed view of the included pa-
rameters with their associated historical and uncertain values using an interval
based representation (DC3).

The pilots needed more time to make a classification decision when being
provided with DC2 and DC3 than DC1 (significant difference). This result was
in line with our hypothesis that the more information elements that the pilots
are presented with (and that the pilots are not used to analyzing), the more
time will be needed for them to make a decision. However, it was somewhat
surprising that the number of incorrect classifications was the lowest when us-
ing DC3 (significant difference). It might have been the case that the pilots in
the scenarios containing DC1 or DC2 tried to compensate for possible hid-
den uncertainties regarding the detected targets, perhaps choosing a worst-case
scenario to avoid hazardous situations, whereas these uncertainties and histor-
ical values associated with the detected targets were explicitly represented in
DC3. Thus, a conclusion from the study is that the presentation of additional
target meta-information indeed had a positive effect on the correctness of the
decisions made, however at the cost of longer decision-making times.

How long a pilot normally has for classifying target in the environment of
interest differs. Depending on the type of mission and the tasks to be carried
out, the pilots are likely to adhere to different tactical strategies and rules of
engagements, likely posing different constraints on the decision time frames
available to the pilots. In our case study, the average time difference was 3.6
seconds between DC3 and DC1, and 2.5 seconds between DC3 and DC2. Thus,
depending on the mission at hand and the tasks to be carried out by the pilots,
the support to be provided, i.e. either DC1, DC2 or DC3, could be adapted.
Other possibilities would be to only present those parameters that have a large
influence on the calculated classifications or to present the parameters that have
a value close to the determined threshold, yet making it possible to easily ex-
amine the full set of parameters on demand.

Comparing the reported trust ratings from the tests including DC2 and
DC3, higher ratings were found in DC3 (significant difference). This result is
likely correlated with the additional information elements provided in DC3
where the rule parameters and their associated threshold values were explicitly
visualized. However, no difference in decision confidence was reported during
the three display conditions, perhaps due to the perceived simplicity of the clas-
sifications carried out. The pilots’ reported slightly increased workload mea-
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sures when using DC3, but also the general opinion that such support system
would aid them make confident decisions faster, having trained with the system
beforehand for a longer period of time.

A summary of the case study findings in terms of the pilots’ perceived trust
and workload, together with their measured performance is listed below:

Trust: a statistically significant difference was found regarding the participants’
trust. Higher trust values were reported when using DC3 than DC2. The
results from the questionnaire indicate that the pilots distrusted DC2 the
most due to its perceived opaqueness where the parameter details behind
the classification suggestion were not presented. No difference regarding
the pilots’ trust ratings was reported between DC1 and DC3.

Workload: the pilots reported slightly higher workload measures with the in-
creasing information elements and parameter detail, yet the difference
was not statistically significant.

Performance: the pilots’ performance was similar during the different display
conditions. Fewer incorrect classification decisions were found when us-
ing DC3, however, this difference was not statistically significant.

7.1.2 Case study 2 – Visualization of automation uncertainty

A between-group design experiment with twenty-two air defense operators,
tasked with identifying and prioritizing detected objects, was carried out. The
test group was presented with the uncertainty associated with the sensor read-
ings and track quality of the detected targets, whereas this information was
omitted for the control group. The “thickness of the lines” representation was
used to convey the uncertainty associated with the sensor values for the pa-
rameters speed, altitude, distance, bearing, position and course, and red semi-
transparent circles around the detected targets on the map were used to repre-
sent uncertainties associated with the position of the targets.

No significant effect of visualizing uncertainty on the time to identify the
hidden targets was found between the two groups of operators. Neither was
there an effect on the operators’ confidence, TP, FN or FP values. What con-
stitutes this lack of significance is discussed in chapter 6, such as the complex-
ities and the types of tasks carried out, coinciding with the research presented
in [117], indicating that the inclusion of certainty information may improve
an operators’ decision making when performing easy tasks, but not for more
complex tasks. Another reason might have been the difference in experience be-
tween the test group and the control group (the test group reported, on average,
6.7 years of experience of conducting air defense tasks, whereas this number
was 4.4 for the control group).

However, a significant effect was found regarding the number of attempts
needed to make a final identification, where the test group needed fewer at-
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tempts. The test group also assigned higher priorities and more threatful identi-
ties to the hidden threatening targets, indicating that the uncertainty represen-
tations indeed affected the operators’ decision-making. The test group reported
lower workload values (all but for the performance workload metric, which
was the same). As discussed in chapter 6, the reported lower workload might
have been due to the uncertainty representations aiding the operators picturing
the worst-case scenarios possible, thus offloading them in their analysis pro-
cess (i.e. lower workload) and resulting in the assignment of more threatful
identities and priorities to the detected targets, a result coinciding with [140].

A summary of the case study findings in terms of the air defense operators’
perceived workload, together with their measured performance is listed below:

Trust: trust was not evaluated in this study.

Workload: the test group reported lower workload measures (except for the
performance workload metric), which might indicate that the uncertainty
representations offloaded the operators in their decision-making.

Performance: both groups showed very similar performance. However, the test
group needed fewer attempts to make a final identification of the hidden
threatening targets (significant difference). The test group also assigned
higher priorities and more threatful identities to the hidden threatening
targets than the control group, indicating that the test group participants
took the uncertainties visualized into account.

7.1.3 Case study 3 – Visualization of automation reliability

A between-group design with twenty air defense operators was carried out. The
reliability of the target identification system was explained and visually pre-
sented on the display for the test group, whereas this information was omitted
to the control group. The reliability was shown through three means: percent-
age bar fulfillment, percentage numbers and through visualizing two text-based
stability measures and one warning.

There was no significant effect on the operators’ confidence in their deci-
sions, nor on the number of attempts needed to make a final identification. No
difference was found regarding the operators’ workload, nor on the TP, FN
or FP values. The time needed to perform the identification and prioritization
tasks was significantly higher for one target in the test group. However, looking
at the amount of time needed/attempt, the test group needed, on average, one
minute more/attempt, indicating that the visualization of automation reliability
resulted in longer decision-making times, a result which might be due to the
extra information elements presented to the operators in the test group.

We were surprised that the confidence values of the test group were not
higher when being presented with the reliability values and warnings. Due to
the possible severe consequences of making a wrong decision associated with
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the identification tasks, we had hypothesized that the confidence values of the
test group would be higher than those of the control group. This result might
have been due to the operators neglecting the reliability information, using only
the calculated identity suggestion to compare with their own, manual identity
analysis. As became evident during our interviews carried out together with air
defense operators (as presented in chapter 4, section 4.3.2), no such reliability
information is provided to the operators today, perhaps resulting in difficulties
of taking such measures into account without carrying out longer training peri-
ods. Longer training with the system might, on the whole, enable the operators
to better understand the underlying reasoning of the Bayesian inference process
and its associated reliability values, perhaps explaining the lack of significant
results found during the study. The lack of significance could also be attributed
to the operators’ possible perceived simplicity of the tasks carried out, a result
which coincides with [107].

However, the lack of significant results should be accompanied with many
of the participants’ general opinion that the information provided by the iden-
tification system would be of great aid to them as support in their evaluation
processes after having trained with the system for a longer period.

A summary of the case study findings in terms of the air defense opera-
tors’ perceived trust and workload, together with their measured performance
is listed below:

Trust: operators from the test group reported slightly higher trust ratings than
the control group.

Workload: no difference in workload was reported between the two groups.

Performance: no difference in performance was found between the two groups.

7.1.4 Case study 4 – Visualization of automation ability

A between-group experiment with fifty-nine participants was carried out using
a driving simulator. The test group was presented with a visualization of the
ability of the car to autonomously drive, whereas this information was omitted
to the control group. A continuous representation of the automation ability was
presented based on color/transparency of 7 levels – the more levels that were
colored, the higher the ability. This representation was accompanied by a red
arrow, indicating the threshold for when the ability of the car to autonomously
drive no longer could be guaranteed.

The results show that the test group needed less time to take control over
the car when needed and looked away more from the road ahead (significant
results). The test group participants were also better enabled to stay on the road
after take-over. These results indicate that the continuous representation of the
automation ability indeed prepared the drivers of taking control when needed.
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Lower trust ratings were found in the test group than in the control group,
indicating that the test group comprehended the possible fallibility of the auto-
mated driving system and reported better calibrated trust ratings than the con-
trol group, reflecting the findings reported in [58]. We believe that this is a very
positive result in light of the fact that the system used in the study could actually
fail, a result coinciding with [47], where the consequences of both too much and
too little trust are discussed. Appropriate trust calibration through the commu-
nication of automation reliability information has also been reported in [132].
However, opposite results have also been found in the literature (see [17] and
[182]) where continuous ability information increased the drivers’ trust in the
systems used. As discussed in chapter 6 and [182], this might be due to the
ability representation used. However, due to the possible severe consequences
of overly trusting an imperfect system in this domain, we have confirmed that
our ability representation resulted in appropriate driver trust ratings.

A summary of the case study findings in terms of the drivers’ perceived trust,
together with their measured performance is listed below:

Trust: the test group reported lower trust ratings than the control group, i.e.
calibrated better their trust.

Workload: workload was not evaluated in this study due to the simplicity of
the tasks to be carried out, the limited amount of information elements
presented and the sparse interaction between the drivers and the automa-
tion.

Performance: the test group performed better in take-over situations, i.e. needed
less time to take control over the car and was better enabled to stay on
the road after take-over than the control group.

7.2 Implications for the design of future automated

systems

To extract general guidelines from the studies performed is not easy. Different
constraints have governed the studies due to the different characteristics of the
organizations, participants, tasks and proof-of-concept prototypes involved.
Important to note, however, is that full generalizability was not the goal of the
research, deemed to be unlikely due to the large differences between the studies.
Thus, focus was put on extracting domain-specific findings regarding the need
for automation transparency, ways of achieving it and initial effects of intro-
ducing such transparency on the operators’ performance, workload and trust.
However, despite the constraints, the research has produced several potentially
generalizable conclusions to consider when developing transparent automated
systems in general, which is the focus of the following sections.
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7.2.1 Trust

The trust values obtained from the different studies were quite different, pre-
sumably depending on the type of aid provided by the support systems. In the
military applications, the aid was configured as a support to the operators and
pilots, letting them make the actual decisions, while providing information re-
garding the quality of the data, recommendations and the intermediate results
of the reasoning conducted. These military aids always provided the correct
answers (as compared with the keys provided by domain experts), however
sometimes taking some time to perform the analyses and inferences to simu-
late real decision-making scenarios. In contrast, the drivers being aided by the
autonomous driving system experienced the system reaching the limits for its
capability, thus revealing the fallibility of the system, which is likely to be one
reason for the reported low trust ratings in this study, a finding which coincides
with [58].

As found during our empirical studies, developers of semi-automated sys-
tems should consider the consequences of too much and too little trust in re-
lation to the capability of the system and communicate information that aid
the operators to appropriately calibrate their trust in the system used, findings
that have also been reported in [47]. Moreover, our studies conducted in the air
defense domain marked the need for the involvement of the human operator
in the model setup and usage, enabling the operators to increase their knowl-
edge of the strengths and limitations of the support, providing a foundation for
appropriate trust calibration. Further, such knowledge could enable the opera-
tors to improve the model used, incorporating the knowledge, intuition, expe-
rience and creativity of the operator. Due to the fact that support systems often
are developed to solve complex computations based on huge amounts of data,
constraints and exceptions, it might be difficult to construct models that auto-
matically make inferences and decisions in different situations. For example, in
a threat evaluation scenario, some threat behaviors can be difficult to model,
large uncertainties can be present and the nature of the threats can change over
time, which all pose requirements on the adaptivity of the models used for
the threat evaluations performed. By incorporating the human operator in the
modeling and evaluation process, such adaptivity can be ensured, while at the
same time enabling the operator to acquire a better understanding of how the
system works and, as a consequence, be better able to appropriately trust the
system. This aspect was marked as important during our interviews together
with air defense operators – by enabling the operators to more closely interact
with the system and determine the basis for its threat evaluations, better trust
ratings were reported as a likely result. This was further shown in our case
study 3, where the air defense operators in the test group being provided with
an explanation of the underlying reasoning and the reliability of the generated
results reported higher trust ratings.
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To more closely incorporate the operators in the analysis process implies
many challenges. In chapter 5, section 5.2.4, an example of a possible inter-
active rule setup for evaluating the level of threat posed by detected targets
is presented. Despite the fact that the rules incorporated into this suggestion
might appear simple, it can be difficult for air defense operators to set appro-
priate threshold values for the incorporated parameters and to know which
parameters to include in the different rules. The incorporation of more com-
plex models, such as the one presented in chapter 5, section 5.2.4, are likely
associated with additional difficulties, such as to understand the probability
values generated, a result which was found during our case study 3. To over-
come such problems, we believe that early and continuous involvement of the
operators during the development process, actual usage, post-evaluation and
training sessions with the system are important.

Close involvement of the users in the reasoning process is strongly high-
lighted within visual analytics research. According to Thomas and Cook [203],
visual analytics is defined as analytical reasoning supported by highly interac-
tive visual interfaces. By creating software that facilitates the human capacity to
perceive, understand and reason about complex data and situations, it is argued
that the analytical process can be enhanced where the strengths of humans and
machines are efficiently exploited [204]. A process model of visual analytics is
illustrated in figure 7.2. The figure depicts the relationship between the data
and the model(s) used by the support system and how these must be visualized
to the operator in order for him/her to understand the reasoning of the system
and be able to make correct, well-founded decisions. By allowing the human
operator to make changes to the input data fed to the analysis model, to refine
the parameters used by the model, to aid in the model building as well as to be
able to interact with the collected data, it is argued that the analytical process
can be improved. This can further result in an enhancement of the human-
automation relationship. The inclusion of the human operator in the analysis
process requires that the inferences made by the automatic support system are
visualized, that the data analysis model is made available, that it is possible to
give input to the analysis model and that the operator is able to interact with
the system.

We do not propose that the operators, such as the ones participating in the
experiments presented in this thesis, are trained to understand every detail of
the inferences performed, such as the low level information fusion carried out
or the influence of every parameter weight in a calculation. However, to train
operators to gain a better understanding of how the input data relates to the
output system results could aid in the strive to remove the black-box of auto-
mated systems where the operators are disabled to predict the outcome of the
support provided. To communicate such information could, for example, en-
able air defense operators to test different rule and parameter threshold value
setups to investigate the effects of such criteria on the resulting evaluations.
In an autonomous driving scenario, drivers could be trained to simulate the
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Figure 7.2: The visual analytics process model (adapted from Keim et al. [101]).
Data is collected, transformed and analyzed by automatic and manual means.
The model is visualized and the operator is able to provide his/her input into
the model.

performance of the driving system during different weather and road condi-
tions to be better enabled to learn the strengths and limitations of the system
and to apply this knowledge in real driving situations. However, not all mod-
els are suitable from a visual analytics or interactive perspective due to the
strong focus on model visualization and operator input. As stated by Keim et
al. [100], a great challenge when following the visual analytics process is to
identify the best automated algorithms for the analysis task at hand, identify
its limits and develop a tightly integrated solution where the automated algo-
rithms are combined with appropriate visualization and interaction techniques.
Thus, investigations must be performed for the specific tasks to be carried out
to identify suitable algorithms, visualizations and interactions. This challenge
has been outlined amongst the OCA guidelines (see guideline 14, table 4.1).

To conclude, we have found that by presenting meta-information regarding
the automation performance and status, appropriate trust calibration is sup-
ported, and we agree with Cummings et al. [47] that the optimal level of trust
might not be the highest level, but some median one. Further, designers of auto-
mated systems must analyze which trust levels are appropriate for the specific
system and operators. As highlighted by one of the OCA guidelines (see guide-
line 9 in table 4.1, chapter 4), trust must be evaluated at different stages of
the development process – for example both when designing the support to be
offered to the operators, and also after having trained with the system for a
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while. If the operators have a faulty mental model of the support provided, in-
appropriate levels of trust might be the consequence, leading to possible flawed
decision-making and non-efficient operator-automation collaboration. Further,
appropriate levels of trust depend on the type of support provided and the in-
teraction that should take place between the operator and the automation. For
example, should the operators be able to provide their input to the inferences
made (involving a greater need for the operator to understand the system on a
more detailed level), or should the system only provide warnings when deemed
needed? Thus, the effects of operator interaction with the automation and the
effects of such interaction with the system must be further investigated.

The findings outlined above mark important issues to consider when devel-
oping transparent automated systems in relation to operator trust:

• Strive to achieve an appropriate level of trust in relation to the capability
and reliability of the support system in focus. As found in our case study
4, the drivers who were provided with the automation reliability infor-
mation were the ones who performed the best. Thus, if the performance
of the automation is varying (depending on, for example, the quality of
the data used, the absence of data, the difficulties of modeling optimal
solutions to problems etc.), aid the operator in his/her trust calibration
process through revealing the strengths and limitations of the system to-
gether with performance and quality information.

• To achieve an appropriate level of trust, provide the operators with evi-
dence and counter-evidence of the automatically generated suggestion to
support the operators in their decision-making process, avoiding confir-
mation biases, together with an estimation of the reliability of the sugges-
tion. Such inclusion might lead to the operators assuming the worst-case
scenario depicted, as shown in our case studies 2, thus it is important
to evaluate the effects of the incorporation of such information through
empirical studies during the design process.

• The appropriate level of trust can depend on the intended interaction be-
tween the operators and the support system and the division of authority.
Findings from our studies indicate that the more authority is assigned
to the automation, the more concerned will the operators be regarding
the performance of the system, as revealed through the low trust values
assigned by the test group in our case study 4.

• Our studies performed within the air defense domain resulted in identi-
fying the need for closely incorporating the operators in the evaluations
performed, both through informing the operators of the performance of
the system and through letting the operators provide their input to the
reasoning performed. Such operator involvement is likely to result in in-
creased trust and improved automation performance. Thus, during imple-
mentation, evaluate which models allow for a close operator-automation
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collaboration. This is related to the OCA guideline 14, advocating the
need for revealing the rules and algorithms and to keep these simple to
enable the operators to more easily follow the the automated reasoning
conducted. To do so, we have identified the framework of visual analytics
to guide the development of highly interactive and transparent automated
systems.

7.2.2 Workload

Workload was evaluated in the military case studies conducted. In these stud-
ies, the representation of additional information elements on the displays con-
veying the included parameters in the reasoning performed and the associated
uncertainty and reliability of the automation did not result in large differences
regarding the participants’ workload in the test and control conditions. Thus,
the inclusion of automation meta-information did not seem to overly task the
participants in our studies, indicating that the use of visual cues to represent
this type of information is appropriate. As shown from the results from our
second case study, it might even have been the case that the automation meta-
information visualized resulted in reducing the workload of the operators, aid-
ing them to estimate the worst-case scenarios possible, thus contradicting our
hypothesis that the inclusion of additional information elements of the support
system displays would lead to increased perceived workload.

However, during our studies performed within the fighter aircraft domain,
it was requested by several pilots to keep the amount of information presented
on the displays to a minimum to decrease the risk of information overload and,
as a consequence, possibly too high levels of workload. Thus, investigations
must be carried out to ensure that only decision relevant information is pre-
sented to the operators, and also to establish when and how to present this
information. Moreover, as noted in the background chapter, the development
of sophisticated technologies for collecting and analyzing large amounts of in-
formation from different sources has resulted in the challenge of presenting
this information on two-dimensional displays (see the issue of the “HCI bottle-
neck” in chapter 2, section 2.1). To decrease the amount of separate informa-
tion elements on the displays, future work within the fighter aircraft domain
should investigate the possibilities and challenges of representing several meta-
information elements in one single representation, as suggested by Pham, Streit
and Brown [163].

As identified during our case studies 1 and 3, longer training sessions with
the system in focus could result in different operator perceived workload. As
with trust, workload should thus be evaluated at different stages during the
development process to assess the impact of, for example, training with the
system. Further, as the fidelity of the system being developed improves during
the implementation process to more and more resemble actual usage of the
intended system, studies must be carried out to estimate the actual workload
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posed on the operators (information that might be difficult to obtain in sim-
ulated environments). Further, as was noted during the military studies, the
role of experience played a great part in the tasks carried out, possibly leading
the operators to sometimes neglect the meta-information visualized and rely on
their experience instead (however, the military participants argued that they had
understood the uncertainty and reliability visualizations provided and a major-
ity of them stated that the visualizations had impacted on their decisions). It
might also have been the case that the reported workload of the operators was
low due to the possible simplicity of the tasks carried out.

Our initial studies performed within the fighter aircraft domain identified
the need for adaptable systems that adjust the support provided in accordance
with the pilots’ working situations and the tasks to be carried out, findings
that coincide with the research presented in [155, 165]. Through designing the
automation with not only different task modes in mind, but also in relation to
different levels of operator workload, the negative effects of too high and too
low workload might be mitigated.

The findings outlined above mark important issues to consider when devel-
oping transparent automated systems in relation to operator workload:

• Evaluate the operators’ workload at different stages during the develop-
ment process. Such evaluations should strive to assess the effects of train-
ing and different levels of prototype fidelity on the operators’ perceived
workload. The results from our case study 1 and 3 indicate that longer
training periods with the system will likely generate lower workload mea-
sures due to the many different information elements incorporated into
the proof-of-concept prototype displays.

• Evaluate the operators’ workload during different decision-making stages
and scenarios where the real-world complexities are varied. Such evalu-
ations can aid in the development of adaptable systems, aiding the oper-
ators at varying levels depending on the operators’ perceived workload
and performance. Moreover, if extending the automation ability concept
incorporated into the automated driving simulator to include the rea-
sons why the ability of the car is altered, as discussed in chapter 6, sec-
tion 6.4.4, i.e. visualizing additional information elements, evaluations
must be carried out to investigate the effects of such visualizations on the
drivers’ workload.

• Perform domain-specific evaluations of which information to present to
the operators and evaluate different ways of conveying this information
to avoid operator information overload. As shown in our case study 2,
the inclusion of additional, non-intrusive information elements that re-
quire minimal interpretation, might instead decrease the workload of the
operators.
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7.2.3 Performance

The performance of the operators was measured in different ways in the studies
presented. In the automated driving study, performance was measured in terms
of the drivers’ ability to quickly take over control of the car when needed and to
stay on the road after manual take-over. In the military scenarios, performance
was measured in terms of the operators’ correctness of their identifications and
classifications performed (in accordance with the keys provided by domain ex-
perts), coupled to the time needed to carry out these tasks. Due to the possible
severe consequences of making a wrong decision or action in the domains ad-
dressed in this thesis, such as fratricide and car crashes, the performance of the
participants could also be measured in terms of the absence of operator “risky
behavior”. Not only can risky behavior be due to the lack of the operators’
awareness or understanding of the uncertainty or reliability associated with the
data and the recommendations. Risky behavior can also reveal itself if the op-
erators overly rely on either their own or the automated system’s capability
of making high-quality decisions and actions, despite the presence of potential
uncertainties (as presented in [182] and [120]). Thus, our investigations have
found, as argued in chapter 1, that the communication of meta-information
regarding the automated inferences performed can result in less risky and com-
placent behavior in decision-making situations, as found during our case study
2.

Coupled with the identification of operator risky behavior is the operators’
perception of their own subjective performance and the confidence in their
decisions made. As shown in our military case studies, no difference in deci-
sion confidence was identified, perhaps due to the perceived “simplicity” of
the tasks assigned to the participants. By altering the task complexity within
the boundaries of a realistic work environment of the operators, we believe
that such information could provide valuable input to the design of adaptive
meta-information visualizations, highlighting evidence and counter-evidence in
accordance with the operators’ perceived confidence.

To provide recommendations of actions, and to explain why such actions
should be executed, can further serve as a means to make the support system be
perceived as “more intelligent”, as shown in the study performed by Thill, Nils-
son and Hemeren [202]. They carried out a car simulator-based study where
two versions of a navigation aid were tested, where the drivers were provided
with (1) an arrow indicating which road to take prior to a road junction and
(2) accompanying the arrow with a line of text justifying the choice of road
selection. The participants in the study were asked to drive through a road en-
vironment as fast as possible, however respecting traffic laws and other traffic.
The results show that the participants provided with both an arrow and the
text line justifying the road choice perceived the aid as more intelligent, and
spent less time looking straight ahead, presumably improving the participants’
awareness of the whole driving situation. As such, we believe that the inclusion
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of additional meta-information explaining the uncertainty, reliability or ability
of the automation along with suggestions of decisions and actions to improve
the performance of the system could serve as a means of improving the opera-
tors’ confidence in the system used, together with their overall decision-making
performance. For example, in an air defense scenario, suggestions of sensor re-
directions could be generated to collect additional, confirmatory information,
perhaps making the system appear “more intelligent”.

Our studies within the different domains have further marked the need
for understanding the purpose of communicating the meta-information and
in which situations to present such information. For example, during training
sessions with the automated system, the operators need to be able to interact
with and analyze the information, its associated uncertainty and its propaga-
tion to learn how the system works and be able to make their own adjustments
to the system setup. During real decision-making situations, the information
presented to the operators might need to be kept to a minimum, thus moti-
vating the presentation of only the most relevant uncertainty for the tasks at
hand, as argued by [163]. Thus, the inclusion of automation meta-information
to improve the performance of the operators need to be performed in close col-
laboration with the operators and after analyzing when and how the system
will be used.

The findings outlined above mark important issues to consider when devel-
oping transparent automated systems in relation to operator performance:

• Evaluate the performance of the operators during different automation
aiding levels when using different means of communicating information
regarding the performance of the system. For example, as discussed in re-
lation to the communication of the ability information in our case study
4 (chapter 6, section 6.4.4), should the visual representation be accompa-
nied with haptics or sounds for improving the performance of the drivers
and their trust in the system?

• Evaluate the performance of the operators during different task complex-
ity levels where the workload levels of the operators are altered. As dis-
cussed in relation to our case studies performed, the possible perceived
simplicity of the tasks carried out might have resulted in the operators
neglecting the meta-information presented. By altering the task complex-
ity levels, the performance of the operators during different situations can
be investigated, facilitating the adaption of the support provided in order
to improve the performance of the operators.

• Empirical studies must be performed to investigate how the support sys-
tem in focus can be designed to aid its operators perform more “opti-
mally” during different situations. For example, which information that
should be presented and the type of support provided to the operators
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must be extracted from such studies. As discussed in chapter 5, sec-
tion 5.2.1, the decision-making style of the operator should influence
the design – for example, will the visualization of uncertainty result in
that the operator evaluates different options against average or expected
outcomes or in accordance with the worst-case scenario possible? Such
investigations will likely result in different parameter and model setups,
aiding in the development of adaptable, personalized support systems.
For example, as shown in our first fighter pilot survey, we concluded that
the information preferences of the pilots were largely different (see the
appendix, section 9.2), indicating that factors such as the experience and
role of the pilots in a team influence their information needs and prefer-
ences. Further, as discussed in chapter 4, section 4.5, it should be possi-
ble for operators to configure the support provided in accordance with
his/her preferences during training, real-world usage and during post-
analyses.

7.3 Concluding remarks

We concluded from our initial studies performed that most of the OCA guide-
lines are directly applicable in the domains investigated – a not very surprising
result since the guidelines are very general. However, what the guidelines do not
stress is the fact that the suitability of the application of the guidelines depends
on in which situations to use the support systems in focus and which interaction
between the operators and the systems is needed, as found during our first em-
pirical studies. For example, as argued in chapter 4, to show the raw data used
in the automatic evaluations might not be suitable in time-pressured and high
workload situations, such as during combat or in near collision situations when
driving, yet appropriate during automation setup, training or post-evaluation
phases to aid operators analyze the system’s inner workings, strengths and limi-
tations. Thus, to adapt the system provided in accordance with the needs of the
operators and in relation to their workload, trust and performance can result in
a better operator-automation collaboration. Though, as outlined in the back-
ground chapter and in chapter 4, important to remember is that despite the
dynamic characteristics of such systems, the operators should be aware of the
possible support provided by the systems, avoiding out-of-loop performance
and mode awareness problems.

Dynamic support systems further facilitate the possibility of handing the
complete control to the automation in situations where the operator is deemed
unable to perform his/her tasks with good quality. As discussed in chapter 4 in
relation to the development of autonomous driving systems, fully automated
systems that take control to avoid hazardous situations might be applicable in
domains in which a wrong or late decision or action can result in severe conse-
quences. This view contrasts the OCA guideline advocating that the operator
should always be the one in control and ultimate command of the autonomous
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system (guideline 17), indicating that more research is needed to investigate
the transition of control between the operator and the automated system in
emergency situations.

The results from our investigations further marked the need for early and
iterative evaluations of the automation design from a transparency perspective.
Directed by the OCA guidelines, incorporated into a checklist of important de-
velopment issues to consider, together with the levels and types of automation
assessment characteristics outlined by Parasuraman et al. [158], see figure 2.6
in chapter 2, developers of automated systems are provided with a framework
from which to base their evaluations on. Further, to include such evaluations
in an iterative development process, facilitating early and continuous assess-
ments of the automation design, have been identified as crucial. Stemming
from our literature studies and the results from our case studies presented in
chapter 6, the influence of automation and the communication of automation
meta-information on operator performance can be difficult to foresee due to
different domain-specific constraints, implying that their effects must continu-
ously be evaluated and improved. Thus, to implement the automation evalua-
tions in, for example, the SBD development approach, where the operators are
able to test the automation concepts through simulator studies, was marked
as a suitable framework when developing and evaluating the functionality of
automated systems.

Moreover, early involvement of the intended operators of the systems being
developed can aid in the incorporation of the needs, preferences and expertise
of the operators, supporting the development of automated systems that will
be used, trusted and that will provide appropriate support. Additionally, early
operator involvement in the development process can result in that appropriate
sensors and analytical models are incorporated into the support, possibly lead-
ing to large influences of the support system implementation. Such operator
involvement is stressed within the visual analytics research area, where the best
from two worlds – automated calculations and operator expertise – are merged
into one reasoning framework. Through a close cooperation between the auto-
mated reasoning and the operators, it can be ensured that the knowledge and
preferences of the operators together with the possible procedures they follow
and the criteria that must be fulfilled before making a decision are clearly rep-
resented in the reasoning and displays of the system. As such, system adaptivity
can be facilitated where, for example, both novice and expert operators are
provided with suitable support.

We are confident that the lessons learned outlined in this thesis can pro-
vide valuable support for developers and designers of future transparent semi-
autonomous systems, including experts within areas such as system design, in-
formation visualization, and usability design. Moreover, as our results have
mark the need for educating the intended operators of automated support sys-
tems of the strengths and limitations of the systems, we address recommen-
dations also to trainers of such systems who are to enable the operators to
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understand the system reasoning and the information communicated by the
system. As such, we believe that the research presented in this thesis can aid in
the automation development progression from a technological perspective to a
more operator-centered one.





Chapter 8

Conclusions and future work

The research presented in this thesis has focused on investigating the effects of
providing users of semi-automated systems with meta-information regarding
the automation performance and inner workings on the users’ trust, workload
and performance in decision-making situations. This chapter summarizes the
thesis contributions and provides an outlook for future work.

8.1 Contributions

The contributions of this thesis are organized in accordance with the three aims
outlined in chapter 1, section 1.1. These were:

• Aim 1: To extract needs and challenges for achieving domain-specific
transparency.

• Aim 2: To demonstrate how transparency can be achieved in the design
of future automated support systems.

• Aim 3: To evaluate the effects of automation transparency on the opera-
tors’ performance, workload and trust.

Further, we discuss our contributions in terms of their implications for fu-
ture research within the related research domains.

Aim 1: To extract needs and challenges for achieving

domain-specific transparency

The first set of contributions relates to the results from our initial empirical in-
vestigations performed within the selected domains and presented in chapter 4.
Because of the expected domain-specific needs for different types of automa-
tion transparency (due to the different organizations and operators involved,
the tasks to be performed and the type of support provided), we started our
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investigations by examining which characteristics of automation transparency,
with regard to the underlying models used by the automation and the visual-
ization of automation meta-information, were deemed to be important within
the respective domains.

Through interviews, surveys and literature studies, we have identified
domain-specific needs for automation transparency, possible ways of achiev-
ing it and related challenges. Our studies in the fighter aircraft domain resulted
in the conclusion that fighter pilots would be aided by dynamic support systems
that adapt which information to display and which recommendations to pro-
vide in accordance with the current and evolving situation, the pilots’ workload
and the tasks to be carried out by the pilots, coinciding with previous research
within the domain (see for instance [83, 169]). However, through our stud-
ies we have identified which information should be provided by such adaptive
support, such as to communicate the reliability of generated solutions and rec-
ommendations and the quality of the data used. The results from our studies
further stress the need for keeping the amount of data presented to the pilots
limited to minimize the risk of pilot information overload, possibly leading to
decreased decision quality and high workload.

Within the air defense domain, researchers have highlighted that there can
be large differences between how operators perform their threat evaluation
tasks due to the often heavy reliance on the operators’ experience and individ-
ual differences [170]. Thus, we wanted to investigate the possibilities of pro-
viding air defense operators with support that is able to accommodate for such
differences. However, to be able to make good use of such systems, air defense
operators need to be able to understand how the system works. Our studies car-
ried out within the domain have indicated that additional efforts must be made
to actively involve the operators in the threat evaluations performed to enable
them to understand the reasoning conducted and the strengths and limitations
of the underlying model. Further, specific meta-information was identified as
important, such as to reveal the uncertainty associated with the generated threat
values, the sources of this uncertainty and the evaluation criteria fulfilled and
not fulfilled in relation to a specific target.

Finally, from the autonomous driving domain, we concluded that automa-
tion in cars is a relatively new subject in itself where extensive tests must be
carried out to examine appropriate automation designs and their effects on the
drivers in terms of their performance and trust in the system. For example,
as highlighted by [43], research is needed to investigate the psychological ef-
fects of introducing automated systems in this domain, such as driver stress.
Recent advances within the domain have resulted in the development of high
performing, fully autonomous systems. However, due to factors such as the
impairment of sensor systems caused by, for example, weather conditions, the
performance of such systems cannot be 100% guaranteed, implying that at
some point the driver might have to take manual control over the car. As such,
we wanted to investigate the effects of introducing automated driving support
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on the drivers’ trust and performance when communicating different distinct
levels of automation ability, hypothesizing that such information would make
the activation/deactivation of the automation explicit to the drivers.

Thus, our first set of empirical investigations performed within the selected
domains confirm the anticipated positive effects of automation transparency
through visualizing automation meta-information and to explain the reasoning
of the automation as found in the literature (see chapter 2, section 2.6). Further,
from these studies, we have identified possible ways and challenges of achieving
such transparency in the domains considered.

Aim 2: To demonstrate how transparency can be achieved in the

design of future automated support systems

The need for automation transparency revealed through the empirical studies
presented in chapter 4 formed the basis for the design of the different proof-of-
concept prototypes, depicted in chapter 5. Through the design of these proto-
types, we have demonstrated how the selected OCA guidelines can be material-
ized by, for example, providing suggestions of how to visualize the uncertainty
associated with the automatically generated recommendations, research which
has been identified as lacking [10]. Moreover, the prototypes provided a ba-
sis for our second set of empirical investigations within the selected domains.
The design of the prototypes included analyzes of relevant literature regard-
ing the visualization of uncertainty, reliability and ability, both in general and
within the respective domains. Further, the design work was conducted in close
collaboration with domain experts, highlighting the many constraints imposed
by the different domains and the complexities of the tasks carried out by the
operators.

Aim 3: To evaluate the effects of automation transparency on the

operators’ performance, workload and trust

Our third set of contributions concerns the results from our second set of in-
vestigations, as presented in chapter 6, where we investigated the effects of
communicating automation meta-information on the operators’ performance,
workload and trust – research that has been identified as lacking by [126, 94,
79].

A detailed overview of the empirical investigations performed within the
different domains is provided, such as the participants taking part in the ex-
periments, the instructions given, the scenarios used and tasks to complete and
the results obtained and analyzed. The objectives of the investigations were to
evaluate the different ways of achieving automation transparency presented in
chapter 4 and incorporated into the design of the different proof-of-concept
prototypes presented in chapter 5 and also to evaluate the meta-information
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visualizations in terms of their impact on the participants’ (1) performance, (2)
workload and (3) trust in the systems used. Our results indicate that automa-
tion transparency in terms of the visualization of automation meta-information
and the explanation of system reasoning can have a positive impact on operator
performance without having a large negative effect on the operators’ perceived
workload. Further, our results have shown that trust can be positively affected
by such visualizations and explanations through appropriate calibration with
regard to the automation capability within the respective experiment. Chapter 7
discusses the results on a more general level, combining our results with find-
ings from relevant literature and pinpoints important issues to consider when
developing future transparent semi-automated systems.

Contributions to related research areas

The research presented in this thesis is connected to many different research
areas. The research has first and foremost contributed to the research areas
related to a User-Centered Design approach toward automation, in this the-
sis collected under the OCA framework (thus including the HCA, the team-
player, the mixed-initiative and the adaptive/adaptable approaches toward au-
tomation). A set of guidelines have been collected from these approaches and
some of them applied in the design of prototypes, based on the identification of
domain-specific needs for automation transparency during our first empirical
studies. These were the the guidelines advocating the importance of commu-
nicating appropriate feedback to the operators (guideline 10), to reveal if the
data used by the automation is incomplete, invalid or uncertain (guideline 13),
to reveal the rules and algorithms used by the system (guideline 14) and to com-
municate possible reasoning conflicts to the operators (guideline 16). Through
the incorporation of these selected guidelines in the transparency design of the
proof-of-concept prototypes, we have further exemplified the application of
some of the OCA guidelines.

Further, the results from our investigations have identified issues that can
aid in the development and evaluation of transparent automated systems, both
in general and in the specific domains addressed in this thesis, such as to more
closely incorporate air defense operators in the reasoning process of the threat
evaluations automatically carried out and to communicate the reliability of the
autonomous driving system to aid the operators in their trust calibration pro-
cess.

Due to the focus of improving the collaboration between the users and
the automated support systems they use through visualizing automation meta-
information and explaining system reasoning, contributions can also be ad-
dressed to the research areas of Human-Computer Interaction, Information
Visualization and Cognitive Ergonomics, where depictions of operator inter-
actions with complex automated systems have been provided, together with
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practical examples of visualizations of automation uncertainty and reliability
and the effects of such visualizations on the operators’ perceived workload.

The results can further provide guidance for research conducted within the
areas of adaptable/smart displays and intelligent user interfaces. Here our re-
search has marked the importance of providing the users of automated systems
with adaptable support in accordance with the users’ trust, workload and per-
formance and in relation to when and how to use the support system in focus,
such as during training or during post-evaluation phases.

Moreover, our studies have identified the crucial need to include the op-
erators early and continuously during the development process of automated
support technologies so as to ensure that an operator-centered focus is preva-
lent already in the concept development phase of the design process. Such early
involvement can facilitate the development of sensor systems and automated
reasoning models that meet the needs and preferences of the operators and
can also enable the operators to more easily follow the automated inferences
made, laying a foundation for appropriate operator trust and performance.
This poses requirements on the information fusion performed where the incor-
poration of the operator at the different levels of the JDL model is stressed.
The identified need for early and close involvement of the operator in the auto-
matic data collection, analysis and inferences made thus shows that the visual
analytics framework can be a suitable model for the development of future
semi-automated support systems.

8.2 Future work

Future work within the fighter aircraft domain should further investigate the
challenge of communicating meta-information to the pilots while at the same
time keep the amount of information elements visualized on the displays to a
minimum in order to decrease the risk for information overload. As stated by
Duggan et al. [57], a fully transparent system can result in operator information
overload, making it imperative to analyze appropriate ways of achieving sys-
tem transparency and its effects on operator performance. Here, the research
provided by Pham et al. [163] can provide a good starting point in order to
develop visual representations conveying several aspects of a target’s associated
uncertainty.

Within the air defense domain, our future work should concentrate on find-
ing suitable interaction formats between the models used for establishing the
identity of a target and evaluating its level of threat and the operators who
use these models. Due to the opaqueness of today’s systems, as revealed dur-
ing our interviews together with air defense operators, extensive studies should
be conducted to investigate how to incorporate the visual analytics framework
within the domain. Such studies should incorporate investigations of which
meta-information is relevant for the operators in different situations, which
models for TE/TI that can provide this information and which models that
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enable intuitive and quick operator updates. Further investigations of how to
incorporate the TI model proposed by [109] and communicate its full set of
associated stability measures and warnings should be conducted together with
domain experts. Moreover, as requested by two of the operators participating
in case study 3, investigations should be performed to investigate ways of vi-
sualizing and interacting with the parameters used for TE and their associated
weights used by the evaluation model to enable the operators to make an esti-
mation of the reliability of the aid on their own. A first design suggestion of such
operator-rule interaction is depicted in figure 5.14 in chapter 5. Additionally,
research should be performed to investigate suitable ways of visualizing uncer-
tainty. Not any representation will be successful and different representations
will likely affect the operators in different ways. Thus, future work should ex-
plore different uncertainty visualizations on the operators’ performance, trust
and workload.

In contrast to the studies performed within the military domains, where the
participants have been extensively trained to perform their tasks, are mostly
men, between similar ages, have good vision and no medical issues etc., drivers
of cars do not form such a homogenous group. As such, investigations of per-
sonality traits of groups of drivers could aid in the development of “personal-
ized support systems” that adapt in accordance with the preferences and styles
of the drivers. Such personalization might improve the drivers’ acceptance of
new automated driving aids and also enhance the driver-automation collab-
oration. As such, future work should include an investigation of the results
obtained from our study in the automated driving domain in accordance with
the participants’ driving styles and their perceived subjective locus of control.
Personalization might also generate positive results in the military applications
addressed in this thesis, adapting, for example, which information to present
in accordance with the operators’/pilots’ preferences, possibly amplifying the
team-player collaboration toward automation.

The investigation of a driver’s style of driving (i.e. sensation seeking, impul-
siveness, thrill etc.) can help improve the training of the driver [200] and also
adapt the support systems used to decrease the risk of accidents (for example
by providing early warnings for drivers tending to drive recklessly). For exam-
ple, in the study presented in Rudin-Brown and Parker [174] it was shown that
high sensation-seeking drivers tended to react more slowly to a safety-relevant
brake light detection task and performed worse in terms of lane-keeping than
non sensation-seekers when using an ACC system. For this purpose, the multi-
dimensional driving style inventory (MDSI) could be used, assessing the drivers’
tendency to drive anxiously, risky, patiently etc. (see [200] for more informa-
tion).

A driver’s locus of control can be defined as a personality attribute reflecting
the degree to which a person generally perceives events to be under their control
(internal locus of control) or under the control of outside forces (external locus
of control) [168]. As argued by Özkan and Lajunen [152], it can be assumed
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that locus of control is one of the most crucial psychological factors determin-
ing a driver’s behavioral adaptation to new in-vehicle safety technologies. Thus,
to analyze our empirical results in terms of the participants’ driving styles and
locus of control could help us determine if there are individual differences in
the participants’ reported trust values and performance, which in turn should
be reflected in the support provided to them.

To investigate the effects of drivers’ locus of control and their driving styles
in relation to their perceived information needs during different driving con-
texts could further serve as input to the development of personalized support
systems. In a recent paper by Davidsson and Alm [51], a study is presented
where the information needs of 33 drivers were extracted through interviews
and a grading of the importance of a set of information providing functions
during different driving contexts. The authors concluded that drivers indeed
need and want different information during different contexts, such as to in-
form them of the existence of cars in the “blind spot” and if the driver is driving
too close to the vehicle ahead in highway intersection scenarios, whereas infor-
mation regarding free parking places and to show a near view behind the car
was ranked high in parking contexts. However, the authors also conclude that
large individual differences exist, indicating the need for complementing the
results with information regarding the drivers’ locus of control.

Future work could also explore different collaboration setups between the
driver and the automation. As stated by Schieben et al. [179] and Flemisch et
al. [70], the transition of control between the automated systems and the driver
needs further investigation, especially in emergency situations where higher lev-
els of automation might be appropriate to support the drivers avoid accidents.
As discussed by Inagaki [86], to improve the collaboration between a human
user and the automation, the automation might need to implement some con-
trol actions when it determines that the human is in a condition where he/she is
unable to give directives to the automation, resulting in automated technologies
that are able to understand the human’s physiological conditions, intentions
and actions in relation to the situation. This is in line with one of the guidelines
outlined in chapter 4, table 4.1, stating that “automated systems must moni-
tor the operators” (guideline 19). In a driving scenario, such cooperation could
be based on the automated car’s understanding of the current status of the
driver (alert, sleeping, texting etc.) and adapt the level of automation and the
frequency of the warnings accordingly. One way of investigating such coopera-
tion would be to extend the ability visualization to include the car’s perception
of the driver in terms of the driver’s alertness (measured through, for example,
eye gaze, blinking etc.). Figure 8.1 depicts a sketch of such design where two
“ability bars” are included: one for the car and one for the driver, indicating
their current ability. Tests could be conducted to investigate this design and
automation collaboration concept, where warnings are provided to the driver
when his/her ability is deemed to be too low to be able to appropriately com-
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plement the automation when also the ability of the automation is too low to
be able to safely drive.

Ability

7 levels of ability

Ability level of the car 

varies dynamically 

according to the scenario

Min ability level of the car

Driver + Car ability

Figure 8.1: Extension of the autonomous car design to include the car’s percep-
tion of the driver’s ability.

A more detailed representation of the ability of the car and the driver could
also be investigated, explicitly stating which factors that affect the ability and
their status. To reinforce the “team collaboration” between the automation
and the driver through proper information distribution and allocation of tasks
in accordance with the ability of both the driver and the car a more efficient
collaboration can take place. As indicated in the study by Cliburn et al. [42],
operators might be aided by being provided with an explanation for the de-
tected uncertainty and suggestions of how to decrease this uncertainty. Such
information could be included in the ability representation to indicate to the
drivers which parameters are part of the ability calculations and the status of
these parameters. A sketch of a possible ability representation is depicted in
figure 8.2.

The studies presented in this thesis should be accompanied with additional
tests to investigate the effects of operator training with the systems during dif-
ferent situations. Additionally, the complexity of the tasks to be carried out
should be increased, possibly through including additional threatening targets
in the air defense case studies, developing additional and more complex rules to
be used in the fighter aircraft case study and to make the driving situation more
complex in the autonomous driving case study by, for example, adding other
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traffic and making the ability of the car dependent on additional parameters
than the weather.

Further, additional meta-information visualizations should be developed
and tested. As argued by Seppelt and Lee [182] in relation to an autonomous
driving study, not any representation of the status of the automation will en-
hance driving performance. For example, they concluded that color dilution
was not an effective cue for depicting sensor degradation. Thus, our studies
should be complemented with additional tests investigating the effects of dif-
ferent meta-information visualization techniques on the operators’ trust, work-
load and performance. Further studies should also be conducted to investigate
the effects on trust of visualizing high degree of uncertainty vs. low degree of
certainty. For example, when designing the ability representation to be used in
our case study 4 performed within the autonomous driving domain, we dis-
cussed the possible effects of positively or negatively framing the ability of the
system on the drivers’ perception of the competence of the system, i.e. to ei-
ther talk about the ability or inability of the system. We believe that the same
challenge applies to the design choice of either talking about the uncertainty or
the certainty of the system and its effects on operators’ trust in the system must
be investigated. Moreover, to study the effects of accompanying visual repre-
sentations of meta-information with haptics or sound could further result in
improved operator-automation collaboration through highlighting important
information and situations. Investigations of the possibilities and challenges of
introducing dynamic and/or personalized support should further be conducted.
For example, how should a system be designed to adapt the support provided
in accordance with the evolving situation and the operators’ workload, while
at the same time maintain the operators’ awareness and understanding of the
the different modes of the automation?

Further investigations should also study the effects of automation trans-
parency on the operators’ situation awareness. Due to the reported importance
of a high level of situation awareness during decision-making (see for instance
[63]) closer investigations of the impacts of providing decision-makers with
automation meta-information on the operators’ situation awareness should be
conducted by, for example, using the SAGAT technique (see [175] for more
information).

Future work should also address the OCA guidelines outlined. Since the
guidelines are of general character, they must be more closely adapted to
the domain(s) of interest and their importance investigated together with do-
main experts and users of support systems within the respective domains. The
guidelines should also be complemented or adapted according to other guide-
lines stemming from other domains, such as usability [143] and cognitive er-
gonomics (such as those presented by Alfredson et al. [4]). In this thesis, we
focused on the guidelines advocating appropriate information distribution and
collaboration within the operator-automation team. Future work could also in-
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clude investigations of the incorporation of the full set of guidelines and more
closely relate them to, for example, the SBD development approach.





Chapter 9

Appendix

This appendix contains the interview guides, the survey questions posed and
detailed results from our experiments.

• Section 9.1 presents the interview questions posed to two fighter pilots,
whereas section 9.2 contains the results from the survey performed to-
gether with the two pilots (presented in section 4.2.1).

• Section 9.3 presents the results from the survey performed with six fighter
pilots (as presented in section 4.2.2).

• Section 9.4 lists the interview questions posed during the semi-structured
interviews together with six fighter aircraft system developers (as pre-
sented in section 4.2.3).

• Section 9.5 lists the questions posed during the semi-structured inter-
views performed together with four air defense operators (presented in
section 4.3.2).

• Section 9.6 presents the questions posed during our first case study per-
formed together with fighter pilots, presented in section 6.1. The pilots’
answers to the trust in automation questionnaire are presented (see sec-
tion 9.6.1) together with the questions posed to extract the pilots’ general
opinions of the classification support system (see section 9.6.2).

• Section 9.7 presents detailed results obtained from our case study 2, per-
formed in the air defense domain (see section 6.2). First, the instructions
given to the operators are provided (see section 9.7.1), followed by the
questions included in the questionnaire template (see section 9.7.2). Fur-
ther, detailed results from the study are provided (see section 9.7.3).

• Section 9.8 presents detailed results obtained from our case study 3, con-
ducted in the air defense domain (see section 6.3). The instructions given
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to the air defense operators are provided in section 9.8.1. Further, the
questionnaire template used is given (section 9.8.2), together with the de-
tailed results from the study (see section 9.8.3).

• Section 9.9 contains the detailed results from our case study 4, performed
within the autonomous driving domain (as presented in section 6.4). The
instructions given to the drivers participating in the study are provided
(see section 9.9.1). Further, detailed results from the experiments are pre-
sented in section 9.9.2: the average steering force and brake pressure of
the two groups.

• Section 9.10 lists the full description of the NASA task load index ques-
tions posed to the participants in our case study 2 and 3.

9.1 Fighter pilots – interview

This section presents the questions posed during the two individual, semi-
structured interviews performed together with two fighter pilots.

Before the mission

• Which kinds of preparations do you perform before a mission?

• How are roles assigned within the group?

• In relation to an armed reconnaissance mission, who will be doing what
within the team?

• How does the team create a common picture of what has to be done and
how is this plan maintained?

• How is the cooperation planned?

• Cooperation within the team of pilots?

• Cooperation within the team of pilots + other roles during the mission?

• Which kinds of support are available for planning the cooperation (before
and during a mission)?

During a mission

When re-planning has to be performed:

• How is this conducted?

– Who decides what?

– Which kinds of support are needed?
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– Typical situations where re-planning has to be performed?

– What is decided upon?

– How are the decisions communicated?

– How are the tasks distributed?

– Are roles switched, and in that case – why and how?

* Which kinds of support are needed to switch roles?

* Do the pilots have to be reminded of the role-switching?

* What is decided and how is this communicated?

• Is it possible to keep track of what the other pilots in the team are doing?

– Their roles, current phase in the mission, tasks they are performing,
their plans etc?

– How important is information about other team members for a sin-
gle pilot to perform his/her tasks?

* Specific situations where it is crucial/unimportant to keep track
of other team members?

– Does a single pilot want to know the roles of the other pilots?

– How important is it to ensure that the team has a common situa-
tional picture?

* Specific situations where it it of utmost importance/not so im-
portant?

– How does one ensure that the members of the team have a good
common situational picture?

– How do the pilots in a team cooperate?

* Are considerations taken regarding the team’s ability to perform
tasks or just the individual?

* Specific situations in which a team focus/individual focus is of
great importance?

* How does the team of pilots communicate?

• How is the evaluation of pilot performance made during the mission?

After the mission

• How is the debriefing performed?

• Are investigations performed regarding the pilots’ situational pictures
during the mission?

• How is the collaboration evaluated?
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Other scenarios

• Does the cooperation differ between different scenarios?

– Other types of threats?

– Different teams?

• Is increased/enhanced team work needed?

– In that case why? Specific roles, phases etc. that calls for enhanced
cooperation?

– What would such cooperation enhancement imply?

– Is team related information needed?

– Is clearer division of tasks, roles etc. needed?

Do you have any questions or comments?

9.2 Fighter pilots – survey 1

The survey results, providing information regarding pilot information prefer-
ences, are depicted in figure 9.1. The left column represents the information
preferences of pilot 1, whereas the preferences of pilot 2 are listed on the right.
The information items are listed in accordance with their perceived importance
of the two pilots, the most important information piece at the top/least im-
portant at the bottom. The differences in ranking between the two pilots are
marked with crossed lines.

9.3 Fighter pilot – survey 2

This section presents the survey questions posed to six fighter pilots. The pilots’
answers to the Likert scale questions (1 – not at all, 5 – to a very high degree)
are provided in figure 9.2.

• Give examples of one/some automatic function(s) that have been imple-
mented in the fighter aircraft. How do this/these function(s) aid you dur-
ing flight? (Text)

• How important is it that automatic functions aid a pilot gather situational
information? (1–5 Likert scale)

• How important is it that automatic functions aid a pilot analyze the in-
formation that has been gathered? (1–5 Likert scale)

• How important is it that automatic functions aid a pilot generate recom-
mendations based on the gathered and analyzed information? (1–5 Likert
scale)
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What do I see on the displays (threats, targets)   

 
Who have I fired at  

What do I not see (geo info, threats, targets) 

 

 What does the team not see (geo info, 

threats, targets)  

How much fuel do I have  What does we as a team see 

How many weapons do I have  What do I not see (geo info, threats, targets) 

 

Which kinds of weapons do I have  Where am I (long/lat/alt)  

Who have I fired at   Where am I going (speed, when I plan to 

turn)  

What do we as a team see  How much fuel do I have 

What does the team not see (geo info, 

threats, targets)  

 What do I see on the displays (threats, 

targets)  

When is a team member planning to do  

something 

 Which kinds of weapons do I have 

Who in the team is engaged in which target  How many weapons do I have  

How long can I con"nue with my mission  How much countermeasures do I have 

How much countermeasures do I have  Does my team member need help in the 

form of jamming 

Which threats do I jam so that I protect 

others  

 Does my team member need help with 

measuring a target 

Did I hit the target  What is the probable outcome of my ac"on 

against object X 

Which route is the least threatening  How long can I con"nue with my mission 

What is to be done against the target  Did I hit the target 

Where am I going (speed, when I plan to 

turn)  

 What is to be done against the target 

What do I intend to do with object X   In which mission phase am I in 

Which target have I engaged in   Which threats do I jam so that I protect 

others 

What is the probable outcome of my ac"on 

against object X  

 Which target have I engaged in 
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Pilot 1 Pilot 2

Figure 9.1: Fighter pilot survey – pilots’ information preferences.
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• How important is it that automatic functions aid a pilot act on the rec-
ommendations generated? (1–5 Likert scale)

• In general, which level of automation do you find appropriate in a fighter
aircraft? (Indicate 1–10 on Levels of automation scale)

• To which degree do you understand how implemented automatic func-
tions behave and function? (1–5 Likert scale)

• Are you aware of automatic functions during flight? (1–5 Likert scale)

• Is feedback provided during flight regarding the tasks performed by the
automatic functions? (1–5 Likert scale)

• Is feedback provided during flight regarding the performance of the au-
tomatic functions? (1–5 Likert scale)

• Is any raw data used by the automatic functions provided to the pilots?
If not, would it be desirable? (Text)

• If a pilot suspects that an automatic function does not work in the way it
is supposed to, is the pilot able to investigate this? If so, how? (Text)

• To which degree do you understand how automatic functions function
technically? (1–5 Likert scale)

• Do you have more or less trust in automatic functions of which you know
how they function? (1–5 Likert scale)

• How is team cooperation supported by implemented automatic func-
tions? (Text)

• How do automatic functions aid a pilot to perceive other team members’
situational pictures? (Text)

• How could a future support system aid pilots cooperate? (Text)

• Would you argue that more or less support for team cooperation is needed
in future fighter aircraft? (1–5 Likert scale)

• In the case that you believe that more cooperation support is needed,
which kind of support? (Text)

• Could a system that assesses threats in the surroundings be of help to
future pilots? If so, how? (Text)

– In that case, how important is it that the threat assessment system
reveals how reliable the results from the threat assessment calcula-
tions are? (1–5 Likert scale)
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– How important is it that the threat assessment system provides the
pilot with the raw data used to perform the threat assessment calcu-
lations? (1–5 Likert scale)

– How important is it that the pilots understand how the threat as-
sessment system functions? (1–5 Likert scale)

– How important is it that the source of possible automation faults in
the threat assessment is presented? (1–5 Likert scale)

– How important is it that the threat assessment system provides feed-
back of its activities? (1–5 Likert scale)

– Which level of automation would be appropriate for a threat assess-
ment system? (Indicate 1–10 on Levels of automation scale)

– How important is it that the time stamp of the data used during the
threat assessment is presented? (1–5 Likert scale)

– How important is it that the threat assessment system reveals the
sources of information used? (1–5 Likert scale)

– Which kinds of tasks could be performed automatically/semi-
automatically by the threat assessment system? Which tasks should
be performed by the pilots themselves? (Text)

– Do you have any questions or comments? (Text)

9.4 Fighter aircraft system developers – interviews

This section presents the questions posed to six fighter aircraft system develop-
ers during the semi-structured interviews performed.

OCA in general

• What do you consider is “operator-centered automation”?

• What is your opinion of the definition of OCA, i.e. automation that is
designed to work in collaboration with the human operators – not to
replace him/her?

• Which automation characteristics within the fighter aircraft domain do
you believe are central for OCA in this particular field?

• Do you consider the concept of OCA when designing automated support
function in the domain?

– If so, how?

– Do you believe that more/less focus should be put on this concept?

OCA guidelines
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Figure 9.2: The pilots’ answers to the Likert scale questions included in the
survey. The y axis represents the number of answers (max 6) and the x axis
represents the grading on the Likert scale (max 5).
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• Do you use guidelines when designing automated systems?

– If so, which?

• In relation to the proposed guidelines,

– Which do you find most relevant for the fighter aircraft domain?

– Would you like to add/remove/modify guidelines in this pool?

– Could these guidelines aid you design automated support systems
from a OCA perspective?

* Are the guidelines usable? How/if not – can they be improved?

OCA guidelines in relation to the specific support system

• In relation to this type of system – which automation characteristics are
of importance?

• Can you elaborate on how this kind of support system could aid the pilot
from a OCA perspective?

– Which tasks could/should be automated/performed manually?

– How could important characteristics of the automation be mirrored
in the system design?

– How could such system be designed to enhance a pilot’s and a team’s
situational pictures?

– How could such system enhance cooperation within a team?

– In relation to the support system in focus – in which way do you
argue that the concept of OCA can be mirrored in the design?

Do you have any questions or comments?

9.5 Air defense operators – interviews

This section presents the questions posed during the semi-structured interviews
together with four air defense operators.

• Thank you for participating. [Inform the interviewee of the purpose of
the interviews, about ourselves, how the results will be used etc.] Collect
the name, age, experience and role of the interviewee in an air defense
scenario.

• Could you inform us of the tasks that you carry out during a typical TE
scenario?

• How is the TE carried out? Step-by-step description? Which roles exist?
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• Which support for TE do you have access to? How do you use this sup-
port when carrying out your tasks? What is performed automatically and
which tasks are performed manually? Do you manually enter TE param-
eters into the system?

• How do different TE scenarios differ? Tell us about how you perform
your tasks during different rules-of-engagement, different scenarios. Are
there standards to follow?

• Which time frames exist?

• Which target parameters influence your decision-making in terms of the
threat level posed by a target? Are these parameters weighted? Which are
the most important parameters? How do you determine which are the
most important parameters?

• How would you rate your understanding of the TE automatically per-
formed today? How good is your understanding of the different algo-
rithms, rules and parameters underlying the automatic TE?

• In the case of several targets threatening the defended asset, how do you
decide which target(s) to prioritize? What determines if a target is to be
considered more threatening than another target? How does this affect
the calculated threat value?

• Future developments will likely provide air defense operators with better
sensors, being able to detect targets at longer distances. How will this
affect the decision-making process of air defense operators? Which pa-
rameters will be of importance?

• Present the operators with the TE parameter list provided by [120].
Which parameters are most important in your decision-making process
today? Which do you think will become more important as the technol-
ogy improves? Would you like to update this list with additional param-
eters/remove parameters?

• How is parameter/target uncertainty dealt with today? Do you have ex-
perience of how to deal with target uncertainty?

• Is target uncertainty information presented somehow? If not, would you
be aided by such information? (For example uncertainties with regard to
the calculated threat value, the priority assigned to a target?)

• Uncertainty can be presented at many different levels – for example, at a
general level and at a more detailed level. Which level do you think would
be appropriate in a TE scenario?
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• In which situations would air defense operators be aided by uncertainty
information? Should such information be presented constantly/in specific
situations/with regard to a specific, important parameter/when two im-
portant parameters are in conflict?

• Do you think that uncertainty representations would improve your trust
in the TE system used?

• Do you think that uncertainty representations would affect your decision-
making in a TE scenario?

• Do you think that uncertainty representations would aid you make better
decisions?

• Do you think that you would have the time to analyze uncertain infor-
mation? In which situations yes/no?

• Would an improved understanding of the underlying TE model aid you
in your decision-making process? For example, if you would have knowl-
edge of the underlying rules etc.?

• Would you like to have access to the TE rules during training/during a
real mission? (Have access to the model.)

• Do you think this would affect your usage of the TE system? Would it
affect your trust in it?

• How would you like to interact with the TE model?

• If the TE is based on rules, would you like to be able to adjust the thresh-
old values yourself? Should these be updated manually or in accordance
with the situation, rules-of-engagement etc?

• Do you have any questions or comments?

9.6 Case study 1

This section presents the survey questions posed to the fighter pilots partici-
pating in our first case study. The pilots’ answers to the trust in automation
questionnaire are presented in section 9.6.1 and the questions posed to extract
the pilots’ general opinions of the classification support system are found in
section 9.6.2.

9.6.1 Trust in automation

The pilots were asked to estimate their initial trust in the classification support
system in general. The answers to the “Trust in automation” questions are
represented in figure 9.3.
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Figure 9.3: Case study 1 – the Likert scale answers to the “Trust in automation”
questions. The y axis represents the number of answers (max 6) and the x axis
represents the grading on the Likert scale (max 7).
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9.6.2 Case study 1 – questions

The following questions were posed to the pilots to extract their general opin-
ions of the classification support system. The answers to the Likert scale ques-
tions can be found in figure 9.4.

• Would this kind of support system aid you when carrying out your clas-
sification tasks? (Text)

• Did you have sufficient knowledge of the system to use it? (Text)

• During which display condition did you feel that you performed the best?
Why? (Text)

• Estimate your mental workload when using display condition 1. (1–10
Likert scale, low/high).

• Estimate your mental workload when using display condition 2. (1–10
Likert scale, low/high).

• Estimate your mental workload when using display condition 3. (1–10
Likert scale, low/high).

• Estimate the level of support provided in terms of your situation aware-
ness when using display condition 1. (1–10 Likert scale, no support/high
support).

• Estimate the level of support provided in terms of your situation aware-
ness when using display condition 2. (1–10 Likert scale, no support/high
support).

• Estimate the level of support provided in terms of your situation aware-
ness when using display condition 3. (1–10 Likert scale, no support/high
support).

• Estimate how easy it was to use the system being presented with display
condition 1. (1–10 Likert scale, not at all easy/very easy).

• Estimate how easy it was to use the system being presented with display
condition 2. (1–10 Likert scale, not at all easy/very easy).

• Estimate how easy it was to use the system being presented with display
condition 3. (1–10 Likert scale, not at all easy/very easy).

• Do you believe that using display condition 1 involves a risk for making
a wrong decision? (1–10 Likert scale, not at all/to a very high degree).

• Do you believe that using display condition 2 involves a risk for making
a wrong decision? (1–10 Likert scale, not at all/to a very high degree).
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• Do you believe that using display condition 3 involves a risk for making
a wrong decision? (1–10 Likert scale, not at all/to a very high degree).

• Estimate your trust in the information presented when using display con-
dition 1. (1–10 Likert scale, no trust/very high trust).

• Estimate your trust in the information presented when using display con-
dition 2. (1–10 Likert scale, no trust/very high trust).

• Estimate your trust in the information presented when using display con-
dition 3. (1–10 Likert scale, no trust/very high trust).

• When the system provided a class suggestion of an object, did you trust
this suggestion? (Text).

• When the system provided a class suggestion, did this affect your deci-
sion? To which degree? (Text).

• Which parameters did you use for classifying an object? Please rank these
parameters according to their importance. (Text).

• Which additional parameters would aid you in your classification deci-
sion? (Text).

• Did the uncertainty visualization affect your classification decision? (Text).

• Did the uncertainty visualization provide you with a better understanding
of the automatic classification? (Text).

• Did the uncertainty visualization affect your trust in the automatic clas-
sification performed? (Text).

• Would you like to assess which rules and threshold values that should
hold for the automatic classifications manually before flight? (Text).

• Do you have any comments regarding the experiment? (Text).

9.7 Case study 2

This section presents the instructions given to the participants in our second
case study, performed within the air defense domain (see section 9.7.1). The
questionnaire template used is provided (see section 9.7.2), together with the
detailed results from the empirical investigation (see section 9.7.3).
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Figure 9.4: Case study 1 – the answers to the Likert scale questions posed during
the case study. The y axis represents the number of answers (max 6) and the x
axis represents the grading on the Likert scale (max 10).
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9.7.1 Instructions to the air defense operators

• Thank you for participating in this experiment [Introduce ourselves]. The
exercise you will carry out is for research purposes. The test is anonymous
and your identity will not be saved. You will be not evaluated individually
but in group. Please, sit down...

• You will use a keyboard, mouse and screen to carry out an exercise, us-
ing a prototype for air defense. [We explain the prototype and function-
ality: map, parameters on the left, double-click on object (identity, prior-
ity, confidence), table with the prioritized list, tooltips with information,
etc.]. [The visual representations of the uncertainty are explained only for
the test group: uncertainty associated with the sensor readings and track
quality, we illustrate the explanations with visual examples using the pro-
totype (questions are allowed)]. First, you are going to test a scenario to
get familiar with the prototype. [The participant tests and explores the
prototype with a simple scenario].

Now the experiment will start. [Questions are allowed now or after, not
during ...]

• Exercise: you need to protect a defended area (marked in purple) where
your radar is located. Your primary objective is to defend this area and
you need to identify and prioritize all the targets that you think are in-
teresting, that you need to send to the resource allocation operator or
that you would report to higher instances. The sensor data that you see
has uncertainty, i.e., it has a certain and variable degree of error, so you
should take that into account. Please, take also into account the time, try
to do the identification and prioritization so that there is enough time to
manage the countermeasures (as it would be in a real scenario). The out-
come will be a prioritize list of targets [clarify if needed, as done in the
training scenario].

• The scenario lasts around 12 min. and you should identify those targets
that you think are interesting. You should focus in doing the best identi-
fication as possible, but you should also take care of the time.

After the exercise ...

• Thank you for participating in this experiment. Do you have any ques-
tions or comments? We would like you to fill out a questionnaire that
collects your experiences and opinions after carrying out the exercise.
You may take a break before starting.
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Figure 9.5: Case study 2 – the answers to the Likert scale questions for the
control and test group. The y axis represents the number of answers (max 11)
and the x axis represents the grading on the Likert scale (max 5) (1 = not at all,
5 = to a very high degree).

9.7.2 Questionnaire template

• Have you taken into account that there was uncertainty associated with
the sensor data values?

• I have taken into account that there was uncertainty associated with the
sensor values (1–5 Likert scale, not at all/to a very high degree).

• How did the uncertainty influence your analysis? (Choose)

• Which information have you used to identify the target? Please, order
them by importance.

• Would you like to add something or do you have any other comments
that you think are important?

Additionally, the test group answered the following questions:

• Have you understood the uncertainty representation provided?

• I have understood the uncertainty visualization provided (1–5 Likert scale,
not at all/to a very high degree).

• How did the information of uncertainty influence your analysis? (Choose)

The answers to the Likert scale questions included in the questionnaire can
be found in figure 9.5.

9.7.3 Case study 2 – detailed results

The following tables provide the detailed results obtained from the case study:
the time needed to identify the hidden threatening targets (table 9.1), the op-
erators’ expressed subjective confidence in their decisions made (table 9.2), the
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Participant
and

group

39 40 61 253 254 266 267 268 269 797 815 Group
average

CP1 01:34 10:45 03:49 02:42 02:33 00:26 00:16 00:21 00:30 06:16 05:59
CP2 01:17 07:42 03:39 02:27 02:20 00:22 00:28 00:36 00:41 00:32 04:57
CP3 06:51 02:18 05:45 01:23 01:26 01:24 01:59 01:16 01:19 02:33 06:32
CP4 03:32 01:39 03:49 00:33 00:28 01:30 01:40 01:07 01:18 03:36 03:06
CP5 01:43 00:49 03:59 02:59 03:02 00:28 00:35 00:21 00:32 06:14
CP6 09:49 05:09 03:26 03:30 01:59 01:31 01:47 01:18
CP7 01:49 09:47 04:51 01:49 02:59 00:48 00:50 01:05 04:55
CP8 01:21 01:24 03:45 00:43 00:38 00:40 00:45 00:22 00:26 00:55 06:37
CP9 06:53 02:26 04:49 02:40 02:36 00:39 00:42 00:35 00:31 06:26 01:00

CP10 09:38 03:31 07:14 02:59 02:55 01:12 01:24 00:57 01:00 01:03 06:27
CP11 07:10 02:42 04:41 03:08 02:45 00:56 01:01 00:36 01:16 01:41 05:57

Average 04:42 04:18 04:41 02:15 02:13 01:09 01:01 00:48 00:54 02:53 05:10 02:43

TP1 07:10 02:42 04:41 03:08 02:45 00:56 01:01 00:36 01:16 01:41 05:57
TP2 01:44 03:23 01:14 01:10 00:43 00:49 00:35 00:28 01:57 04:37
TP3 09:01 06:49 08:03 00:41 00:35 00:26 00:30 00:21 00:32 05:09 04:39
TP4 09:28 02:04 02:41 02:14 00:43 00:55 00:34 00:21 05:20
TP5 01:26 04:54 01:08 00:59 00:51 01:07 00:59 00:35 06:31
TP6 00:47 04:40 01:54 01:46 00:36 00:42 00:46 00:50 04:04 05:04
TP7 01:38 04:19 01:20 01:07 00:30 00:26 00:35 00:38 03:26
TP8 00:46 03:27 01:15 01:20 01:22 01:18
TP9 06:43 03:10 04:12 01:46 01:39 02:15 00:53 00:25 01:14 02:41 06:37
TP10 01:56 03:14 00:44 01:22
TP11 02:00 04:59 04:52 00:45 00:39 01:31 00:59 01:07 01:17 07:05 03:49

Average 03:33 04:59 04:19 01:26 01:16 00:59 00:50 00:49 00:48 04:11 05:00 02:18

Table 9.1: Case study 2 – the time needed to finally identify the hidden threat-
ening targets for the control (C) and test (T) group.

operators’ assigned priorities of the hidden threatening targets (table 9.3), the
number of attempts needed to identify the hidden targets (table 9.4) and the
final identities assigned to the hidden targets (table 9.5).

9.8 Case study 3

This section provides the instructions given and the questions posed to the par-
ticipants in our third case study (see sections 9.8.1 and 9.8.2, performed within
the air defense domain. The detailed results from the empirical investigations
are also presented in section 9.8.3, such as the time needed for the operators
to identify and prioritize the hidden threatening targets and their expressed
confidence in their decisions.

9.8.1 Instructions to the air defense operators

• Thank you for participating in this experiment [Introduce ourselves]. The
exercise you will carry out is for research purposes. The test is anonymous
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Participant
and

group

39 40 61 253 254 266 267 268 269 797 815 Group
average

CP1 0.71 0.43 0.71 0.57 0.57 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.86 0.43 0.71
CP2 0.86 0.57 1 1 1 0.71 1 1 1 0.71 1
CP3 0.57 0.71 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.71 0.43 0.71 0.71 0.57 0.86
CP4 0.86 0.71 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86
CP5 0.71 0.86 0.57 0.43 0.71 0.71 1 1
CP6 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57 1 1 1 1 1
CP7 0.43 1 0.57 0.57 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43
CP8 0.71 0.71 0.86 0.71 0.57 0.86 0.86 1 0.71 0.86
CP9 0.57 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.57 0.71

CP10 1 0.71 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.57
CP11 1 0.86 1 0.86 0.86 1 1 1 1 0.71 1

Average 0.726 0.664 0.831 0.726 0.714 0.778 0.805 0.857 0.884 0.695 0.841 0.774

TP1 0.71 0.86 1 0.86 1 1 1 0.86 1 1 0.86
TP2 1 0.86 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.86 0.86
TP3 1 0.57 1 0.57 0.57 1 1 1 1 0.43 0.57
TP4 0.86 0.71 0.71 0.71 1 1 0.86 1 0.86
TP5 0.86 1 0.71 0.71 1 1 1 1 0.57
TP6 0.86 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.86 1 1 1 0.71 0.57
TP7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.71
TP8 0.57 0.71 1 1 1 1
TP9 0.57 0.43 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.29 0.57
TP10 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14
TP11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.57 0.57

Average 0.779 0.715 0.791 0.792 0.808 0.943 0.883 0.857 0.957 0.643 0.682 0.786

Table 9.2: Case study 2 – the operators’ expressed subjective confidence in their
final decisions made for the control (C) and test (T) group.
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Participant
and

group

39 40 61 253 254 266 267 268 269 797 815

CP1 H M H M M H H H H M H
CP2 H M H H H H H H H L H
CP3 H M H M M H H H H M M
CP4 M M H L M M M M M M L
CP5 H H H H H H H H
CP6 H M M M M H H H H H
CP7 H H M M H L H L
CP8 H M L H H H H H L M
CP9 H L H M M H M H H M H
CP10 M M H H H H H H H M L
CP11 H M H H H H H H H M M

Total H = 68 M = 36 L = 8

TP1 M M H H H H H H H H H
TP2 H H L L H H H H M M
TP3 H M H M M H H H H M M
TP4 H H H H H H H H M
TP5 H H M M H H H H M
TP6 H H H H H H H H H M
TP7 H H H H H H H H L
TP8 H H H H H H
TP9 H M H M M H M M H M M
TP10 H H H H
TP11 H M H H H H H H H M M

Total H = 74 M = 24 L = 3

Table 9.3: Case study 2 – the operators’ expressed final priority for the different
targets for the control (C) and test (T) group (H = high, M = medium, L = low).
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Participant
and

group

39 40 61 253 254 266 267 268 269 797 815 Group
average

CP1 2 3 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 3
CP2 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1
CP3 2 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 2 1 2
CP4 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1
CP5 5 2 2 1 3 2 3 2
CP6 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1
CP7 3 1 1 2 1 3 5 1
CP8 3 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2
CP9 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 3

CP10 3 1 3 2 4 1 1 1 1 2 1
CP11 4 1 4 2 2 3 3 2 2 1 3

Average 2.636 1.556 1.727 1.364 1.800 1.455 1.727 2.000 1.273 1.250 1.889 1.734

TP1 3 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 1
TP2 4 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2
TP3 2 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2
TP4 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
TP5 2 2 1 1 1 2 3 1 1
TP6 1 3 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1
TP7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
TP8 1 2 2 2 2 2
TP9 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3
TP10 1 1 1 1
TP11 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1

Average 1.818 1.000 2.000 1.222 1.222 1.300 1.273 1.455 1.300 1.500 1.444 1.430

Table 9.4: Case study 2 – the number of attempts needed before final identifi-
cation for the control (C) and test (T) group.
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Participant
and

group

39 40 61 253 254 266 267 268 269 797 815

CP1 H U H S S H S U H H
CP2 H S H H H H H H H N S
CP3 H S H F F H S H H F F
CP4 S P S S S S S S S S S
CP5 H S S S H H H H
CP6 U U S U U H H H H S
CP7 S H S S S S S S
CP8 H P N S H H H H N S
C P9 H S H S S H H H H S S
CP10 H S H H H H H U H H S
CP11 S P S S S S S S H S S

Total H = 48 S = 47 F = 4 P = 3 U = 7 N = 3

TP1 S U S S S S S S S U U
TP2 H H H H H H H H S
TP3 H P H S S H H H H S S
TP4 H H H H H H H H P
TP5 H H S S S H H S S
TP6 H S S S H H H H S
TP7 H H H H H H H H S
TP8 S H H H H H
TP9 H S H S S H U S S S S
TP10 S S H H
TP11 S S H S S H H H H S S

Total H = 54 S = 39 F = 0 P = 2 U = 4 N = 0

Table 9.5: Case study 2 – the final identities assigned to the different targets for
the control (C) and test (T) group. H = Hostile, S = Suspect, F = Friend, P =
Pending, U= Unknown, N = Neutral.
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and your identity will not be saved. You will be not evaluated individually
but in group. Please, sit down...

• You will use a keyboard, mouse and screen to carry out an exercise, us-
ing a prototype for air defense. [We explain the prototype and function-
ality: map, parameters on the left, double-click on object (identity, prior-
ity, confidence), table with the prioritized list, tooltips with information,
etc.]. [The underlying reasoning of the system is explained, but its stability
measures are explained and visualized only for the test group. Questions
are allowed.] First you are going to test a scenario to get familiar with
the prototype. [The participant tests and explores the prototype with a
simple scenario].

Now the experiment will start. [Questions are allowed now or after, not
during ...]

• Exercise: You need to protect a defended area (marked in purple) where
your radar is located. Your primary objective is to defend this area and
you need to identify and prioritize all the targets that you think are inter-
esting, that you need to send to the resource allocation operator or that
you would report to higher instances. Please, take also into account the
time, try to do the identification and prioritization so that there is enough
time to manage the countermeasures (as it would be in a real scenario).
The outcome will be a prioritize list of targets [clarify if needed, as done
in the training scenario].

• The scenario lasts around 12 min. and you should identify those targets
that you think they are interesting. You should focus in doing the best
identification as possible, but you should also take care of the time.

After the exercise ...

• Thank you for participating in this experiment. Do you have any ques-
tions or comments? We would like you to fill out a questionnaire that
collects your experiences and opinions after carrying out the exercise.
You may take a break before starting.

9.8.2 Questionnaire template

• Do you understand, on the whole, how the identification is performed by
the system prototype? Use 1–5 (strongly disagree/strongly agree) Likert
scale.

• Do you have any comments regarding your understanding of the identifi-
cation performed by the system prototype? (Free text.)
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• Do you have any comments regarding the identification process performed
by the system prototype? (Free text.)

• Did the proposed identification offered by the system prototype affect
your decision and reasoning when deciding upon the identity of an ob-
ject? (Free text.)

• To which degree did the proposed identity made by the system prototype
affect your decision making? Use 1–5 (not at all/to a very high degree)
Likert scale.

• Would you trust such identification system during a real air defense sce-
nario? Use 1–5 (strongly disagree/strongly agree) Likert scale.

Additional questions posed to the test group:

• Did you understand the “identity likelihood” values regarding the iden-
tification performed by the system prototype? Use 1–5 (strongly dis-
agree/strongly agree) Likert scale.

• To which degree did the “identity likelihood” values affect your decision
making when deciding upon the object identity? Use 1–5 (not at all/to a
very high degree) Likert scale.

• Would you use the “identity likelihood” values during a real air defense
scenario? Use 1–5 (not at all/to a very high degree) Likert scale.

• Did the “identity likelihood” values affect your decision making some-
how? (Free text.)

• Did the “identity likelihood” values give you a better understanding of
the system generated identities? Use 1–5 (strongly disagree/strongly agree)
Likert scale.

• Did the “identity likelihood” values give you a better foundation for
trusting the system results? Use 1–5 (strongly disagree/strongly agree) Lik-
ert scale.

• Did you understand the “identity stability” measures regarding the iden-
tification performed by the system prototype? Use 1–5 (strongly dis-
agree/strongly agree) Likert scale.

• To which degree did the “identity stability” measures affect your decision
when deciding upon the object identity? Use 1–5 (not at all/to a very high
degree) Likert scale.

• Would you use the “identity stability” measures during a real air defense
scenario? Use 1–5 (not at all/to a very high degree) Likert scale.
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• Did the “identity stability” measures affect your decision making some-
how? (Free text.)

• Did the “identity stability” measures give you a better understanding of
the reliability of the system calculated identities? Use 1-5 (strongly dis-
agree/strongly agree) Likert scale.

• Did the “identity stability” measures give you a better foundation for
trusting the system results? Use 1–5 (strongly disagree/strongly agree) Lik-
ert scale.

NASA Task Load Index

The air defense operators were further asked to fill out the NASA TLX ques-
tionnaire, see section 9.10.

9.8.3 Case study 3 – detailed results

The following tables provide the detailed results obtained from the case study:
the time needed to identify the hidden threatening targets (table 9.6), the op-
erators’ expressed subjective confidence in their decisions made (table 9.7), the
operators’ assigned priorities of the hidden threatening targets (table 9.8), the
number of attempts needed to identify the hidden targets (table 9.9) and the
final identities assigned to the hidden targets (table 9.10).

9.9 Case study 4

This section presents the instructions given to the drivers participating in our
fourth case study, performed within the autonomous driving domain (see sec-
tion 9.9.1). The detailed results in terms of the drivers’ average steering force
and brake pressure are provided in section 9.9.2.

9.9.1 Instructions given to the drivers

Welcome to the HMI lab. Thank you for participating in this experiment. The
experiment is part of a research collaboration between Volvo Car Corporation
and the University of Skövde. My name is...

Before the test

• Please take a seat in the car. [Make sure that the participant adjusts the
seat.]

• First, you will practice to drive the car in manual mode for about 5 min-
utes.
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Participant
and

group

39 40 61 253 254 266 267 268 269 797 815 Group
average

CP1 01:55 05:15 05:47 05:05 09:18 10:28 01:02 06:10
CP2 01:59 02:31 05:42 03:59 03:54 08:54 08:49 08:59 09:05 06:37
CP3 01:38 02:22 01:47 05:03 04:48 09:26 09:37 09:32 01:31 05:44
CP4 01:33 01:55 04:22 04:16 09:04 08:48 08:54 09:00 01:43 09:47
CP5 01:49 03:54 06:15 05:52 10:14 09:36 10:22 10:25 01:21 11:29
CP6 06:14 07:44 05:31 04:36 04:31 09:10 08:59 09:05 09:14 06:18 06:08
CP7 07:38 02:49 05:02 05:32 05:27 09:56 10:19 09:43 09:52 10:45 11:22
CP8 11:16 05:12 01:52 04:31 04:25 10:16 09:53 09:46 10:10 00:42 08:34
CP9 09:37 07:50 07:43 06:02 10:47 09:08 09:46 02:14 11:29

CP10 01:55 03:36 03:01 05:26 10:00 09:42 09:45 01:50 08:52

Average 04:33 03:44 04:26 05:19 04:55 09:34 09:36 09:33 09:39 03:02 08:37 06:36

TP1 06:14 06:06 05:38 09:46 09:53 09:39 09:33 07:09 10:31
TP2 01:28 04:10 05:27 07:53 04:27 08:51 09:01 09:05 09:15 09:33
TP3 09:42 04:43 04:01 03:56 09:11 09:46 09:52 09:57 05:47 11:08
TP4 02:01 02:11 05:54 07:44 07:39 10:25 10:07 10:17 09:54 01:15 11:09
TP5 10:04 10:52 06:08 06:06 09:20 09:51 09:56 10:41 11:29
TP6 06:42 11:25 06:39 04:25 04:21 09:22 09:32 09:17 09:10 03:00 11:01
TP7 01:15 01:54 04:47 05:54 05.50 09:38 09:24 09:10 09:19 02:36 06:04
TP8 05:52 03:26 05:54 05:43 05:54 09:02 09:16 08:58 09:08 07:12 06:29
TP9 02:29 09:12 06:31 07:00 08:54 08:58 08:45 08:50 01:41 10:57
TP10 01:38 04:44 04:08 03:59 09:20 09:31 09:15 09:08 10:54

Average 04:44 10:00 05:41 05:51 05:08 09:23 09:28 09:24 09:25 04:55 09:55 07:26

Table 9.6: Case study 3 – the time needed to finally identify the hidden threat-
ening targets for the control (C) and test (T) group.
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Participant
and

group

39 40 61 253 254 266 267 268 269 797 815 Group
average

CP1 0.71 1 1 1 0.86 1 0.57 1
CP2 1 0.71 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.71
CP3 0.86 0.71 0.57 0.86 0.86 1 1 1 0.71 0.86
CP4 0.71 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.57 0.86
CP5 1 0.86 0.71 0.86 1 0.86 1 1 0.86 0.86
CP6 0.57 0.14 1 0.57 0.57 1 1 1 1 0.57 0.57
CP7 1 0.71 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.86
CP8 0.71 1 1 1 1 0.86 0.86 1 0.86 1 1
CP9 0.71 0.14 0.14 0.57 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.43 0.57

CP10 1 0.71 0.71 0.86 1 1 1 0.86 0.86

Average 0.827 0.65 0.808 0.771 0.825 0.96 0.915 0.957 0.928 0.73 0.815 0.835

TP1 0.71 1 0.43 1 1 1 1 0.29 0.57
TP2 1 0.29 1 0.29 0.43 0.71 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86
TP3 0.57 1 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.71 0.71 0.57 0.71
TP4 0.71 0.57 0.86 0.71 0.71 0.86 0.71 0.86 0.86 0.57 0.71
TP5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
TP6 0.86 0.57 1 0.86 0.86 1 1 1 1 0.86 0.71
TP7 0.57 0.57 0.86 0.86 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.57 0.86
TP8 0.86 0.71 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.86 0.71
TP9 0.86 0.71 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
TP10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.86

Average 0.814 0.631 0.958 0.758 0.734 0.84 0.856 0.885 0.885 0.715 0.799 0.807

Table 9.7: Case study 3 – the operators’ expressed subjective confidence in their
final decisions made for the control (C) and test (T) group.
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Participant
and

group

39 40 61 253 254 266 267 268 269 797 815

CP1 H H H M H H M M
CP2 H M H H H H H H H L
CP3 H M M H H H H H H M
CP4 M M M M H H H H H H
CP5 H H M H H M H H M M
CP6 H L H M M H H H H H L
CP7 L H L H H H H H H L H
CP8 M L H H H H H H H M H
CP9 H H M M M H H M H
CP10 H H H H H H H M H

Total H = 68 M = 24 L = 7

TP1 H H M H H H H L M
TP2 H L H M H H H H H M
TP3 H H M M H M H H M M
TP4 H M H H H H H H H H H
TP5 H M H H M H H M M
TP6 H H L H H H H H H L M
TP7 H M H H H H H H H H H
TP8 H M H M M H H H H L L
TP9 H M L H H H H H H H
TP10 H H H H H H H H M

Total H = 73 M = 21 L = 7

Table 9.8: Case study 3 – the operators’ expressed final priority for the different
targets for the control (C) and test (T) group. H = high, M = medium and L =
low.
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Participant
and

group

39 40 61 253 254 266 267 268 269 797 815 Group
average

CP1 1 1 1 1 2 3 1 1
CP2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
CP3 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 2
CP4 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 3
CP5 1 2 1 1 2 2 3 2 2 2
CP6 2 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1
CP7 6 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 3 2 2
CP8 3 3 1 2 2 2 2 3 2 1 3
CP9 6 2 3 3 2 1 1 2 3

CP10 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Average 2.5 1.428 1.666 1.6 1.666 1.857 1.8 2 1.5 1.444 1.9 1.76

TP1 4 2 1 2 3 3 2 1 2
TP2 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 2 1 1
TP3 3 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1
TP4 2 1 2 3 3 4 3 7 2 1 2
TP5 5 3 4 1 1 2 2 3 1
TP6 4 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
TP7 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 2 2 1 1
TP8 3 1 2 2 4 1 1 2 1 2 1
TP9 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
TP10 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2

Average 2.7 1.571 1.8 1.7 2.142 1.444 1.6 2.3 1.5 1.5 1.3 1.78

Table 9.9: Case study 3 – the number of attempts needed to finally identify the
hidden threatening targets for the control (C) and test (T) group.
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Participant
and

group

39 40 61 253 254 266 267 268 269 797 815

CP1 S H H S H H P H
CP2 H S H H H H H H H S
CP3 H S S S S H H H H S
CP4 S S S S H H H H H S
CP5 P H H H H S H H H H
CP6 S S H S S H H H H S S
CP7 S U H H H H H H H P H
CP8 P P S S S S S S S P H
CP9 S H P P S P S P S
CP10 H S H H H H H H S

Total H = 53 S = 35 F = 0 P = 10 U = 1 N = 0

TP1 H H S H H H H H S
TP2 S S H U S S H H H S
TP3 H H S S S H H H H S
TP4 H P H H H H H H H H H
TP5 H H H H S H H H S
TP6 H S H S S H H H H S S
TP7 S S H H H H H H H H H
TP8 H S H F F H H H H F N
TP9 S S H H H H H H H H
TP10 H H H H H H H H H

Total H = 72 S = 23 F = 3 P = 1 U = 1 N = 1

Table 9.10: Case study 3 – the final identities assigned to the different targets
for the control (C) and test (T) group. H = Hostile, S = Suspect, F = Friend, P =
Pending, U= Unknown, N = Neutral.
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• Thereafter, the test session will begin. It will last about 10 minutes. Dur-
ing the test session, the car can drive autonomously, that is the car drives
as good as it can, based on, for example, the current visibility conditions.

• If you have any questions, please ask them during the training session,
and not during the test session.

• The purpose of the study is to investigate suitable interactions between
drivers and autonomous driving systems. The results are very useful to us
and will be used in research and development of new products within the
Volvo Car Corporation.

• You might feel nauseous.

• You can at any time announce that you do no longer want to participate.

• The results from the study will not be analyzed on an individual level, but
at a group level.

• The data collected will only be used in anonymous form within the cur-
rent research project, as basis for scientific publications.

During the training session

• Put the gear in parking mode.

• Start the car by pressing the button.

• Put the gear in drive mode.

• Now you can drive. [Let the participant drive for about 5 minutes.]

• How did it feel? Do you want to take a break? Do you have any ques-
tions?

During the test session

• Now the test session will start.

• What you see in front of you is [pointing at the elements of the DIM]: the
current speed, the engine speed, the gear used, the outside temperature,
the current time, the fuel level and the current position of the steering
wheel during the autonomous drive. [The test group is also informed of
the ability information.] The car can drive autonomously, but you can at
any time take control over the car by braking/steering or giving gas.

• Put the gear in drive mode. The car will start to autonomously drive when
you press the gas pedal. Then you can release the gas pedal.
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After the test session

• How do you feel? Do you have any questions or comments?

• We would now like you to fill out a questionnaire.

• Thank you for participating!

After-test questionnaire

Trust in automation questions were posed. A summary of the results from
the control group and the test group are provided in figures 9.6 and 9.7.

9.9.2 Case study 4 – detailed results

The detailed results from the autonomous driving study in terms of the drivers’
steering and braking responses are provided in figures 9.8 and 9.9.

9.10 NASA-Task Load Index questions

The following questions were included in the NASA-TLX questionnaires. The
participants were to answer the questions using the provided 10-point Likert
scales (1 = very low, 10 = very high). These questions were posed in our case
studies 2 and 3, see figures 6.7 and 6.12 for the results.

• Mental demand – How much mental and perceptual activity was required
(e.g. thinking, deciding, calculating, remembering, looking, searching,
etc.)? Was the task easy or demanding, simple or complex, exacting or
forgiving?

• Physical demand – How much physical activity was required (e.g. push-
ing, pulling, turning, controlling, activating, etc)? Was the task easy or
demanding, slow or brisk, slack or strenuous, restful or laborious?

• Temporal demand – How much time pressure did you feel due to the rate
of pace at which the tasks or task elements occurred? Was the pace slow
and leisurely or rapid and frantic?

• Performance – How successful do you think you were in accomplishing
the goals of the task set by the experimenter (or yourself)? How satisfied
were you with your performance in accomplishing these goals?

• Effort – How hard did you have to work (mentally and physically) to
accomplish your level of performance?

• Frustration – How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed and annoyed
versus secure, gratified, content, relaxed and complacent did you feel dur-
ing the task?
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Figure 9.6: Case study 4 – the control group’s answers to the “Trust in automa-
tion” Likert scale questions. The y axis represents the number of answers (max
29) and the x axis represents the grading on the Likert scale (max 7).
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Figure 9.7: Case study 4 – the test group’s answers to the “Trust in automation”
Likert scale questions. The y axis represents the number of answers (max 30)
and the x axis represents the grading on the Likert scale (max 7).
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Figure 9.8: Case study 4 – the average steering force for the test group (with
ability information) and control group (without ability information) during the
duration of the test session. The intensity of the snowing indicates when the
ability of the car decreases (i.e. when the driver needs to intervene). The test
group starts to steer when the automation shuts down.
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Figure 9.9: Case study 4 – the average brake pressure for the test group (with
ability information) and control group (without ability information) during the
duration of the test session. The intensity of the snowing indicates when the
ability of the car decreases (i.e. when the driver needs to intervene). The figure
indicates that the test group brakes when the automation shuts down.
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